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Abstract

The Cloud has become a very popular platform for deploying distributed applications. Today, virtually any credit card holder can have access to Cloud services. There are many different ways of offering Cloud services to customers. In this thesis we specially focus on the Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), a model that, usually, proposes virtualized computing resources to customers in the form of virtual machines (VMs). Thanks to its attractive pay-as-you-use cost model, it is easier for customers, specially small and medium companies, to outsource hosting infrastructures and benefit of savings related to upfront investments and maintenance costs. Also, customers can have access to features such as scalability, availability, and reliability, which previously were almost exclusive for large companies.

To place a distributed application on the Cloud, a customer must first consider the mapping between her application (or its parts) to the target infrastructure. She needs to take into consideration cost, resource, and communication constraints to select the most suitable set of VMs, from private and public Cloud providers. However, defining a mapping manually may be a challenge in large-scale or time constrained scenarios since the number of possible configuration explodes. The large offer of Cloud providers in the market and eventual advantages of having an application deployed over different Cloud sites, like redundancy and reachability, for example, make this challenge even more complex. Furthermore, when automating the mapping definition, scalability issues must be taken into account since this problem is a generalization of the graph homomorphism problem, which is NP-complete.

In this thesis we address the problem of calculating initial and reconfiguration placements for distributed applications over possibly multiple Clouds. Our objective is to minimize renting and migration costs while satisfying applications’ resource and communication constraints. We concentrate on the mapping between applications and Cloud infrastructures. Using an incremental approach, we split the problem into three different parts and propose efficient heuristics that can compute good quality placements very quickly for small and large scenarios. First we model the problem as a communication oblivious problem and propose vector packing based heuristics able to calculate initial placement solutions. Then, we extend our application and infrastructure models by introducing communication constraints, and propose a graph homomorphism based heuristic to calculate initial placement solutions. In the last part, we introduce application reconfiguration to our models and propose a heuristic able to calculate communication and reconfiguration aware placement solutions.

These heuristics have been extensively evaluated against state of the art approaches such as MIP solvers and meta-heuristics. We show through simulations that the proposed heuristics manage to compute solutions in a few seconds that would take many hours or
days for other approaches to compute.
Résumé

Le Cloud est devenu une plate-forme très répandue pour le déploiement d’applications distribuées. Aujourd’hui, virtuellement tout titulaire d’une carte bancaire peut avoir accès à des services provenant d’un Cloud. De plus en plus d’entreprises peuvent sous-traiter leurs infrastructures d’hébergement et, ainsi, éviter les dépenses d’investissements initiaux en infrastructure et de maintenance. Beaucoup de petites et moyennes entreprises, en particulier, ont désormais accès à des fonctionnalités comme le passage à l’échelle, la disponibilité et la fiabilité, qui avant le Cloud étaient presque réservées à des grandes entreprises. Son modèle attractif de coûts “pay-as-you-go”, qui permet aux clients de payer sur demande les services et ressources utilisés, a un rôle important dans la popularisation du Cloud.

Les services du Cloud sont offerts aux utilisateurs de plusieurs façons. Dans cette thèse, nous nous concentrerons sur le modèle d’Infrastructure sous Forme de Service. Ce modèle permet aux utilisateurs d’accéder à des ressources de calcul virtualisés sous forme de machine virtuelles (MVs).

Pour placer une application distribuée sur le Cloud, un client doit d’abord définir l’association entre son application (ou ses modules) et l’infrastructure. Il est nécessaire de prendre en considération des contraintes de coût, de ressources et de communication pour pouvoir choisir un ensemble de MVs provenant d’opérateurs de Cloud (Cloud providers) publique et privé le plus adapté. Cependant, étant donné le nombre exponentiel de configurations possibles, la définition manuelle de l’association entre une application et une infrastructure est un défi dans des scénarios à large échelle ou ayant de fortes contraintes de temps.

La multitude d’opérateurs de Cloud et les avantages d’un placement pertinent d’une application distribuée sur plusieurs sites du Cloud, comme la redondance et l’accessibilité, par exemple, rendent ce challenge encore plus complexe. En outre, pour automatiser ce processus, le passage à l’échelle d’un algorithme d’association ne peut être ignoré. En effet, le problème de calculer une association entre une application et une infrastructure est une généralisation du problème de homomorphisme de graphes, qui est NP-complet.

Dans cette thèse, nous adressons le problème de calculer des placements initiaux et de reconfiguration pour des applications distribuées sur potentiellement de multiples Clouds. L’objectif est de minimiser les coûts de location et de migration en satisfaisant des contraintes de ressources et communications. Pour cela, nous utilisons une approche incrémentale en divisant le problème en trois sous-problèmes et proposons des heuristiques performantes capables de calculer des placements de bonne qualité très rapidement pour des scénarios à petite et large échelles.

Premièrement, nous modélisons le problème en tant qu’un problème de placement sans communication et proposons des heuristiques basés sur des algorithmes de vector packing.
pour calculer des solutions de placements initiaux. Deuxièmement, nous étendons nos modèles d’applications et d’infrastructures par l’introduction de contraintes de communication et proposons une heuristique basé sur des algorithmes de homomorphisme de graphes pour calculer des solutions de placements initiaux conscients des communications. Troisièmement, nous introduisons le concept de reconfiguration d’applications à nos modèles et proposons une heuristique capable de calculer des solutions de placements conscients des communications et de reconfiguration.

Ces heuristiques ont été évaluées en les comparant avec des approches de l’état de l’art comme des solveurs exactes et des meta-heuristiques. Nous montrons en utilisant des simulations que les heuristiques proposées parviennent à calculer des solutions de bonne qualité en quelques secondes tandis que des autres approches prennent des heures voir des jours pour les calculer.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Cloud computing has become a popular platform for deploying applications as it provides an attractive pay-per-use model and enables customers to tap into features that in the past were available only to large corporations, including fast scalability, availability, and reliability. Cloud computing services can be accessed in multiple ways. This includes *Infrastructure as a Service* (IaaS), a very common *service model* that consists of providing computing resources to costumers, usually as a *virtual* environment composed of virtual machines (VMs), onto which they can deploy their applications.

Before deploying applications, users need to define which *Cloud providers* – organizations responsible for providing Cloud based infrastructures to users – to contract and which *Cloud computing resources* to rent. Today, this task is challenging. To deal with the increasing demand for Cloud computing services, the number of Cloud providers has grown very quickly. Consequently, the number of possible infrastructure configurations for deploying an application explodes. Thus, in many cases, the process of choosing a set of computers (or VMs) that best suits a distributed application becomes impractical in terms of time complexity.

1.1 The Challenge of Placing Applications

We call *application placement* the two-step process of *installing* an application on a hosting infrastructure (such as the Cloud). The first step involves defining a hosting infrastructure and *logically mapping* the application or its parts onto it. The second step, the actual deployment of the application on the infrastructure, follows the logical map defined in the first step.

Application placement embodies *initial* and *reconfiguration* placements. The former consists in placing an application that has not been previously deployed onto an infrastructure. The latter considers reconfiguring an application, or its parts, that has already been placed.

Usually, a hosting infrastructure must satisfy previously defined application constraints in order to successfully deploy and run an application. Other placement objectives may apply, such as renting cost minimization, data transfer minimization, and energetic consumption minimization.

Figure 1.1 illustrates the placement of a simple Web application. The mapping and deployment of machines $m_1$ as host of “Http Server”, $m_2$ as host of “Application Server”
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Figure 1.1: Web application placement example. The gray rectangle represents the Web application as a whole, i.e. the way users see it. Inside the rectangle we illustrate as circles the programs necessary to make the application work. Solid arrows indicate communication between programs and hosting infrastructure. Dashed arrows illustrate the hardware onto which those programs were installed.

and “E-mail server”, and m3 as the “Database” host represent, together, the application placement. Notice that m1, m2 and m3 could be three VMs, for example. It is also important to observe that any of the Web application parts could have been deployed on other machines before being assigned to m1, m2, or m3. In this case, instead of an initial placement, we would have a reconfiguration placement.

Placements can be either manually performed or automated. In large scenarios, however, as the number of possible configurations explodes, it becomes difficult for an application manager to take into account all application constraints manually. In this type of situation, automation is an interesting option. Nevertheless, the problem of placing an application onto an infrastructure is NP-Complete. This means that there is not a known polynomial time algorithm that can solve it optimally. Consequently, scalability issues must be taken into consideration.

We illustrate a more general case of application placement in Figure 1.2. It summarizes the placement process by representing a distributed application, a hosting infrastructure, the mapping between application and infrastructure parts, and the deployment of application parts on the infrastructure. As application parts could have been previously deployed on other infrastructures, this figure is representative of initial and reconfiguration placements.
1.2 Motivation: Cloud Computing

When choosing an environment to host a distributed application, a manager must choose among possibly thousands of VM types, from multiple private and public Cloud providers, those that are capable of hosting each application part considering application requirements, VM prices, and VM resources. If the scenario involves an application that is already running but whose requirements have changed, the application manager also has to consider the trade-off between benefits of moving parts of the application – in terms of performance or renting costs, for example – and migration costs – stemming from unavailability of the application during the moving, for example. Considering those issues manually may not be an option since the number of possible configurations is exponential.

Due to the potential size of problems and the time taken by a manager to manually analyze all possible configurations of placement, the challenge is more evident when we consider scenarios where an application must be placed in narrow time constraints.

Users may be faced with short-term deadlines to execute their large-scale applications due to economic advantages, position on marketplace, internal strategy, etc.. We list some examples where manually calculating a placement may be a time consuming obstacle:

- A manager wants to quickly deploy an application to benefit of less expensive hosting infrastructure during a resource auction, such as AWS Spot Instances\footnote{https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/spot} auctions.

- Under a sudden increase in the number of requests to an N-tier Web application, it may be necessary to quickly react and deploy replicas of some of the tiers.

- Large crisis management systems, such as large-scale simulation, data analysis or...
information management systems, may have to be deployed immediately after a disaster.

- The launch of a more cost effective hosting infrastructure could trigger the moving/migration of an entire application. To avoid impacting clients, the new placement must be performed quickly.

Hence, automating application placement is therefore crucial. As we discuss in the next sections, there is an extensive literature on this subject but in spite of the important contributions made by previous work, there are still many open issues concerning scalability of proposed solutions. Most related work concentrates on solving small to medium sized problems, i.e., few VM types or small applications. They usually propose solutions based on exact algorithms, which do not scale, or meta-heuristics, which in spite of being able to give solutions for large problems in feasible time, have their solution quality dependent on the amount of time used to compute it.

1.3 Objective

We are interested in the problem of calculating a mapping of parts of a distributed application onto multiple Cloud-based infrastructures with the objective of minimizing costs while meeting resource and communication constraints. Costs stem from VM renting or from migrating previously deployed distributed application parts to other VMs.

We consider placement problems whose settings are beyond the limits of exact algorithms and meta-heuristics. Consequently, we consider that placement problems may involve hundreds of Cloud provider sites and thousands of different VM types. Hence, in this thesis, we concentrate on the study of efficient heuristics, which are scalable and able to compute good quality placement solutions very quickly.

Our interest is in the mapping step of the placement, but we will use the terms placement and mapping interchangeably.

1.4 Approach to the Problem

We used an incremental approach to model the placement problem and to design and develop scalable heuristics able to deal with large-scale scenarios.

We started with a simplified version of the placement problem which did not take into consideration communication constraints. Our solution was based on vector packing heuristics able to compute initial placements, i.e. we considered that applications would be deployed for the first time and there were not previously deployed parts of applications. Then, we incremented our model by adding communication constraints. For this problem, we proposed a divide and conquer communication-aware placement heuristic which uses the previous heuristic. Finally, we added migration costs and the ability to represent reconfiguration scenarios (i.e. situations where previously deployed applications parts may need to be moved to other hosts) to the placement model, and proposed a reconfiguration-aware extension of the previous communication-aware heuristic.
1.5 Summary of Contributions

In this thesis we proposed three primary contributions and a secondary contribution. The primary contributions are the efficient placement heuristics briefly discussed in Section 1.4 and the secondary contribution is the extensive evaluation process that each of those heuristics had to undergo to be validated. We organize these contributions as follows:

- **Cost-Aware Placement Heuristics:** Set of heuristics based on efficient multi-dimensional bin packing heuristics that can calculate initial solutions for communication oblivious placement problems.

- **Cost and Communication-Aware Heuristics:** Divide and conquer communication-aware heuristic able to calculate initial solutions for placement problems.

- **Cost, Communication and Reconfiguration-Aware Heuristics:** Divide and conquer communication-aware heuristic that can calculate solutions for placement problems. It is able to compute initial and reconfiguration placements.

- **Heuristic Evaluation:** We individually evaluate the proposed heuristics by comparing them to baseline algorithms based on state of the art approaches, namely Mixed Integer Programming solvers and Simulated Annealing meta-heuristics.

1.6 Publications and Communications

The contributions discussed in this thesis were published or presented in several scientific articles and workshops.

1.6.1 Peer reviewed conferences


1.6.2 Workshop Presentations (Invited Talks)

- **Hot Topics in Distributed Computing**, Flaine, France, March 2015: Presentation of “Efficient heuristics for the placement of component-based applications on the Cloud”;

- **New Challenges in Scheduling Theory**, Aussois, France, April 2016: Presentation of “Efficient Heuristics for Placing Large-Scale Distributed Applications on Multiple Clouds”;
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- **GdR RSD Journées Cloud**, Nice, France, September 2016: Presentation of “Efficient Communication-Aware Heuristics for Placing Large-Scale Distributed Applications on Multiple Clouds”;

- **11th Cloud Control Workshop**, Stockholm, Sweden, June 2017: Presentation of “An Efficient Communication Aware Heuristic for Multiple Cloud Application Placement”.

1.6.3 Poster Presentation

- **Conférence Parallélisme, Architecture et Système (COMPAS 2015)**, Lille, France, July 2015: Poster “Efficient heuristics for the placement of multi-tier applications on the Cloud”.

1.7 Thesis Structure

This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we present the necessary context and basic concepts related to distributed systems, distributed applications, and Cloud computing that will be used throughout this thesis. In Chapter 3, we describe our objective, hypothesis, and evaluation methodology.

We describe our contributions in Chapters 4, 5, and 6. In Chapter 4, we propose communication oblivious heuristics able to calculate initial placement solutions. In Chapter 5, we propose communication-aware heuristics that can calculate initial placement solutions. In Chapter 6, we introduce communication-aware solutions to calculate initial and reconfiguration placement solutions.

We conclude this thesis and discuss perspectives in Chapter 7.
Chapter 2

Context

In this chapter we discuss key concepts related to the placement of distributed applications on the Cloud. The objective is to contextualize our contributions (Chapters 4, 5, and 6) and create a common ground for definitions and vocabulary.

We discuss in more detail some of the placement challenges introduced in Chapter 1. First we characterize the main aspects related to hosting infrastructures and distributed systems, focusing on Cloud Computing, which is the target platform of this thesis. Then, we briefly describe the main properties of distributed applications, and conclude this chapter with a discussion about the challenges and specificities of placing applications on the Cloud.

2.1 Distributed Systems

In this section we introduce the concept of distributed systems, which characterizes the hosting infrastructure of distributed applications.

Definition 1. “A distributed system is a collection of independent computers that appears to its users as a single coherent system” [106].

Essentially, distributed systems (cf. Definition 1) are the underlying systems that host distributed applications. They are composed of several autonomous computation entities (such as virtual or physical machines) connected over a network. The way in which machines communicate and the fact that processes and resources may be physically distributed across multiple computers should be hidden from users of hosted applications. In the same way, failures in individual computers should be treated by the distributed system without impacting hosted applications.

An infrastructure composed of resources from Cloud providers as well as computer clusters and grids is a good example of distributed system.

For the reader interested in a more extensive discussion on distributed systems, please refer to [106].
2.2 Cloud Computing

Cloud computing is a model that appeared commercially in early 2000s and through which customers could access computing services over the Internet and pay for what they use. Its popularization in late 2000s pushed by very large enterprises, such as Amazon [6], Microsoft [77] and Google [45], changed the way companies managed their computing infrastructures.

In the next sections, we discuss in more detail the main characteristics of Cloud Computing and present its most usual service and deployment models.

2.2.1 Defining the Cloud

There are many Cloud Computing definitions available in the literature [109]. In this thesis we use the definition proposed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology of the U.S. Department of Commerce [74] (cf. Definition 2).

Definition 2. “The Cloud Computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction” [74].

Before expanding Definition 2, we need to present two key actors from Cloud computing: cloud computing service providers and cloud service customers.

A Cloud computing service provider (Cloud provider for brevity) is the entity, person or organization responsible for making a service available to cloud service customers. It is also responsible for managing the necessary infrastructure to correctly deliver its services to cloud service customers. For example, Google [42], Amazon [6], Microsoft [77], Rackspace [95] and IBM [57] are examples of cloud providers.

A Cloud service customer (customer for brevity) is “a person or organization that maintains a business relationship with, and uses services from, cloud providers” [18].

From Definition 2 we highlight the words “on-demand”, “shared pool” and “rapidly provisioned and released” because they summarize some of the main characteristics of Cloud Computing.

Cloud computing services are served on-demand and accessed on the Internet. This means that customers may require computing capabilities from Cloud providers at any time. Furthermore, as computing capabilities must be rapidly provisioned, this process must be completely automated. Computing capabilities can also be elastically provisioned and released at any time by customers. Elasticity provisioning means a dynamic adaptation of provisioned computing capabilities commonly without service interruption [27].

The contract between a customer and a Cloud provider is called Service Level Agreement (SLA) and establishes prices and quality of services. To satisfy SLAs, Cloud providers resources are pooled to serve multiple customers. Those resources, can be physical or virtual and are dynamically assigned and reassigned to customers according to their demand.
Finally, Cloud providers also must dispose ways of measuring, controlling, and reporting precise resource usage from customers. The cost of services are usually based on those metrics, thus, users pay only for what they consume.

2.2.2 Deployment Models

A Cloud Computing Infrastructure may be deployed according to three main types of models: Private, Public, and Hybrid. The difference between them lies in the level of access they provide for customers.

A private Cloud (or corporate Cloud) infrastructure has its services offered to customers who belong to a single organization. On the other hand, public Cloud offers its infrastructure to the general public. Hybrid Clouds mix private and public Clouds. In this case, a Hybrid Cloud is composed of two or more Cloud infrastructures, with different deployment models, that bind together logically to form one Cloud.

Most of the main companies offering Cloud Computing services propose Public Cloud services, such as Amazon EC2 [4] or Microsoft Azure [78], and Private Cloud services, such as Amazon Virtual Private Cloud [5] or Microsoft Azure Stack [79].

2.2.3 Service Models

There are three main types of Cloud Computing service models: Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) [74]. The main difference between them is the way computing capabilities are offered to customers, nevertheless all service models share the characteristics previously discussed in Section 2.2.1.

SaaS – Software as a Service

In the Software as a Service (SaaS) model, Cloud providers offer access to applications running on their infrastructure. Usually customers connect to those applications over the Internet, frequently using a web browser, while the provider is responsible for all the underlying infrastructure necessary to run the application with the appropriate service agreement. Online e-mail clients, calendars, file hosting services or text editing tools are examples of SaaS applications. The main advantages of this model is the ease of access specially for data oriented applications and the possibility of paying on-demand (pay as you use) licenses for expensive or sophisticated applications. For example, Evernote [32] and Google Apps [44] allow users to access productivity software over the Internet for free. Autodesk’s Fusion 360 [11], offers less expensive on-demand online licences to computer-aided design (CAD) programs.

PaaS – Platform as a Service

In the Platform as a Service (PaaS) model, providers offer instant computing infrastructures as in IaaS and also offer the necessary software layer for a specific objective. For example, a user may want to rent a server ready to run a Map-Reduce application, so it could have Hadoop [9], Cassandra [8] and other related software ready to use. The
main advantage of this model is that software licensing and resource elasticity are usually managed by the service providers, letting users concentrate only on the application. One example of PaaS is “HDInsight” [80] which provides full configured and maintained machines ready to run Big Data related applications. Another one is the Google App Engine [43] which provides the necessary environment to the development of Web applications.

IaaS – Infrastructure as a Service

In the Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) model, Cloud providers offer instant computing infrastructures to customers. These infrastructures commonly consist of computing servers hosted in virtual machines (VMs). While Cloud providers are in charge of the maintenance and management of the physical infrastructure, it is up to the customers to purchase, install, configure, and manage software to be deployed on the provisioned computing infrastructure. Table 2.1 illustrates a list of VMs offered by Rackspace [95]. For example, a customer could rent five “General1-1” servers with 1GB of RAM, 20GB of storage, 1 virtual CPU and network bandwidth of 200Mb/s and pay US$0.032 per hour, per server, totaling US$0.16 per hour. The main advantage of this model is that it allows users to deploy or outsource their applications without having to invest on data centers. As this service model is central to this thesis, it will be presented in more detail in the next section.

### 2.2.4 IaaS Revisited

As the IaaS model has a central role in this thesis, we discuss in more detail some characteristics of this service model.

**Virtual Machines**

In Section 2.2.3 we used the term “computing infrastructure” to describe services offered to IaaS customers by Cloud providers. Throughout this thesis, we consider that computing infrastructures are virtual machines (cf. Definition 3).

**Definition 3.** A virtual machine (VM) is a computer program capable of running an operating system and applications [30]. It must be “an efficient, isolated duplicate of the real machine”[94].

VMs are hosted in physical machines. There can be several VMs running at the same time in the same physical machine, however, each VM is isolated from the others, i.e. a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>RAM</th>
<th>vCPUs</th>
<th>System Disk</th>
<th>Bandwidth</th>
<th>Raw Infra</th>
<th>Managed Infra</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General1-1</td>
<td>1GB</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20GB SSD</td>
<td>200Mb/s</td>
<td>$0.032/hr</td>
<td>$0.005/hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General1-2</td>
<td>2GB</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>40GB SSD</td>
<td>400Mb/s</td>
<td>$0.064/hr</td>
<td>$0.01/hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General1-4</td>
<td>4GB</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>80GB SSD</td>
<td>800Mb/s</td>
<td>$0.128/hr</td>
<td>$0.02/hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General1-8</td>
<td>8GB</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>160GB SSD</td>
<td>1600Mb/s</td>
<td>$0.256/hr</td>
<td>$0.04/hr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Reproduction of part of the catalog of Rackspace’s IaaS services as of available 16/07/2017 at [https://www.rackspace.com/cloud/servers/pricing](https://www.rackspace.com/cloud/servers/pricing)
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine</th>
<th>vCPU</th>
<th>ECU</th>
<th>RAM (GiB)</th>
<th>Storage (GB)</th>
<th>Linux/Unix Usage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>t2.nano</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>EBS Only</td>
<td>$0.0059 per Hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t2.micro</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>EBS Only</td>
<td>$0.012 per Hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t2.small</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>EBS Only</td>
<td>$0.023 per Hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t2.medium</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>EBS Only</td>
<td>$0.047 per Hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t2.large</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>EBS Only</td>
<td>$0.094 per Hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t2.xlarge</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>EBS Only</td>
<td>$0.188 per Hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t2.2xlarge</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>EBS Only</td>
<td>$0.376 per Hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m4.large</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>EBS Only</td>
<td>$0.1 per Hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m4.xlarge</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>EBS Only</td>
<td>$0.2 per Hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m4.2xlarge</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>EBS Only</td>
<td>$0.4 per Hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m4.4xlarge</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>53.5</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>EBS Only</td>
<td>$0.8 per Hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m4.10xlarge</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>124.5</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>EBS Only</td>
<td>$2 per Hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m4.16xlarge</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>EBS Only</td>
<td>$3.2 per Hour</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: Reproduction of part of the catalog of Amazon EC2’s IaaS services as of available 16/07/2017 at [https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/pricing/on-demand/](https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/pricing/on-demand/)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine type</th>
<th>Virtual CPUs</th>
<th>Memory</th>
<th>Price (USD)</th>
<th>Preemptible price (USD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n1-standard-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.75GB</td>
<td>$0.0475</td>
<td>$0.0100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n1-standard-2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7.5GB</td>
<td>$0.0950</td>
<td>$0.0200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n1-standard-4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15GB</td>
<td>$0.1900</td>
<td>$0.0400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n1-standard-8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>30GB</td>
<td>$0.3800</td>
<td>$0.0800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n1-standard-16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>60GB</td>
<td>$0.7600</td>
<td>$0.1600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n1-standard-32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>120GB</td>
<td>$1.5200</td>
<td>$0.3200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n1-standard-64</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>240GB</td>
<td>$3.0400</td>
<td>$0.6400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.3: Reproduction of part of the catalog of Google Cloud Platform’s IaaS services as of available 16/07/2017 at [https://cloud.google.com/compute/pricing](https://cloud.google.com/compute/pricing)

VM is not aware from other VMs existence. VMs have access to virtualized resources (e.g. memory, storage, computing) which provide the same functionality as the physical hardware. The piece of software responsible for managing resources and isolation of VMs in the same physical machine is called a virtual machine monitor or hypervisor.

Usually, Cloud providers dispose of a catalog of multiple VM types. Each VM type has distinct resource configurations and price, and it is up to the customers to find the most adapted VM types for their business. We illustrate in Tables 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 part of the catalog of VM types from Rackspace [95], Amazon EC2 [4], and Google Cloud Platform [45]. Even if we used only small samples from each catalog, it is possible to notice the amount and variety of available VM types.

At customers request, VMs with characteristics of their respective types are started or instanced on physical machines from Cloud provider’s infrastructure. In general, it is of the interest of Cloud providers to install multiple VMs per physical machine as this allows for fewer hardware, smaller data center footprint, and indirectly reduced power consumption [111]. This process is called consolidation.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Transfer OUT From Amazon EC2 To Internet</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First 1GB / month</td>
<td>US$ 0.000 per GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Up to 10 TB / month</td>
<td>US$ 0.090 per GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Next 40 TB / month</td>
<td>US$ 0.085 per GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Next 100 TB / month</td>
<td>US$ 0.070 per GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Next 350 TB / month</td>
<td>US$ 0.050 per GB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.4: Reproduction of amazon EC2’s data transfer costs as of available at 16/07/2017 (https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/pricing/on-demand/)

The cost of renting and using VM depends on the contract between customer and Cloud provider. Usually, customers pay for the amount of hours a VM was available and sometimes for some specific resource usage. For example, in Table 2.2 (in the first line), renting an Amazon VM “t2.nano”, would cost US$0.0059 per hour. Furthermore, following the prices available at Table 2.4, if the amount of data transferred from the VM to the Internet (outside Amazon) in one month is superior to 1GB the customer would have to pay US$0.09 per transferred GB over the surplus (up to 10TB).

Sometimes it is necessary to move a VM from a physical machine to another. This moving is called migration and may be needed because of lack or excess of resources in the host physical machine, or energetic issues, for example. Migrations can be done live, i.e. without service interruption, or offline, i.e. with service interruption [25].

Live VM migration is usually only possible inside the same Cloud provider. This happens mainly because of vendor lock-in, a consequence of hypervisor or VM image incompatibility which prevents users from moving their VMs to alternative Cloud providers. A VM image is a file containing a serialized copy of an entire VM with its state that can be used by a hypervisor to instantiate it. Very commonly hypervisors or VM image formats are proprietary to Cloud providers.

2.2.5 Containers

Definition 4. “Containers are a method of operating system virtualization that allows users to run applications and their dependencies in resource-isolated processes” [100].

Containers run container images, which are executable packages of a piece of software [14, 101] containing necessary system configurations, runtime, and code. The main characteristic of containers is that they run on top of a single kernel instance [101], thus sharing host’s operating system and, where appropriate, libraries and binaries [14]. Thanks to that, in general, container images have reduced sizes and containers do not have to deal with the complexity of operating systems. This results in fast instantiation, deployment and boot up [101] of containers.

In this context, containers can be seen as lightweight VMs. As we discussed in Section 2.2.4, VMs run their own operating systems and have hypervisors managing their isolation from host’s operating systems and from other deployed VMs. We illustrate that difference in Figure 2.1. Observe that VMs run their different operating systems over a hypervisor while containers share host’s operating system.

Sharing host’s operating system results in a dependency between containers and host
machines. As a consequence, there is a smaller level of isolation between containers sharing the same host machine. However, depending on the application, this shortcoming may be acceptable and applications may benefit from container’s lightweight features.

Similarly to VMs, container can be moved from a host machine to another through migrations and live migrations. However, as containers share the operating system kernel, the destination host machine must have the same operating system characteristics of the source host machine.

There are many Cloud providers, as Google [45] and Amazon [3], offering container-based solutions on the Cloud [1, 89]. In summary, customers provide container images and, Cloud providers the necessary infrastructure to deploy and run those images. As for VMs, Cloud providers also assure fast scalability, availability and reliability and follow a pay-as-you-use fashion.

### 2.2.6 Cloud Infrastructure

Usually Cloud providers have one or more data centers, spread across Cloud provider sites or regions, where physical machines are concentrated.

Commonly, customers can select the Cloud provider sites where their required resources will be hosted. This is usually done to reduce latency between application users and Cloud infrastructure. Although internal data center topology or details about VMs’ hosting physical machines are normally hidden from customers, machines inside a same Cloud provider site are interconnected by fast networks. On the other hand, data centers from different Cloud providers are usually connected over Internet and generally do not have special or dedicated connections.

In spite of that, customers may require resources from different Cloud providers or sites to balance workload among different regions, to reduce the risk of application unavailability due to disasters, or to reduce reliance on a single vendor, for example. The term multiple Clouds is used to characterize situations where a customer requires resources from more than one Cloud provider or site.
2.2.7 Discussion

Cloud computing brings interesting service and deployment models which allow customers to outsource their infrastructures and applications. In this section, we summarized the concept of Cloud computing specially focusing on the IaaS service model which is central for the contributions of this thesis. We presented the main concepts and actors related to VMs, namely Cloud providers, Cloud provider sites, and VM types, and we also discussed some important related issues such as VM type heterogeneity, connection latency and vendor lock-in.

2.3 Distributed Applications

In this section, we introduce the concept of distributed applications and component-based applications. Both are essential for describing our contributions (Chapters 4, 5 and 6) and placement scenarios.

Throughout this thesis we use the definition of distributed application described in Definition 5.

Definition 5. A distributed application is a computer program installed over and capable of being executed on a distributed system. It is composed of one or more sub-programs that cooperate with one another to reach a common goal. In spite of that, it appears to its users as a single coherent application.

Web applications similar to the one described in Figure 1.1 are examples of distributed applications. Furthermore, we can also cite distributed databases such as Cassandra [8] and MongoDB [82], big data processing frameworks such as Hadoop [9] and Spark [10], and multi-player gaming applications such as Pokemon GO [83] and World of Warcraft [17].

Distributed Application Life Cycle

We summarize in Figure 2.2 a simplified distributed application life cycle. In a first interaction, an application is designed based on previously gathered requirements. Once the project is ready, the application is developed and tested. After that, the next step is to put the application in production by placing it on a distributed infrastructure, then get feedback from application users to, finally, based on that, restart the cycle by designing new features.

To materialize this life cycle, specially the development and placement steps (cf. Figure 2.2), it is necessary to describe applications somehow. Very commonly, specific custom-made software is developed to interconnect application parts and to prepare them for the specific hardware onto which they will be deployed. Clearly, the result of this procedure is a coupled distributed application which is strongly dependent on the way its parts are connected and on the deployed infrastructure.

The main objective of this thesis is to understand and propose solutions for the problem of placing distributed applications on the Cloud. We seek a higher level of abstraction and flexibility for our distributed application model so our solutions can be applied to a wider range of situations. We found those two characteristics in the component-based paradigm [104].
2.3. DISTRIBUTED APPLICATIONS

2.3.1 Component-Based Software Paradigm

In the component-based software paradigm, applications are described as composite systems composed of software components. The main objective of component-based software is to ease reusable software development by reducing application coupling.

**Definition 6.** “A software component is a unit of composition with contractually specified interfaces and explicit context dependencies only. A software component can be deployed independently and is subject to composition by third parties” [104].

Components (cf. Definition 6) are the basic building blocks of component-based software. They hide details of their implementation and, through interfaces, they expose their dependencies. Commonly, interfaces are use ports or provide ports, which roughly describe input and output dependencies. By linking components using their interfaces it is possible to build complex composite applications formally called component assemblies. Furthermore, as components interact with one another via well-defined interfaces, coupling is drastically reduced. With well defined interfaces and hidden implementation, components may be seen as an independent unit of computing and can be reused in third party projects. Figure 2.3 depicts an example of a very simple component-based application.

In Figure 2.4 we present a more complex example than Figure 2.3 illustrating a holiday reservation system modeled as a component-based application. Notice that components connect among themselves using their require and provide interfaces to form a graph.
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Figure 2.3: Simple component-based application described using Unified Modeling Language 2.0 (UML 2.0) [49]. There are two components with their ports connected. “Order” is consuming the output of “Product”.

Figure 2.4: Example of a holiday reservation system modeled as a component-based application described using UML 2.0 [49]. This figure was based on the public domain figure available at https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Component-based-Software-Engineering-example2.png (last accessed 30/09/2017).

2.3.2 Component-Based Models

The model which defines the semantics of interfaces and composition is called component model. There are many different component models proposed in the literature [21, 65, 104] such as Corba [48], Fractal [22], and TOSCA [15]. In this thesis we do not adopt any specific component-based model and a more detailed discussion is out of the scope of this work. Nevertheless, we briefly introduce TOSCA [15], a component-based model, to exemplify this concept and its advantages.

TOSCA

TOSCA (Topology and Orchestration Specification for Cloud Applications) [15] is a component model and a standard from the Organization for the Advancement of Structured
Information Standards (OASIS). It was conceived “to describe composite (Cloud) applications and their management” [15]. In summary, when deploying an application on a distributed infrastructure, such as the Cloud, it is necessary to manage the configuration of the infrastructure. This is an error-prone task since, very commonly, it is based on badly documented procedures, manual intervention, and scripts. TOSCAs’s addresses these weakness by featuring fully automated deploying related procedures and further management functionalities.

To achieve this, TOSCA uses two sub-models: application topology models (Figure 2.5) and manage plans. In the application topology model, hardware, computer programs and their possible relationships are described. In the management plans, the description of how to deploy and manage the application is described in Business Process Management Notation (BPMN) [47] or Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) [103]. Figure 2.5 illustrates an example of TOSCA’s topology model.

2.3.3 Discussion

In this section we introduced the concept of distributed applications and discussed the modeling of this type of application using the component-based paradigm. These two points are important throughout the thesis because we need to characterize distributed applications when discussing our placement algorithms in Chapters 4, 5, and 6.

2.4 Placement on the Cloud

In Section 1.1, we concisely introduced the placement of distributed applications on distributed infrastructures and discussed scalability issues and placement automation. In
this section, we discuss the usage of Cloud based infrastructures – i.e. a distributed systems composed of VMs – as a target for placing distributed applications.

2.4.1 Placement in Application Life Cycle

In this section, we discuss in more detail the step “Production/Placement” from the application life cycle (cf. Figure 2.6).

We decompose this step in Figure 2.2. Before the placement, it is necessary to know what are the requirements of the application and what are the capacities of the infrastructure. The meaning of requirements and capacities depend on the type and objectives of the application. They can be related, for example, to resource usage (CPU, RAM, disk, etc.), energetic consumption, physical location, software possibilities, etc.

We call application profiling the step responsible for gathering requirements from the application and infrastructure profiling the step responsible for gathering capacities, aligned to application objectives, from a distributed system. We generically call profiling the step where both application and infrastructure profiling are performed.

The profiling step is essential for the placement to be performed, however, it is out of the scope of this thesis to propose or discuss in more detail profiling methods or techniques. There is a wide bibliography about this and we direct the reader interested in more details to [71, 112].

Once requirements and capacities are gathered, the mapping step (cf. Figure 2.6) can be performed. The output of this process is a mapping between parts of the application and machines from the infrastructure. This mapping will be a road map for the actual de-
employment and configuration of the application (cf. “Deployment Over Infrastructure” step in Figure 2.6). We do not discuss deployment methods in detail. For readers interested in this subject, we recommend [7].

2.4.2 Strategies for Performing an Automated Placement

Calculating a placement can be an issue when application and infrastructure become larger. In this thesis we consider that there is a large offer of VM types from many different Cloud providers. Because of that, the number of possible infrastructure configuration explodes. In those cases, performing placements manually may not be an option and automation emerges as a necessity. However, the placement problem is NP-Complete [54], thus, scalability must be considered.

In the following paragraphs, we briefly analyze some of the main strategies found in the state of the art of placement automation. In this section, we do not discuss it in detail because it largely varies depending on the way placement problems are defined. We prefer to discuss it more extensively in Sections 4.3, 5.3 and 6.3 after presenting and formalizing our placement problem models.

We divide the approaches available in the state of the art on placement automation in three groups: exact algorithms, heuristics and meta-heuristics.

Exact approaches

Exact approaches are those aiming at calculating optimal solutions for a problem. The most common exact approach is the usage of mixed integer problem optimization (MIP) solvers such as SoPlex [113], CPLEX [56] or CBC [87]. For that, it is necessary to model the placement problem using an optimization problem formulation which consists of describing the problem as a set of equalities or inequalities called constraints and an objective function. One example of an optimization problem formulation is represented in Equation (2.1), where $x$ is a vector of variables, $c$ and $b$ vectors of known coefficients and $A$ a matrix of known coefficients.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Maximize/Minimize} & \quad c^T x \\
\text{subject to:} & \quad Ax \leq b \\
& \quad x \geq 0
\end{align*}
\] (2.1)

From that formulation, using linear or nonlinear integer programming techniques, solvers manage to calculate optimal solutions. However, mixed integer programming is NP-Hard [33] and, consequently, solvers are not scalable. To circumvent this issue, many solvers implement heuristics including branch and bound [26] or branch and cut [88] to improve time complexity, however, in the worst case, these heuristics are still bounded by solving complexity.

Hence, using solvers for calculating solutions for placement problems is an option that should be carefully analyzed as execution time can explode as problem sizes grow. We refer to [37, 41] for readers interested in a deeper discussion about mixed integer programming.
Heuristics

A heuristic is an approach to solve a problem without guaranteeing optimal solutions as a result. It is commonly used to calculate approximate solutions to NP-Hard, NP, or NP-Complete problems which do not have known polynomial time algorithms to optimally solve them. It is considered to be a trade-off approach because despite usually being capable of computing solutions faster than exact approaches, heuristic approaches cannot guarantee optimality or completeness (capacity of calculating all possible solutions).

Heuristics are extensively used for solving placement related problems. Greedy heuristics, graph clustering, and graph partition algorithms are examples of these approaches. We discuss this related work in more detail in Sections 4.3, 5.3, and 6.3.

Meta-heuristics

Meta-heuristics are problem independent approaches used to calculate approximate solutions to hard (NP-Hard, NP, or NP-Complete) optimization problems. The main characteristics of meta-heuristics are (i) not having to deeply adapt to each problem and (ii) their capacity of effectively reducing large solution search spaces by exploring them efficiently.

There are many consolidated meta-heuristics in the state of the art, including genetic algorithms, simulated annealing and ant colony optimization, for example. However, in this thesis, we are specially interested in the simulated annealing meta-heuristic because it is simpler to implement, we were already familiar with it, it does not require lots of parameter tuning to adapt it to our placement scenarios, and it managed to achieve good results in similar contexts.

In Chapters 5 and 6 we modify some aspects of the simulated annealing algorithm, namely solution initialization and partial solution generation. Thus, in the next paragraphs, we discuss this algorithm in more detail.

Simulated Annealing

Simulated annealing is based on the annealing process by which the slowly cooling of a hot substance is applied to obtain a strong crystalline structure. This is done through the simulation of the energy changes in a system subjected to a cooling system until convergence to equilibrium, i.e. the steady frozen state.

Algorithm 1 illustrates a basic implementation of simulated annealing. The algorithm receives as input an initial solution, a maximal and minimal temperature and a maximal number of steps. The initial solution is specific to a concrete problem. For example, it could be a representation of a valid placement. The maximal and minimal temperatures represent system’s temperatures and interfere on the level of search space exploration and, consequently, on the duration of executions. The number of steps represents how many interactions by temperature grade will be done. The output of the algorithm is a valid solution to the problem.

The core part of Algorithm 1 is described between Lines 5 and 11 where for each interaction step in a given temperature \( \text{temp} \), the energy of newly generated solution \( \text{new\_solution} \) is compared to the current energy of \( \text{solution} \). If \( \text{new\_solution} \) has less energy, it is accepted, otherwise it is accepted with a probability given by the Boltzmann distribution.
Algorithm 1 Simulated Annealing

Input: \( initial\_solution, temp_{\text{max}}, temp_{\text{min}}, step_{\text{max}} \)
Output: \( solution \)

1: \( temp \leftarrow temp_{\text{max}} \)
2: \( solution \leftarrow initial\_solution \)
3: while \( temp > temp_{\text{min}} \) do
4:     \( step \leftarrow 0 \)
5:     while \( step < step_{\text{max}} \) do
6:         \( step \leftarrow step + 1 \)
7:         \( new\_solution \leftarrow \text{generate\_solution()} \)
8:         \( \Delta\text{energy} \leftarrow \text{energy}(new\_solution) - \text{energy}(solution) \)
9:         if \( \Delta\text{energy} \leq 0 \) or \( e^{-\frac{\Delta\text{energy}}{temp}} < \text{random\_int()} \) then
10:            \( solution \leftarrow new\_solution \)
11:        end if
12:     end while
13:     \( temp \leftarrow \text{update}(temp) \)
14: end while
15: return \( solution \)

energy (is colder) than \( solution \), then, a better solution is found. Also, to avoid local optima, \( solution \) may be updated with a probability \( e^{-\frac{\Delta\text{energy}}{temp}} \) (Boltzmann distribution). After \( step_{\text{max}} \) interactions, the temperature is updated.

The way designers model functions \( \text{generate\_solution} \) and \( \text{energy} \) is the key to adapt simulated annealing to concrete problems. For example, \( \text{energy} \) function must be able to transform a placement representation to energy representation. One possibility is to consider the price of a placement as energy so, a solution that costs less has less energy and, therefore, will be better than a more expensive one.

2.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, our objective was to discuss and define basic concepts concerning distributed application placement approaches which are important for understanding the contributions of this thesis (cf. Chapters 4, 5, and 6).

First, we discussed the Cloud Computing and presented its main characteristics, specially its deployment and service models. Then, we presented in more detail the IaaS service model, which allowed us to discuss Cloud infrastructure and virtualization characteristics.

In a second time, we introduced the concepts of distributed application and distributed systems. We also briefly explained the component-based software paradigm and how its decoupling and reuse properties fit our needs to represent distributed applications.

Finally, we characterized the placement of distributed applications over VMs rented from Cloud providers and described the challenges of automating this procedure. This is the core of this thesis and we will discuss this subject in more detail with an extensive related work in Chapters 4, 5, and 6.
Chapter 3

Problem Definition and Methodology

There are many challenges related to calculating the placement of distributed applications on Cloud-based infrastructure. Just to cite a few, there are issues related to profiling of application and hosting infrastructure, mapping of application parts to hosting infrastructure, deployment, enactment mechanisms, system monitoring, Cloud provider price evolution, etc.. In this chapter, we precisely characterize our problem of interest and the hypotheses taken to solve it. We also describe our approach to the problem and delineate our evaluation methodology.

3.1 Objective and Problem Definition

Objective. The objective of this thesis is to develop an approach for calculating the placement of distributed applications, modeled as component-based applications, on a Cloud-based infrastructure, composed of virtual machines (VMs) rented from possibly multiple Cloud providers. This placement must satisfy resource and communication constraints defined by the application while minimizing VM renting and reconfiguration costs.

In this thesis, we concentrate our efforts on the challenge of mapping a distributed application onto a Cloud-based infrastructure. Other placement related issues are out of the scope of this work. In the next sections, we describe our design choices and hypothesis for the modeling of distributed applications, Cloud-based infrastructures and placement.

3.1.1 Distributed Applications

Throughout this work, we model distributed applications using the component-based paradigm (cf. Chapter 2). Figure 3.1(a) illustrates an example of a distributed application modeled with a simplified component-based modeling language. We consider that components have requirements which must be satisfied by the hosting infrastructure in order to be executed.

Hypothesis 1. A description of the requirements of each component is available.

Requirements can be described in terms of resource demands, such as RAM, disk, number of CPU cores or flops. Each resource requirement from a component is called a dimension. It is also possible that connections between components establish connection or communication requirements.
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Figure 3.1: In (a), we represent a distributed application as a graph. Circles are application components, edges are connections among components, and edge weights are communication requirements. In (b), we represent a Cloud infrastructure also as a graph. Colored cylinders are VM types, edges are possible connections among instances of VM types, and edge weights are communication capacities.

**Hypothesis 2.** Communication requirements are defined in terms of communication quality.

Communication quality is a metric introduced in Chapter 5 which allows the description of latency in an approximative fashion.

**Hypothesis 3.** Resource and communication requirements from a component have a numeric representation.

Describing requirements using a numeric representation is a simplification needed by the proposed algorithms presented in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. Figure 3.1(a) illustrates a simple distributed application describing communication requirements.

3.1.2 Cloud-Based Infrastructure

In this thesis, a Cloud-based infrastructure means an infrastructure composed of interconnected virtual machines (VMs) rented from possibly different cloud providers. VMs must satisfy requirements imposed by hosted application components. To do that, VM capacities must be larger than application requirements.

**Hypothesis 4.** A description of the capacities and renting prices of each VM type is available.

Capacities, in a similar fashion as component requirements, are described in terms of resource availabilities, including RAM, disk, number of CPU cores or flops. Latencies of connections among VMs and among Cloud provider sites can be described in terms of communication quality.

\^{1}\text{It suffices that requirements have an ordered representation.}
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Each resource capacity from a VM type is also called *dimension*. Latency capacities are called *communication capacities*.

The following hypothesis concerning Cloud-based infrastructures are used to simplify issues we do not address in this thesis, allowing us to concentrate on the application mapping problem.

**Hypothesis 5.** Resource capacities from VM types and communication capacities from VM connections have a numeric representation.

Figure 3.1(b) illustrates an example of a Cloud infrastructure model where it is possible to observe resource and communication capacities from VM types and VM connections, respectively.

**Hypothesis 6.** Prices practiced by Cloud providers will hold until the end of placement computation.

We consider that once we started calculating solutions for a given placement problem, Cloud providers’ renting prices will not change.

**Hypothesis 7.** VMs can be instanced as many times as necessary.

Let $C$ be the set of components in the application. Each VM type available can be instantiated up to $|C|$ times. A VM type can be used to instantiate sufficient VMs to host all application components, in the case where there is only one component per VM. Figure 3.2 illustrates this hypothesis. Observe that VM type $t_1$ is instantiated exactly $|C|$ times.

**Hypothesis 8.** We do not take into consideration the possibility of vertically scaling, i.e. increasing a VM’s resource capacities.

Whenever a component requires more resources than what is available in a VM, it is necessary to instantiate a larger one from a different VM type.

**Hypothesis 9.** If part of the application is already deployed in the infrastructure and a reconfiguration is needed, it is possible to interrupt the execution of hosted application components at any time.

**Hypothesis 10.** VM instantiation is instantaneous.

3.1.3 Placement

In this thesis, the terms application placement and application mapping will be used interchangeably.

*Resource constraints* are a collection of constraints generated from component requirements. Rented VMs must satisfy resource constraints from the components they host. A resource constraint is satisfied when the dimensions of the hosting VM are larger than or equal to the sum of hosted components dimensions.
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Figure 3.2: Scenario where the maximum number of VMs is instanced from VM type $t_1$. Notice that the number of VMs is equal to the number of components.

Hypothesis 11. Resource constraints are hard constraints, i.e. VMs must satisfy resource constraints from hosted components.

Figure 3.3 illustrates an example of this hypothesis. Components $c_1$ and $c_2$ have dimensions $(1, 3, 1)$ and $(2, 1, 3)$, respectively. VM types $t_1$ and $t_2$ have dimensions $(4, 6, 5)$ and $(3, 6, 3)$, respectively. VMs $v_1$ and $v_2$ are instanced from VM types $t_1$ and $t_2$, respectively.

Components $c_1$ and $c_2$ could be assigned individually to $v_1$ or $v_2$ since both components have requirements smaller than $v_1$’s or $v_2$’s capacities. They could also be assigned together to $v_1$ given that the sum of each dimension of $c_1$ and $c_2$ is smaller than the capacity of $v_1$ ($4 \geq 3, 6 \geq 4, 5 \geq 4$). However, they cannot be assigned together to $v_2$ since the sum of their third dimensions is larger than $v_2$’s third capacity ($4 > 3$).

We call communication constraints the set of communication requirements defined by the application that must be satisfied by rented VMs. For any pair of connected components, their hosting VM communication capacities must be smaller than or equal their individual communication requirements.

Hypothesis 12. Communication constraints are also hard constraints, hence, a valid placement must have every communication requirement satisfied.

Figure 3.4 illustrates examples of placements regarding communication constraints. Components $c_1$ and $c_2$ are connected and their connection has a communication requirement $x_{1,2}^{\text{comp}} = 3$. Consider that any of the VMs can host both components so we can concentrate on communication constraint issues.

VMs $v_1$, $v_2$, and $v_3$ which can be instanced from types $t_1$, $t_2$, and $t_3$, respectively, describe communication capacities $x_{1,1}^{vm} = 5$; $x_{1,2}^{vm} = 4$; $x_{1,3}^{vm} = 2$; $x_{2,2}^{vm} = 5$; $x_{2,3}^{vm} =$
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Figure 3.3: Possible placements of application components $c_1$ and $c_2$ on VMs instanced from VM types $t_1$ and $t_2$. Components $c_1$ and $c_2$ are represented as circles, having 3-dimensional resource requirements $(1, 3, 1)$ and $(2, 1, 3)$, respectively. VM types $t_1$ and $t_2$ are represented as colored cylinders and have resource capacities $(4, 6, 5)$ and $(3, 6, 3)$, respectively. Colorless cylinders $v_1$ and $v_2$ are VMs instanced from the VM types indicated by dashed arrows. Their available capacities – difference between the total VM capacity and the sum of resources required by components – are also illustrated. Solid arrows indicate components’ host VMs. Situations (a), (b) and (c) illustrate valid placements and situation (d) an invalid one – observe that the sum of components requirements is larger than the capacities of the hosting VM.
In this context, the only possible configurations that do not satisfy communication requirements defined by the application would be those represented in Figures 3.4(h) and 3.4(i). In these cases, assigning \( c_1 \) to \( v_1 \) and \( c_2 \) to \( v_3 \) or \( c_2 \) to \( v_1 \) and \( c_1 \) to \( v_3 \) is not possible because the component communication requirement between \( v_1 \) and \( v_2 \) (\( x_{\text{comp}}^{1,2} = 3 \)) is larger than the communication capacity between \( v_1 \) and \( v_3 \) (\( x_{\text{vm}}^{1,3} = 2 \)).

Hypothesis 13, 14 and 15 are necessary to ease the generation of placement problems during the evaluation phase. Nevertheless, it is straightforward to modify the proposed heuristics in order to add or remove costs not currently taken in consideration.

**Hypothesis 13.** Placement costs are composed of renting costs and migration costs.

**Hypothesis 14.** The only cost associated to renting a VM is the result of the VM’s renting price multiplied by the period, in unit of times, that the VM will be available. We do not take into consideration any other renting related costs (e.g. specific resource usage, data transfer, number of access, etc.).

**Hypothesis 15.** Migration costs are defined by an application manager.

The notion of migration costs may vary depending on application objectives or customer constraints. For example, transferring data from a Cloud provider to another one may be charged or not, depending on customer’s contract with the Cloud provider. As another example, the consequences of application unavailability during a migration may have different financial impacts on different customers. Thus, as those costs are specific to applications or customers, in Chapter 6 we model migration costs as functions defined by an application manager which are called inside our heuristics.

Finally, the following hypotheses are used to simplify the placement problem. Those issues are very interesting research directions to follow from this thesis.

**Hypothesis 16.** We do not take into consideration any interference effects that may be consequence of multiple components sharing the same VM.

**Hypothesis 17.** We consider that latency capacities are not affected by multiple components sharing the same connection. This means that latency will be the same no matter how many application components are sharing a connection.

### 3.2 Approach

The problem of calculating the placement of a distributed application on a Cloud-based infrastructure, as stated in Section 3.1, is NP-Complete because it can be seen as a generalization of the graph homomorphism problem [54]. To avoid impractical execution times, in this thesis, we propose heuristics able to calculate solutions to that problem.

In summary, we used an *incremental modeling* approach to design and develop those heuristics. While aiming at the placement problem and objective defined in Section 3.1.
Figure 3.4: Possibilities of placement of a distributed application, described in (a), on a Cloud-based infrastructure described in (b). Circles are application components and edges connecting those circles are communication requirements/capacities. Colored cylinders represent VM types, colorless cylinders, VM instances, and dashed arrows indicate VM types from which VMs were instanced from. Solid arrows indicate the VM to which an application component is assigned. Any of the available VM types could host both $c_1$ and $c_2$, thus we omit resource requirements/capacities and concentrate on communication constraints. All placements illustrated in situations (c) to (g) are valid placements. However, situations (h) and (i) are invalid because they do not satisfy communication constraints. Observe that in both cases the communication capacity is smaller than the communication requirement ($2 < 3$).
we started with a simplified model of the placement problem and incremented it as heuristics were being developed.

First we proposed four heuristics capable of computing initial communication-oblivious placements of component-based application on Cloud-based infrastructures with the objective of minimizing renting costs and satisfying resource constraints. These heuristics are presented in Chapter 4.

In a second moment, we developed a heuristic capable of computing initial communication-aware placements of component-based application on Cloud-based infrastructures with the objective of minimizing renting costs and satisfying resource and communication constraints. The proposed heuristic makes use of the communication oblivious heuristics and is presented in Chapter 5.

Finally, we proposed a heuristic capable of computing communication and reconfiguration-aware placements of component-based application on Cloud-based infrastructures with the objective of minimizing renting costs while satisfying resource and communication constraints. This heuristic, which is an extended version of the previous communication-aware heuristic, manages to take into consideration previously deployed components and to use component migration techniques to reconfigure applications. This heuristic is presented in Chapter 6.

3.3 Evaluation Methodology

In this section we briefly introduce the methods employed to evaluate the performance and accuracy of our contributions.

3.3.1 Strategy

The evaluation of the heuristics proposed in this thesis is done by comparing them to baseline algorithms. The basic idea is to generate a representative set of problems, solve them by the proposed heuristics and baseline algorithms, and then compare their solutions. A solution is the composite of a valid mapping between application components and VMs, and the time taken to compute that solution. From a placement solution it is possible to derive its cost, which comprises renting costs and potential migration costs.

In the next sub-sections we discuss our approach to generate the input problems, baseline algorithms, and metrics of comparison used for evaluation.

3.3.2 Experiment

An experiment is the resolution of a set of placement problem instances by a set of algorithms within a given timeout. A problem instance is a placement problem characterized by parameters, application components, VM types, Cloud provider sites, etc., which vary depending on the modeling being used. As discussed in Section 3.2 in this thesis, the placement problem model was designed incrementally.

We organize problem instances in experiment classes. Experiment classes are sets of representative placement problem instances used during the evaluation process as input for proposed heuristics and baseline algorithms. Representative in this case, means that
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># dimensions</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># components</td>
<td>3,5,7,10</td>
<td>10,20,30,40,50</td>
<td>60,80,100,120,140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># vm types</td>
<td>100,250,500,700</td>
<td>500,1000,1500,2000</td>
<td>2500,5000,7500,10000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># sites</td>
<td>25,50,100</td>
<td>100,300,500</td>
<td>500,750,1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># tree height</td>
<td>3,5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application topology</td>
<td>l,s,f,r</td>
<td>l,s,f,r</td>
<td>l,s,f,r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>connection schema</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>d,a,u</td>
<td>d,a,u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># problem instances</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>720</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Example of experiment class parameters. This table is identical to Table 5.2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Requirements</th>
<th>Capacities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i)</td>
<td>800 to 3000</td>
<td>1000 to 3500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii)</td>
<td>1 to 16</td>
<td>2 to 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii)</td>
<td>1 to 32</td>
<td>2 to 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iv)</td>
<td>50 to 3500</td>
<td>150 to 4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(v)</td>
<td>5 to 30</td>
<td>10 to 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(vi)</td>
<td>1 to 8</td>
<td>1 to 16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Example of intervals of data generation for dimensions. This table is identical to Table 5.6

Different types and sizes of problems are generated resulting in a better observation of the performance and general behavior of evaluated algorithms.

Problem instances are generated following values previously defined by the experiment classes to which they belong. Application component and VM type dimensions are randomly generated following previously defined intervals of data generation for dimensions. Communication requirements and capacities are generated similarly.

Tables 3.1 and 3.2 illustrate examples of experiment class parameters and intervals of dimension’s values generation, respectively. Both tables are used in the evaluation of communication-aware heuristics presented in Chapter 5.

Each line of Table 3.1 represents an experiment parameter and each column, the value of a parameter for a given experiment class, which may be A, B or C, in this example. The last line indicates the number of problem instances in each class. In Table 3.2, dimension values for component requirements are picked uniformly from the range defined in the second column (Requirements) and values for VM type capacities are picked uniformly from the range defined in the third column (Capacities).

Having different classes helps us organize and group problem instances with similar characteristics. In this thesis, experiment classes are specially used to classify problem instances by size. The size of a problem instance relates to the magnitude of its experiment class’s problem parameters.

The heuristics proposed in this thesis are designed for large-scale scenarios. However, running them also on smaller problems allows us to understand their general behavior in different situations and to examine them with respect to less scalable baseline algorithms.
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For example, in Chapter 5, we used three different experiment classes A, B, and C (cf. Table 3.1). Small problems from Class A were used to compare the proposed heuristics to exact baseline algorithms. Since this type of exact algorithm does not scale well, it would be impractical to do that analysis using larger problems. Class B problems were used to compare the proposed heuristics to meta-heuristic based algorithms, which scale way better than exact algorithms but still would take too much time to calculate solutions for very large problems. This type of problem is present in Class C and was used to compare the proposed heuristics to scalable baseline heuristics.

3.3.3 Baseline Algorithms

As we discussed throughout this chapter, to evaluate the heuristics proposed in this thesis, we compare their solutions to baseline algorithms. In summary, in this thesis we use two different categories of baseline algorithms: a MIP solver, capable of computing optimal solutions, but not scalable, and a simulated annealing meta-heuristic, a more scalable algorithm which manages to calculate good quality solutions if it is given enough time.

Depending on the modeling of the placement problem (cf. Section 3.2), baseline algorithms parameters may vary (e.g. solver timeout or strategy of computing an initial solution for simulated annealing).

3.3.4 Evaluation Metrics

A solution calculated by a proposed heuristic or baseline algorithm is composed of three elements: the mapping between components and VMs, the cost of this mapping, and the execution time taken to compute the solution. In summary, the evaluation objective is to indicate that the proposed heuristics manage to compute good quality solutions very quickly. To do so, we observe two metrics: cost distances and cumulated execution time.

Cost distances are the difference between the cost of the solution calculated by a proposed heuristic and that calculated by a baseline algorithm. For example, if the heuristic solution has cost \( h \) and the baseline algorithm’s solution has cost \( b \), the cost distance will be \( h - b \). We prefer to format this value as a percentage of baseline solution, thus \( \frac{h - b}{b} \). This indicates that the heuristic solution is 100\%.\( \frac{h - b}{b} \) worst than the baseline. For example, if \( h = 10 \) and \( b = 5 \), thus \( h \) is 100\% \( \frac{10 - 5}{5} \) worse than \( b \).

Cumulated execution times describe the time taken by a given algorithm to solve a set of problem instances.

3.4 Conclusion

In this chapter we presented the objective of this thesis and the hypothesis used during the design, development, and evaluation of the proposed heuristics. We also have briefly discussed our evaluation methodology, by delineating the process of evaluation, and have presented how experiments are organized, the employed baseline algorithms, the main metrics and the vocabulary used in the next chapters.
Chapter 4

Initial Cost-Aware Placement

In this chapter, we describe a first approach for the problem of placing a distributed application over multiple Clouds. As we discussed in Section 3, at this moment we concentrate on issues associated to mapping application components to virtual machines without considering communication or reconfiguration constraints. The resulting heuristics are used as building blocks for more sophisticated approaches able to take into consideration communication or reconfiguration constraints. Those approaches are described in Chapters 5 and 6.

4.1 Introduction

This chapter investigates efficient algorithms to compute an initial placement for distributed applications on multiple clouds. In this context, automating the application placement is crucial and has been vastly explored in the literature [61], specially in previous works about cloud brokering [50]. We consider that we are dealing with thousands of VM types from tens or hundreds of different cloud providers and tens or hundreds of application components. We consider that components do not communicate with each other. Due to the potential size of placement scenarios and to the NP-hardness [54, 90] of the problem, scalability is a central concern.

In this chapter we present heuristics capable of calculating good quality placements of distributed applications on multiple clouds. Those heuristics, based on First Fit decreasing greedy heuristic, manage to calculate placements equivalent to state of the art solutions using considerable less time.

The characterization of the placement problem is presented in Section 4.2 and an extensive related work on the domain is discussed in Section 4.3. The proposed heuristics are detailed in Section 4.4 and their evaluation in Section 4.5.

4.2 Problem Statement

An instance of the distributed application placement on multiple clouds comprises a set of application components, or just components, for short, that must be placed on virtual machines (VM) rented from possibly multiple cloud providers which offer a set of VM types. There is a cost associated to renting a VM.
Each component has \textit{requirements} that must be satisfied by the \textit{capacities} of a rented virtual machine on which it will be placed. To satisfy a placement constraint, a capacity must be larger than or equal to a requirement. Examples of requirements or capacities are: 100 MB of RAM, 10 GB of disk storage, 200 flops of processing, etc. Requirements and capacities are also called \textit{dimensions} of a component or VM, respectively.

We consider that there is no limit on the number of VM instances for any VM type. No component can be assigned to more than one VM, but each VM may hold various components. The objective is to assign all components to VMs so that requirements of each component are met, the capacities of each VM are respected, and renting costs are minimized. This is illustrated in Figure 4.1.

In this chapter, we do not take into consideration \textit{network/communication} constraints neither \textit{a priori} information concerning expected workload, dynamic actors that would allow online modifications of the placement, and renting times.

Throughout this chapter we refer to the described problem as the \textit{Initial Placement of Distributed Applications on Multiple Clouds Problem} or \textit{IPDAMP}.

### 4.2.1 Optimization Problem Formulation

In this section we formalize the IPDAMP using an optimization problem formulation. The result is described in Equation [4.1] and will be used as input to a MILP solver in...
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Consider $\mathcal{I}$ a set of components, $\mathcal{T}$ a set of virtual machine types and $D$ dimensions of interest. Let $r_{i,d}$ be the value of requirement (or dimension) $d \leq D$ of component $i \in \mathcal{I}$, $c_{t,d}$ the value of capacity (or dimension) $d \leq D$ of VM type $t \in \mathcal{T}$ and $p_t$ the price of renting an instance of $t$ per unit of time.

Let $v_{k,t}$ be the $k$-th rented VM instanced from type $t$. Notice that $1 \leq k \leq |\mathcal{I}|$. If we consider that only VMs of type $t$ are rented, then at most $|\mathcal{I}|$ of them will be needed. This is the case where there is only one component per VM. Hence, the set $\mathcal{V} = \{v_{k,t} \mid 1 \leq k \leq |\mathcal{I}|, t \in \mathcal{T}\}$ containing all VMs from type $t$ that could be rented has size $|\mathcal{V}| = |\mathcal{I}| \times |\mathcal{T}|$.

Let $v \in \mathcal{V}$ and $c_{v,d}$ be the capacity of dimension $d \leq D$ of rented VM $v$, i.e., $c_{v,d} = c_{t,d}$ and $p_v$ is the price paid for renting VM $v$, i.e., $p_v = p_t$.

Let $m_{i,v} = 1$ if a component $i$ is assigned to a rented VM $v$, and 0 on the contrary. Let $a_v = 1$ if $v$ were assigned to at least one component and 0 on the contrary.

We formalize this placement problem using an optimization problem formulation in Equation 4.1. It will be used as input for a MIP (Mixed Integer Programming) solver in the evaluation section (cf. Section 4.5) for calculating optimal solutions. A summary of variables defined in this section and used in Equation 4.1 is available in Table 4.1.

\begin{align*}
\text{Minimize} & \quad \sum_{v \in \mathcal{V}} p_v a_v \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad \sum_{v \in \mathcal{V}} m_{i,v} = 1 \quad \forall i \in \mathcal{I} \quad (i) \\
& \quad \sum_{i \in \mathcal{I}} m_{i,v} r_{i,d} \leq c_{v,d} \quad \forall v \in \mathcal{V} \quad (ii) \\
& \quad 1 \leq d \leq D \\
& \quad a_v = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } \sum_{i \in \mathcal{I}} m_{i,v} > 0 \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \quad \forall v \in \mathcal{V} \quad (iii) \\
& \quad m_{i,v} \in \{0,1\} \\
& \quad a_v \in \{0,1\}
\end{align*}

Constraint (i) guarantees that each component is assigned to at most one VM, (ii) ensures that no instantiated VM has more components than it can host, (iii) guarantees that $a_v = 1$ when there is at least one component assigned to $v$.

4.3 Related Work

In this section, the IPDAMP (cf. Section 4.2) is described as a generalization of the classic multi-dimensional bin packing problem (also known as vector packing problem). This way a much wider range of related work, beyond Cloud related bibliography, is reached allowing for a richer state of the art study.
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| \( \mathcal{I} \) | Set of components. |
| \( \mathcal{T} \) | Set of VM types. |
| \( \mathcal{V} \) | Set containing all potential VMs. |
| \( D \) | Number of resources/dimensions. |
| \( v_{k,t} \) | \( k \)-th rented VM instanced from type \( t \in \mathcal{T} \). |
| \( p_t \) | Price of VM type \( t \in \mathcal{T} \). |
| \( p_v \) | Price of VM \( v \in \mathcal{V} \). |
| \( a_v \) | \( a_v = 1 \) if \( v \in \mathcal{V} \) is being used, 0 otherwise. |
| \( m_{i,v} \) | \( m_{i,v} = 1 \) if component \( i \in \mathcal{I} \) is assigned to VM \( v \in \mathcal{V} \), 0 otherwise. |
| \( r_{i,d} \) | Requirement of component \( i \in \mathcal{I} \) on dimension \( d \). |
| \( c_{v,d} \) | Capacity of VM \( v \in \mathcal{V} \) on dimension \( d \). |

Table 4.1: Summary of variables used in Equation 4.1

4.3.1 The Multi Dimensional Bin Packing Problem

The IPDAMP is an instance of the cost-aware multi-dimensional bin packing problem with heterogeneous bins, which is a generalization of traditional multi-dimensional bin packing problem (MDBPP).

In the classic MDBPP, given a set of n-dimensional items and a set of identical n-dimensional bins, it is necessary to assign all items to bins using the least number of bins possible. In its cost-aware version, each bin has an opening price, and the objective becomes spending the least possible.

The mapping between the cost-aware MDBPP with heterogeneous bins and the IPDAMP is direct. Items are components, bins are VM types, item dimensions are component requirements and bin dimensions are VM capacities. The opening price of a bin is the price of renting a VM.

To the best of our knowledge, no work discusses the IPDAMP as presented in Section 4.2, but since bin packing and more specifically the MDBPP and their applications have been vastly explored, there is interesting related work that can be used as starting point to design a solution to our problem. We divided the related work into three groups based on their solution strategies: exact algorithms, meta-heuristics and greedy heuristics.

4.3.2 Strategies Based on Exact Algorithms

Strategies based on exact algorithms (cf. Chapter 2) are able to calculate optimal placement solutions. However, as the MDBPP is NP-Hard [90], impractical execution times become an issue to be taken into account.

In [52], a solver which uses column generation and branch and bound algorithms to solve multiple type two dimensional bin packing problems is presented. [95] uses a mixed integer programming (MIP) solver to calculate application placements on VMs, VM resource allocation and consolidation, meeting SLA constraints. In the latter, the number of dimensions is raised to four (CPU, memory, I/O, and bandwidth) in comparison to the former, however only experiences with at most 20 VM types are performed during the evaluation. On the same subject, authors of [108] utilize a MIP solver to the problem.
of VM consolidation aiming at satisfying application SLAs and limiting the number of VM migrations. Also, they allow for a large number of dimensions, approximating their problematic to ours. In [118], a MIP solver is used on a control theory based approach to dynamically calculate the resource allocation for adaptive applications.

Despite optimal solutions, all approaches described in this section suffer from scalability issues. Depending on the size of the problem, the execution time from an exact algorithm can easily be in the scale of days, as discussed in Section 4.5.2. Also, except for [98], the cited work is not cost-aware, i.e. none of the solutions considers a price associated to opening a bin. We address this limitation in our approach and use a MIP solver to generate optimal solutions to evaluate the proposed heuristics.

4.3.3 Strategies Based on Meta-Heuristics

A common approach to address bin packing, and consequently placement related problems, is the usage of meta-heuristic strategies (cf. Chapter 2), including genetic algorithms, simulated annealing, particle swarm optimization, ant colony optimization, etc. The work in [52], [23], and [72] discuss genetic and simulated annealing based heuristics. They describe their placement problems as linear programming problems and use their objective functions as fitness or energy functions and their constraints as selection criterion or cooling strategy.

In [46], an approach to do the placement of workflow tasks on the Cloud using a genetic algorithm is presented. However, in spite of considering the problem of data locality, it models only two resources and it is implicit that workflow tasks and virtual machine types must be homogeneous. On the same subject, but addressing the task and virtual machine homogeneity issues, authors in [96] propose a particle swarm optimization based strategy. However, the very high computation complexity of the algorithm is not adequate to our objectives. The same issue characterizes [35], which uses an ant colony optimization approach to calculate workload placement on the cloud.

In [36] another ant colony based approach for VM consolidation with the objective of minimizing resource wastage or energy consumption is presented and compared to other state of the art algorithms. The time consuming of the proposed algorithm is relatively small, however at the price of using homogeneous physical machines (the VM hosts).

Meta-heuristic based strategies have their solution quality constrained to the available execution time, meaning that, for large problems, the necessary time to calculate a near optimal or good quality solution may be impractical. Also, this type of algorithm usually heavily depends on several application specific tuning parameters to work well. We address large problem instances that must be solved in feasible time, consequently, this solution may not be adequate. Furthermore, despite meta-heuristics being possibly orders of magnitude slower (seconds versus hours) than greedy heuristics, often the quality of solutions does not follow this proportion, as discussed in [52] and [35].

4.3.4 Strategies Based on Greedy Heuristics

The usage of greedy heuristics and more specifically First Fit decreasing based approaches are known to be good options to calculate good solutions to the bin packing problem in feasible time [90] [116].
An implementation of First Fit decreasing is illustrated in Algorithm 2. First, items are sorted in decreasing order of size (cf. Line 2) and bins are shuffled (cf. Line 3). Then, items are assigned to the first bin they fit into (cf. Lines 4 to 11). In this manner, it tries to assign largest items first. Function “assign” (cf. Line 7) is described in Algorithm 3. Notice that it tries to assign items to open bins before opening new ones.

**Algorithm 2** First Fit Decreasing

*Input:* items, bins  
*Output:* open_bins

1. open_bins ← []
2. sort(items, decreasing)
3. shuffle(bins)
4. for i in items do
5.   for b in [open_bins, bins] do
6.     if fits(i, b) then
7.       assign(i, b, open_bins)
8.       break
9.     end if
10.   end for
11. end for
12. return open_bins

**Algorithm 3** Function assign called inside Algorithm 2

*Input:* item, bin, open_bins  
1. if bin is open then
2.   add(item, bin)
3. else
4.   b ← open(bin)
5.   add(item, b)
6.   open_bins ← open_bins + b
7. end if

First Fit has an approximation ratio of $\frac{11}{9}$ [116] for one-dimensional bin packing problems. However, this result does not apply in the multi-dimensional case. When the number of dimensions is greater than two, it is known that there is no asymptotic polynomial time approximation scheme for the problem, unless $P = NP$ [13]. Other work [62] shows that the best possible approximation for this problem would be a $(1 + \ln D + \epsilon)$-approximation for $D \geq 2$, where $D$ is the number of dimensions, and any $\epsilon > 0$. Finally, [114] does an analysis on execution times and concludes that an algorithm with time complexity $O(n \log n)$ cannot do better than a $D$-approximation. In spite of that, there are many approaches which do not have formal guarantees but perform well in practice. We concentrate our state of the art analysis on this type of work.

In the next sections, we present approaches from the state of the art that propose greedy heuristics able to deal with MDBPP with heterogeneous bins.
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Measuring Multi-Dimensional Items

First Fit decreasing heuristics depend on sorting one-dimensional items. When dealing with a multi-dimensional problem, sorting those elements is not straightforward. One approach to tackle this problem, presented in [90], describes different procedures for measuring or giving a score to multi-dimensional items. In summary, the authors proposed functions that receive a multi-dimensional element as input and returns a scalar. This type of function would later be named measure in [38].

We illustrate this concept with very simple measure functions. Let $d_1 = (3, 5, 2)$ and $d_2 = (4, 3, 3)$ be two items having dimensions $d_1 = 3 + 5 + 2 = 10$ and $d_2 = 4 + 3 + 3 = 10$. It could also be the euclidean norm of their dimensions, thus $size(i_1) = \sqrt{3^2 + 5^2 + 2^2} = \sqrt{38}$ and $size(i_2) = \sqrt{4^2 + 3^2 + 3^2} = \sqrt{34}$, for example.

[38], [39], and [90] present Weighted Sum, Average Sum, Exponential Sum, and Priority measures. They are described in detail below.

Let $i_d$ and $b_d$ be the values of dimension $1 \leq d \leq D$ of item $i \in I$ and bin $b \in B$ respectively. We deliberately use the same nomenclature of sets used in Section 4.2 because, at the end of the day, components can be described as items, VM types as bins, and VMs as open bins.

- **Measure Average Sum** [90]: This measure uses the average sum of dimension values.
  \[
  M_{as}(i) = \frac{1}{|I|} \sum_{j \in I} \sum_{d \in I} i_d
  \]

- **Measure Exponential Sum** [90]: This measure uses the exponential of average sum.
  \[
  M_{es}(i) = \exp(\epsilon \cdot M_{as}(i))
  \]
  For some constant $\epsilon$.

- **Measure Weighted Sum** [38, 90]: This measure uses the weighted sum of dimension values.
  \[
  M_{ws}(i) = \sum_{d=1}^{D} \alpha_d \cdot i_d, \ 1 \leq d \leq D
  \]
  $\alpha_d$ is a scaling vector that can assume the following values: $1, \frac{1}{C_d}, \frac{1}{R_d}$, and $\frac{R_d}{C_d}$ where $C_d = \sum_{b \in B} b_d$ and $R_d = \sum_{i \in I} i_d$.

- **Measure Priority** [38]: This measure uses the maximal normalized value of dimensions.
  \[
  M_p(i) = \max \left( \frac{i_d}{\sum_{b \in B} b_d} \right), \ 1 \leq d \leq D
  \]

The heuristics visited in this section describe very interesting ways of solving multi-dimensional bin packing problems. Furthermore, evaluation of the discussed measures available in the related work indicate that they are an effective way to deal with multi-dimensionality and heterogeneity. However, before applying those heuristics to IPDAMP it is necessary to address bin opening costs issues.
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Heuristics that do not use measures

Dot Product \[90, 38\] is a greedy heuristic which assigns items to bins that maximize a dot product between an item and all bins, as described in Equation 4.6

$$DP(i) = \sum_{d=1}^{D} i_d b_d, \forall b \in B, \ 1 \leq d \leq D \tag{4.6}$$

The Dot Product heuristic tackles multi-dimensionality and heterogeneity issues, and has promising results, however, it is not cost-aware, preventing its usage on IPDAMP.

A First Fit based algorithm called First Fit Ordered Deviation is discussed in [52]. Its strategy manages to efficiently solve the MDBPP, however it is limited to two-dimensional bin packing problems and only homogeneous bins are considered.

First Fit Windowed Multi-Capacity \[66\] is a First Fit based algorithm which aims at balancing residue capacities of open bins. As it has an important role in this chapter, we explain it in more detail. This heuristic assigns items to bins with the objective of balancing the usage of dimensions through a rank matching mechanism. It considers that bins are homogeneous and item requirements are described in terms of percentage of bin’s capacities. For example, dimensions 1, 2, and 3 of a three-dimensional item \(i\) could be described as \(i_1 = 0.67 b_1\), \(i_2 = 0.42 b_2\), and \(i_3 = 0.8 b_3\), indicating that the values of item’s dimensions are 67%, 42% and 80% of corresponding dimensions of bin \(b\). For each item, a rank, based on the magnitude of each dimension, is constructed. The rank of item \(i\) would be \([2,1,3]\), meaning that the largest dimension is in the third position. Open bin ranks are also constructed as items are assigned to them. The objective, then, is to find open bins that match item’s ranks. In the Choose Pack \[66\] variation of this heuristic, in which we are interested, matching a bin rank means that, given a window of size \(w \leq D\), the smallest dimension of a bin must be one of the \(w\) largest dimensions of an item. If no open bin can hold the item, then, it is assigned to a new bin. Table 4.2 illustrate an example of the ranking system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>item / bins</th>
<th>[1,2,3]</th>
<th>[1,3,2]</th>
<th>[2,1,3]</th>
<th>[2,3,1]</th>
<th>[3,1,2]</th>
<th>[3,2,1]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[2,1,3]</td>
<td>match</td>
<td>match</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>match</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>match</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Rank matching example of First Fit Windowed Multi-Capacity (Choose Pack) for \(w = 2\). Item ranking is illustrated in the left side and bin rankings in the upper part. As the two largest dimensions of the item are in positions one and three, the heuristic will match every bin having a “1” in position one or three.

Preliminary results from First Fit Windowed Multi-Capacity are promising \[66\], however, before applying it to the IPDAMP, it would be necessary to address its heterogeneity issues and cost obliviousness.

4.3.5 Discussion

The discussed literature has shown that the cost-aware MDBPP with heterogeneous bins and its applications have important open challenges. We discussed an extensive bibliography about the MDBPP, a subproblem of IPDAMP, and despite the many contributions
from related work, we identified a range of issues that limit the usage out of the box of the proposed algorithms, namely, the cost-obliviousness of all discussed work and homogeneity of bins of some heuristics.

## 4.4 Improved Greedy Heuristics

In Section 4.3.4, we discussed a set of greedy heuristics created to solve the MDBPP. Due to their limitations, namely cost-obliviousness and homogeneity of bins, however, it is not possible to use those heuristics directly for solving the IPDAMP.

Our strategy for this issue is, instead of developing new algorithms from scratch, to adapt existing MDBPP heuristics to the IPDAMP. In the next sections we describe the heuristics chosen for adaptation and the implemented modifications. In Section 4.4.1 we list the algorithms chosen for being improved to support IPDAMP placement scenarios, in Section 4.4.2 we explain the adaptations applied to the heuristics to add cost-awareness to them, and in Section 4.4.3 we present the necessary modifications to add bin heterogeneity to the problem. Finally, in Section 4.4.4 we present the resulting heuristics and discuss their algorithms.

### 4.4.1 Choice Of Greedy Heuristics to be Adapted

The algorithms chosen for adaptation with their respective measures (if applicable), are First Fit Decreasing Priority \[38\] (FFDP), First Fit Windowed Multi-Capacity \[90\] (FFWMC), and Dot Product \[90\] \[38\] (DP). The measure Weighted Sum \[90, 38\] (WS) will be employed inside FFD-WMC. The criteria for implementation was reproducibility of the algorithm, promising results concerning execution time and solution quality in the source article, and consistent performance in our preliminary tests (the latter were based on the methodology described in Section 4.5.1).

### 4.4.2 Adding Cost-Awareness

In the traditional MDBPP, the objective is to minimize the number of bins used to allocate items. Hence, the cost of a solution is associated to the number of open bins. However, in the cost-aware MDBPP, there is a price for opening bins and they may vary.

To adapt First Fit based greedy heuristics to the IPDAMP, one option is to change the way bins are sorted. In classic First Fit decreasing (cf. Algorithm 2), the list of bins is usually shuffled and items are assigned to the first bin they fit into. In a cost-aware environment with the objective of minimizing bin opening costs, one approach would be to sort the bin list by decreasing profitability. In this way, the algorithm would try to assign items to the most profitable bins first.

One way to quantify profitability is to use the ratio \(\frac{\text{capacity}}{\text{price}}\). For example, in the cost-aware MDBPP, a solution with ten $1 bins of size \(s > 0\) is better than a solution with one $20 bin of size 10s. Both solutions successfully assign all items to bins, but the former costs $10 and the latter $20. The ratio \(\frac{\text{capacity}}{\text{price}}\) of the first bin (\(\frac{1}{10}\)) is larger than that of the second one (\(\frac{10}{20}\)).
Another important point to minimize costs is to open bins the least often possible, hence, using the capacities of already open bins is imperative. To do so, before looking for new bins, we verify if items can be assigned to any of already open bins. For the heuristics using measures, namely FFDP, DP, and WS, first, it is necessary to adapt their functions so they can be used to measure bins, too. For that, it is enough to replace \( i_d \) by \( b_d \), the capacity of bin \( b \in \mathcal{B} \) over dimension \( 1 \leq d \leq D \). To include the profitability ratio, we multiply the metric by \( \frac{1}{p_b} \) where \( p_b \) is the cost of opening bin \( b \). This process is described bellow for Weighted Sum and Priority measures.

- **Weighted Sum**

\[
\mathcal{M}_{\text{ws}}^{\text{bin}}(t) = \frac{1}{p_b} \sum_{d=1}^{D} \alpha_d b_d 
\]  

Coefficient \( \alpha_d = \frac{R_d}{C_d} = \frac{\sum_{i \in I} l_{id}}{\sum_{b \in \mathcal{B}} b_{id}} \) is a scaling vector \([39]\).

- **Priority**

\[
\mathcal{M}_{\text{p}}^{\text{bin}}(t) = \max \left( \frac{1}{p_b} \cdot \frac{b_d}{\sum_{b \in \mathcal{B}} b_d} \right) 
\]  

For the Dot Product (DP) heuristic, it is also necessary to consider bin prices when calculating the dot product. As described in Equation \( 4.9 \) we introduce the profitability ratio by multiplying each dot product by \( \frac{1}{p_i} \). In this way, dot products of cheaper bins will be larger than those of more expensive ones. To be able to explore open bins before opening new bins, a dot product between unassigned items and open bins is calculated before opening a bin.

\[
DP^{\text{bin}}(i) = \frac{1}{p_b} \sum_{d=1}^{D} i_d b_d, \ \forall b \in \mathcal{B}
\]  

To make First Fit Decreasing Windowed Multi-Capacity (FFD-WMC) cost-aware, bins are sorted using the cost-aware version of measure Weighted Sum (Equation \( 4.7 \)). Hence, more profitable bins would be scanned first. At this point, however, FFD-WMC does not have heterogeneous bins, thus all bins have the same opening price. This issue will be addressed in the next section.

### 4.4.3 Heterogeneous Bins

Among the heuristics in which we are interested, First Fit Decreasing Windowed Multi-Capacity (FFD-WMC), considers that bins are homogeneous. As discussed in Section \( 4.3.4 \) items requirements are described in terms of percentage of bin’s capacities and it is essential that item’s dimensions share the same base so they can be compared. Our strategy to allow for heterogeneous bins, is to construct a maximal bin, which is composed of the largest dimension capacities from all bins combined and use it as basis of comparison. Thus, ranks dimensions become percentages of this maximal bin dimensions.

For example, consider a scenario with three different bins \( e, f, g \) having dimensions \([2, 4, 5], [2, 2, 3], \) and \([6, 3, 4]\), respectively. The reference maximal bin \( b^{\text{max}} \) would have dimensions \([6, 4, 5]\) containing the largest dimensions from \( e, f, g \): first dimension from
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g, and second and third dimensions from e. In this manner, dimensions [3, 1, 4] of an
item i would be described as [3, 1, 4] = [0.5 \times b_1^{max}, 0.66 \times b_2^{max}, 0.8 \times b_3^{max}] and i’s rank
would be [1, 2, 3].

4.4.4 The Greedy Group

In Sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 we described procedures to add cost awareness and bin het-
erogeneity to four different heuristics/measures: First Fit Decreasing Priority (FFDP),
First Fit Windowed Multi-Capacity (FFWMC), Dot Product (DP), and Weighted Sum
(WS), which is used by FFWMC.

In this section we present the pseudo-code of the three resulting heuristics FFDP,  
FFWMC, and DP in Algorithms 4, 5, and 6 respectively.

First Fit Decreasing Priority (FFDP)

Algorithm 4 illustrates the heuristic FFDP. It makes use of function sort_using_measure
(Lines 2 and 3) which takes as input a set of multi-dimensional items or bins, a measure
function, and a sorting parameter. The sorting function uses the measure function to
calculate the size of the set of items or bins and then sort it using the sorting parameter
(increasing or decreasing order). Notice, that the way items and bins are sorted is the
only difference between FFDP and the classical First Fit Decreasing (cf. Section 2).

In Algorithm 4, items are sorted decreasingly using Priority measure \( M_p \) (cf. Equation
4.5) in Line 2. Similarly, in Line 3, bins are sorted decreasingly using the cost-aware
Priority measure (cf. Equation 4.8).

Algorithm 4 First Fit Decreasing Priority

Input: \( items, bins \)
Output: \( open\_bins \)

1: \( open\_bins \leftarrow [ ] \)
2: \( \text{sort\_using\_measure}(items, M_p, \text{decreasing}) \)
3: \( \text{sort\_using\_measure}(bins, M_p^{bin}, \text{decreasing}) \)
4: \( \text{for} \ \text{item} \in \text{items} \ \text{do} \)
5: \( \quad \text{for} \ \text{bin} \in [open\_bins, bins] \ \text{do} \)
6: \( \quad \quad \text{if fits(item, bin) then} \)
7: \( \quad \quad \quad \text{assign(item, bin)} \)
8: \( \quad \quad \text{break} \)
9: \( \quad \text{end if} \)
10: \( \text{end for} \)
11: \( \text{end for} \)
12: \( \text{return open\_bins} \)

Dot Product (DP)

Algorithm 5 illustrates the heuristic DP. In summary, the objective of this heuristic is to
assign items to bins or open bins that maximize dot product function \( DP^{bin} \). It uses two
important functions \texttt{compute\_dot\_prods} (cf. Lines 2 and 4) and \texttt{get\_bin\_with\_max\_dot\_prod} (Lines 9 and 5).

Function \texttt{compute\_dot\_prods} receives a set of items, a set of bins, and a “dot product” function as parameters. It outputs a matrix containing the result of the application of the “dot product” function between each item and bin. Function \texttt{get\_bin\_with\_max\_dot\_prod} receives a “dot product” matrix and an item as input, and outputs the bin with the largest “dot product” value which has sufficient space to host the input item.

The algorithm works as follows. First, \texttt{compute\_dot\_prods} is called (cf. Line 2), with all items, all bins and the cost-aware “dot product” function $DP^\text{bin}$ (described in Equation 4.9) as parameters. The matrix with all results is stored in variable \texttt{dot\_products}. Then, the heuristic will go through the set of items (between Lines 3 and 12). For each item, it will try to assign it to open bins first and, if it does not fit to any of them, to a new bin.

When checking open bins, the heuristic first needs to calculate the “dot product” function $DP^\text{bin}$ between the item being assigned and all open bins. The results are stored in vector \texttt{open\_bin\_dot\_prods} (cf. Line 4). Then, this vector is searched by function \texttt{get\_bin\_with\_max\_dot\_prod} (cf. Line 5) in order to find an open bin that can host the item being assigned and which maximizes the “dot product” function $DP^\text{bin}$. If an open bin with these characteristics is found, the item is assigned to it. Otherwise, the heuristic will have to open a new bin.

A new bin that can host the item being assigned and whose “dot product” function $DP^\text{bin}$ is maximized is the result of a call to function \texttt{get\_bin\_with\_max\_dot\_prod} (cf. Line 9). The item can finally be assigned to that bin (cf. Line 10).

This process is repeated until all items are assigned to bins.

\begin{algorithm}
\begin{algorithmic}
  \State \textbf{Input:} items, bins
  \State \textbf{Output:} open\_bins
  \State \texttt{open\_bins} $\leftarrow \emptyset$
  \State \texttt{dot\_prods} $\leftarrow \texttt{compute\_dot\_prods}(\texttt{items}, \texttt{bins}, \texttt{DP}^\text{bin})$
  \For {item in \texttt{items}}
    \State \texttt{open\_bin\_dot\_prods} $\leftarrow \texttt{compute\_dot\_prods}(\texttt{item}, \texttt{open\_bins}, \texttt{DP}^\text{bin})$
    \State \texttt{open\_bin} $\leftarrow \texttt{get\_bin\_with\_max\_dot\_prod}(\texttt{open\_bin\_dot\_prods}, \texttt{item})$
    \If {$\exists \texttt{open\_bin}$}
      \State \texttt{assign}(\texttt{item}, \texttt{open\_bin})
    \Else
      \State \texttt{new\_bin} $\leftarrow \texttt{get\_bin\_with\_max\_dot\_prod}(\texttt{dot\_prods}, \texttt{item})$
      \State \texttt{assign}(\texttt{item}, \texttt{new\_bin})
    \EndIf
  \EndFor
  \State \textbf{return} \texttt{open\_bins}
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}
First Fit Windowed Multi-Capacity (FFDWMC)

Algorithm 6 illustrates an implementation of the FFDWMC heuristic. There are four functions which are called inside FFDWMC: create_max_bin, calc_rank, sort_using_measure, and match.

Functions sort_using_measure and assign are explained in Sections 4.4.4 and 4.3.4 respectively.

Algorithm 6 First Fit Windowed Multi-Capacity

Input: items, bins

Output: open_bins

1: open_bins, item_ranks, bin_ranks ← []
2: max_bin ← create_max_bin(bins)
3: for item ∈ items do
4:   item_ranks[item] ← calc_rank(item, max_bin)
5: end for
6: for bin ∈ bins do
7:   bin_ranks[bin] ← calc_rank(bin, max_bin)
8: end for
9: sort_using_measure(bins, M^{bin}_{ws}, decreasing)
10: for item ∈ items do
11:   stop ← False
12:   for open_bin ∈ open_bins do
13:     if fits(item, open_bin) then
14:       if match(item_ranks[item], open_bin_ranks[open_bin]) then
15:         assign(item, open_bin)
16:         open_bin_ranks[open_bin] ← calc_rank(open_bin, max_bin)
17:         stop ← True
18:         break
19:       end if
20:     end if
21:   end for
22:   if stop then
23:     break
24: end if
25: for new_bin ∈ bins do
26:   if fits(item, bin) then
27:     assign(item, bin)
28:     open_bin_ranks[bin] ← calc_rank(bin, max_bin)
29:     break
30: end if
31: end for
32: end for
33: return open_bins

Function create_max_bin takes as input all bins being considered and returns a
maximal bin which will be used to build item and bin rankings, as described in Section 4.4.3.

Function calc_rank takes as parameter one item/bin and the maximal bin and returns the ranking of its dimensions in relation to the maximal bin (cf. Section 4.3.4).

Function match receives the ranks of items and a set of bins/open bins, as input. It outputs “True” if there is a match between item and bins/open bins rankings and “False” otherwise. The procedure behind rank matching is explained in Section 4.3.4.

The algorithm is straightforward. First, in Line 2, a maximal bin is created and used to calculate rankings for each item (cf. Line 4) and bin (cf. Line 7). Then, bins are sorted decreasingly using measure $M_{\text{bin}}^{\text{ws}}$. The core of the heuristic is represented between Lines 10 and 32. In summary, the heuristic will try to first assign items to open bins. The latter are chosen following the dimension ranking matching of each item with each potential open bin. If an open bin matches the ranking of an item, it will be assigned to that bin. Otherwise, that item will be assign to the first bin it fits into as in traditional First Fit Decreasing heuristics (cf. Section 4.3.4).

4.5 Evaluation

This section evaluates the performance of the greedy heuristics described in Section 4.4 which are able to calculate solutions for the IPDAMP. This is done through a comparative analysis between the proposed heuristics to two state of the art solutions, namely, a MIP solver and a simulated annealing meta-heuristic.

Before that, it is important to present how the evaluation experiments were performed and how their input data were generated.

4.5.1 Methodology

In this section we discuss the methodology used to evaluate the proposed greedy heuristics. In Chapter 3 we have discussed in detail the methodology, notation, and metrics used for evaluating our contributions. Hence, in this section, we summarize concepts previously presented and focus on particularities of proposed heuristics’ evaluation, such as experiment format, problem classes parameters or test platform characteristics.

As we discussed in Section 3.3, an experiment is the resolution of a set of placement problem instances by a set of algorithms within a given timeout. A problem instance is composed of a group of components and a group of virtual machine types, both describing dimensions requirements and capacities, respectively.

We define two classes of experiments, A and B, distinguished by problem instances sizes as described on Table 4.3. The small problem instances from Class A are used to evaluate the performance of greedy and meta heuristics against an exact algorithm, as the latter presents scalability issues. Class B is composed of large problem instances which are used to evaluate the greedy heuristics against meta-heuristics.

To construct problem instances it is necessary to generate the values of VM capacities, prices, and component requirements. The procedure we use is the generation of pseudo-random values picked uniformly inside an interval using the method randint from Python’s module random. Table 4.4 presents those intervals in detail.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Class A</th>
<th>Class B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># dimensions</td>
<td>1,2,3,...,8</td>
<td>1,2,3,...,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># components</td>
<td>1,2,3,...,19</td>
<td>10,20,30,...,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># vm types</td>
<td>100,200,300,...,1000</td>
<td>1000,2000,3000,...,10000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># problem instances</td>
<td>1520</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: Experience classes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Requirements</th>
<th>Capacities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i)</td>
<td>800 to 3000</td>
<td>1000 to 3500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii)</td>
<td>1 to 16</td>
<td>2 to 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii)</td>
<td>1 to 32</td>
<td>2 to 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iv)</td>
<td>50 to 3500</td>
<td>150 to 4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(v)</td>
<td>5 to 30</td>
<td>10 to 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(vi)</td>
<td>1 to 8</td>
<td>1 to 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(vii)</td>
<td>1 to 10</td>
<td>5 to 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(viii)</td>
<td>10 to 80</td>
<td>10 to 80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4: Intervals of data generation.

To generate the VM renting prices, we use the capacities from the first 4 VM type dimensions, in a way that the larger they are, the more expensive is the renting price. We simulate different prices from different cloud providers through the generation of pseudo-random coefficients, as before, using the method \( \text{randint} \), from predefined intervals. The price of a VM type \( p_i = \alpha + \beta + \gamma + \delta \) where \( \alpha = c_{i,1} \times \text{randint}(1,3) \); \( \beta = c_{i,2} \times \text{randint}(8,20) \); \( \gamma = c_{i,3} \times \text{randint}(5,8) \); \( \delta = c_{i,4} \times \text{randint}(10,15) \), if \( c_{i,4} \leq 500 \), otherwise \( \delta = c_{i,4} \times \text{randint}(20,25) \).

Our test platform and greedy heuristics were developed in Python and experiments were conducted on Dell PowerEdge R720 (2 CPUs, 6 cores) and AMD Opteron 6164 HE 1.7GHz (2 CPUs, 12 cores) from Taurus and Stremi clusters from Grid’5000 [12].

4.5.2 MIP Solver and Simulated Annealing Analysis

We are interested in evaluating the performance of our greedy heuristics with the very large problem instances from Class B (cf. Table 4.3). It would be interesting to compare the solutions from greedy heuristics to the optimal of each problem instance, however, as we are dealing with a NP-Hard problem, this is impractical.

Our strategy, then, is try to calculate the optimal solution of each problem instance from a Class A experiment (cf. Table 4.3), giving the MIP solver 30 hours per instance to do this task. Using these data, we validate the performance of our simulated annealing implementation and use it as a baseline algorithm to analyze the performance of the greedy heuristics on the large Class B problem instances.
MIP Solver

To evaluate the performance of MIP solvers, we integrated to our test platform the SCIP solver \[\text{[2]}\], a framework for constraint integer programming and branch-cut-and-price (the formulation of the placement problem is described in Section \[\text{4.2.1}\]).

We conducted one Class A experiment using SCIP with a timeout of 30 hours. The framework managed to calculate the optimal for around 34% of all Class A problem instances. These solved problem instances are mainly characterized by having a small number of application components, virtual machine types, and dimensions. This performance is expected as we are dealing with a NP-Hard problem. Even if we consider that there is room for improvement of the solver performance by optimizing the modeling or by using a faster solver, we would still expect a low rate of solved instances due to the nature of the problem we are dealing with.

Simulated Annealing

As discussed in Section \[\text{4.3}\], using meta-heuristics to solve problems similar to the bin packing problem is a very common approach. Among all algorithms of this type, including genetic algorithms, particle swarm optimization, ant colony optimization and others, we choose the simulated annealing because, in addition to successful experiences in other similar contexts \[\text{[52]}\], it has less configuration parameters, thus it is easier to apply it to our problem.

We used the \text{Simanneal} \[\text{[91]}\] module, which is written in Python and was easily integrated to our test platform. Also, we conducted Class A and Class B experiments using a 10 minutes timeout per problem resolution. We use 10 minutes instead of the 30 hours given to SCIP solver because 10 minutes is more realistic and also because during our tests we noticed that, in most of cases, after this time, the solution improvements became scarcer.

We observed that simulated annealing managed to output solutions for all problem instances in less than ten minutes. Furthermore, it managed to compute optimal solutions for around 97% of the problems where the optimal was known. As SCIP managed to calculate the optimal for around 34% of Class A problems, this totalizes around 33% of all problems.

We illustrate in Figure \[\text{4.2}\] the distances between simulated annealing solutions and optimal solutions. To construct this graph, we grouped all Class A problem instances by number of components and plotted, in form of box plot, the distances (or differences) between solution costs from MIP solver and simulated annealing. Throughout this chapter we group solutions by number of components because this parameter showed to be the one that most interferes on solution cost in a consistent way. We can notice that in spite of the small variation observed as the number of components grows, the distance is always smaller than 3% and the median is always zero, except when the number of components is 17.

Even if it was only possible to compare the solutions from simulate annealing to the optimal in a reduced portion of the problems, we have a promising indication of the capabilities of this meta-heuristic. This justifies the usage of simulated annealing as baseline in our further analysis.
4.5. Evaluation

4.5.3 Greedy Heuristics

In this section, our objective is to evaluate the performance of proposed greedy heuristics. The main goal is evaluating them using the large Class B experiences, however, we also investigate the performance of the greedy heuristics using the 34% of Class A problems whose optimal solution is known.

The evaluation strategy is, at first, analyzing the performance of the greedy heuristics together, i.e., comparing them in group to other algorithms and then, in a second moment, evaluating them individually. We consider that the greedy heuristics are executed sequentially, thus, when group comparing, the execution time is the sum of the execution times from all involved greedy heuristics. Then, we keep only the best placement – less expensive – among all solutions calculated by greedy heuristics.

We use data gathered from Class A and B experiments with a timeout of 10 minutes to solve each problem instance. Class A and B experiments are used to evaluate greedy heuristics against the MIP solver and simulated annealing respectively.

Greedy Group Analysis – Class A Experiment

At first we compare solutions from the group of heuristics to the available 34% of optimal solutions from Class A problem instances. Figure 4.3 illustrates cost distances (cf. 3.3.4) between the group of greedy heuristics solutions and optimal values.

The first thing to notice is that despite giving very few optimal solutions (about 3.4%), the greedy heuristics group managed to output solutions at most 30% more expensive than the optimal with medians varying between 5.52% and 22.25%.

As simulated annealing managed to calculate optimal solutions in 97% of cases, we do not plot the distances between the greedy group and simulated annealing as the results will be essentially the same as illustrated in Figure 4.3. Nevertheless, we plot the distances between the greedy group and simulated annealing considering 100% of Class A problems. This is illustrated in Figure 4.4. In this case, medians vary between 5.56% and 24.88%, and distances between -8.22% and 45.86%. Notice that this is consistent with medians interval found when comparing the greedy group against optimal solutions.
Figure 4.3: Distances between optimal solution costs and greedy heuristic group’s aggregated by number of components for Class A experiment.

Figure 4.4: Distances between solution costs from simulated annealing and greedy heuristic group aggregated by number of components for Class A experiment.

(medians varying between 5.52% and 22.25%). Negative distances (around 3.18%) refer to situations where greedy heuristics group managed to output a better solution than simulated annealing.

Finally, in both graphs it is possible to identify a degradation of greedy heuristics group solutions as the number of components raises, specially when the number of components is greater than 12.

To complete this first analysis, it is important to analyze all algorithms execution times. The solver was given a timeout of 30 hours per problem instance to solve all Class A problems and was able to solve only about 34% of them. Simulated annealing was given a 10 minutes timeout per problem instance but managed to calculate solutions for all Class A problems in around 2.47 hours (average of about 7 seconds per problem). The greedy block, was given a 10 minutes timeout, however, they took only 23.21 seconds to calculate solutions for all Class A problems (average of 20 milliseconds per problem instance).

There are some preliminary conclusions taken from this first analysis. The quality of solutions is at most 30% worst than the optimal but they are calculated much faster,
Figure 4.5: Distance between simulated annealing solution costs and greedy heuristic group aggregated by number of components.

indicating a reasonable solution quality. Also, when comparing Figures 4.3 and 4.4 it is possible to identify that cost distance medians follow a similar pattern, which indicates that simulate annealing would be an interesting choice as a baseline algorithm.

Greedy Group Analysis – Class B Experiment

Figure 4.5 illustrates the cost distance between the group of greedy heuristics and simulated annealing. Solutions are aggregated by the number of components from solved problem instances. It is possible to observe that the greedy heuristic group managed to output a better solution than simulated annealing to around 15% of problem instances. One can notice that it happens more frequently when the number of components is bigger than 70. This is observed because the timeout of 10 minutes is not sufficient for simulated annealing to calculate a better solution as the size of problem instances grows.

In the remainder 85% of problem instances, where simulated annealing outputs better solutions, we can also observe that although the distances are always smaller than 40%, the median never exceeds 30%.

Figure 4.6 helps us to have a better understanding on how worse was the solution cost of greedy heuristics on these 85% of problem instances where simulated annealing calculated better solutions. The Y-axis is the percentage of solved problem instances and the X-axis is the cost distance between the greedy heuristic group and simulated annealing. The solid curve is the aggregated percentage of problem instances. We can observe that around 40% of solutions are between 11% and 20% worse than simulated annealing and, most importantly, that around 95% of solutions are at most 30% worse than simulated annealing’s ones. This clearly indicates that, depending on the application requirements, the degradation of solution quality may not be very significant, especially when taking into account the difference between execution times from the group of greedy heuristics and the simulated annealing which will be discussed in the following lines.
Figure 4.6: Distance between solution costs from simulated annealing solutions and greedy heuristics group on problem instances where simulated annealing solutions were better.

In Figure 4.7 the execution times to solve problems with the same number of components are summed up. While the sum of execution times from greedy heuristics vary from 25 to 210 seconds, simulated annealing’s ranges from 26200 to 42185 seconds, i.e. from 7.3 to 11 hours.

Figure 4.7: Sum of execution times from greedy heuristics group (above) and simulated annealing (bellow) to solve all problem instances. Results are aggregated by number of components.

This can be better seen in Figure 4.8 which aggregates the ratio between greedy heuristics group and simulated annealing execution times by number of components and plot this data as a box plot. We are using ratios instead of distances percentages because of the huge gap between values. The sum of greedy heuristic group execution times is at least 96 times and at most around 4046 times faster than simulated annealing’s.

It is well known that the usage of heuristics involves a trade-off between solution
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quality and execution time. The analysis of the performance of our greedy heuristics as a block indicated that even with an execution time between 96 to 4046 times smaller, the greedy heuristics managed to output comparable and sometimes better solutions than simulated annealing’s for large problems.

Individual Analysis

In this section, we evaluate the greedy heuristics individually using a Class B experiment. Our objective is to understand their behavior and also to investigate how the reduction of the group of greedy heuristics would affect solution quality.

Figure 4.9 illustrates the percentage of best, second best, and third best solutions per greedy heuristic. We notice that First Fit Decreasing Priority (FFD-P), First Fit Decreasing Windowed Multi-Capacity (FFD-WMC), and Dot Product (DP) have the best solutions for around 56%, 29%, and 30% of problem instances respectively. Even if DP has a relatively small number of best solutions, it manages to output second best solutions to almost 57% of problems. Thus, DP gives the best or second best solution to around 74% of all problems. FFD-P and FFD-WMC manage to do the same to 76% and 50% of problem instances, respectively.
Figure 4.10, which illustrates the percentage of problems where a greedy heuristic did not have the best solution and the distance to it, helps us understand the behavior of solutions that were not the best ones. The most important aspect to notice in this graph is that, for all considered algorithms, the maximum distance to the best solution is below 25% and that, in most of the cases, it is below 10%. Also, one can notice that DP manages to give a solution at most 10% worse than the best greedy solution for 99.20% of problem instances where it does not output the best solution.

This first analysis based only on solution cost quality indicates the superiority of FFD-P and DP against FFD-WMC, however, to have a better understanding, it is necessary to verify their individual execution times too.

Table 4.5 summarizes the individual execution times from the considered greedy heuristics. Those values are the sum of the execution times used to compute solutions to all Class B problem instances. We can observe that despite giving good solutions, DP responds for around 90.78% of the sum of greedy heuristics execution times, followed by FFD-WMC and FFD-P, responsible for around 6% and 2.44% respectively. This indicates that it may be interesting to reduce the size of the greedy heuristics group to have a smaller execution time. However, it is also important to verify the impact of this reduction on the solution quality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Time (s)</th>
<th>Participation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B.F. Dot Product</td>
<td>1012.535</td>
<td>90.78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.F.D. Priority</td>
<td>27.25</td>
<td>2.44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.F.D. Windowed Multi-Capacity</td>
<td>75.57</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.5: Execution times from greedy heuristics

Table 4.6 presents metrics related to possible combinations of greedy heuristics groups. It is possible to verify that using only FFD-P improves the execution time in 97.55%. However, doing so also degrades 43.47% of solutions in about 17.38%. Also, we can verify that it is possible to improve the execution time in 90% with a smaller impact over solution quality when using FFD-P and FFD-WMC together. In this case, we observe that around 19.02% of solution costs would suffer a degradation between 0.87% and 4%,
Table 4.6: MAX, AVG, MIN and MED are maximum, average, minimum, and median of solution costs distances, in percentage of solutions from the original group of heuristics. DEG is the percentage of solutions that were degraded and IMP is the execution time improvement in percentage of original execution time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MAX</th>
<th>AVG</th>
<th>MIN</th>
<th>MED</th>
<th>DEG</th>
<th>IMP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DP</td>
<td>9.93</td>
<td>4.46</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>4.64</td>
<td>41.08</td>
<td>9.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFD-P</td>
<td>17.38</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>43.47</td>
<td>97.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFD-WMC</td>
<td>16.34</td>
<td>7.07</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>5.56</td>
<td>69.58</td>
<td>93.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP &amp; FFD-P</td>
<td>6.20</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>18.61</td>
<td>6.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP &amp; FFD-WMC</td>
<td>9.93</td>
<td>4.72</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>4.73</td>
<td>50.13</td>
<td>2.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFD-P &amp; FFD-WMC</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>19.02</td>
<td>90.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP &amp; FFD-P &amp; FFD-WMC</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

in average. Thus, clearly, if it is necessary to improve execution time, the best option is to remove DP from the group of heuristics.

Finally, we identify 3 possible configurations for the greedy heuristics group: (i) the fastest one, which would be composed uniquely of FFD-P, with an improvement of 97.55% of execution time but with around 43.47% of its solutions degraded, (ii) the medium term, which would be composed of FFD-P and FFD-WMC, with an improvement of 90.78% of execution time but having 19.02% of solutions degraded and, (iii) the slowest configuration, composed of FFD-P, DP, and FFD-WMC which give the best solutions. It is important to notice, however, that “slowest” here means a configuration capable of solving all Class B problem instances in less than 19 minutes with per problem execution time averages of 1.4 s, 0.03 s and 0.1 s for DP, FFD-P and FFD-WMC, respectively. We also observed maximum execution times of 5.7 s, 0.23 s and 0.35 s for DP, FFD-P, and FFD-WMC, respectively, i.e., very short execution times.

4.6 Conclusion

In this chapter we discussed the problem of calculating initial placements of distributed applications over Cloud based infrastructures. Applications built upon several components have to be deployed over multiple Clouds to benefit from many different VMs with different renting costs. This is indeed a complicated problem, specially as the complexity of these applications and the number of parameters and features grows.

Our objective was to describe fast algorithms to solve the problem of calculating an initial placement for component-based applications over multiple clouds. In addition, we considered that the parameters of this problem (number of VM types, multiple cloud providers, number of components, number of dimensions, and objective functions) could be large, which might prohibit the usage of solutions such as MIP solvers and meta-heuristics.

To achieve that objective, we adapted efficient greedy heuristics originally conceived to solve the multi-dimensional bin packing problem to our problem. After a detailed evaluation, we indicated that our greedy heuristics were capable of calculating solutions compatible with meta-heuristics solutions but calculated at least 100 times faster. Cer-
tainly, our approach is better suited for situations where there is space for a light degra-
dation of solution quality in exchange of a reduced execution time. It is also possible to
use our greedy heuristics solutions as a first solution input for meta-heuristics or exact
algorithms. Virtually any application of the cost-aware multi-dimensional bin packing
problem with heterogeneous bins may take advantage of our results and algorithms.

Finally, the heuristics presented in this chapter will be part of the cost and communication-
aware heuristics described in Chapters 5 and 6.
Chapter 5

Initial Communication and Cost-Aware Placement

In this chapter, we improve the application and infrastructure models discussed in Chapter 4 to be able to describe communication constraints. Using the greedy heuristics discussed in that chapter as building blocks, we introduce communication and cost-aware heuristics that can quickly calculate initial placements of distributed applications over Cloud-based infrastructures.

5.1 Introduction

In Chapter 4 we presented greedy algorithms that could compute communication-oblivious initial placements of distributed applications on multiple Clouds while minimizing renting costs and satisfying resource constraints. In this chapter, we improve the application and Cloud models previously introduced to make it possible to describe communication constraints. We also propose a heuristic that takes these new constraints into consideration and can calculate initial placements of distributed applications on multiple Clouds while minimizing renting costs and satisfying resource and communication constraints.

As we discussed in Section 2.4, placement scenarios can be very large. We consider we are dealing with thousands of VM types from hundreds of different Cloud providers and hundreds of application components. Furthermore, we consider that, besides of resource requirements (cf. Chapter 4), distributed applications may also describe communication requirements. This results in a NP-complete problem and, consequently, scalability issues must be taken into consideration.

In this chapter, we introduce 2PCAP, an efficient and scalable heuristic that mixes graph-based algorithm concepts that can compute good quality initial cost and communication-aware placements very quickly for small and large scenarios.

In the next section we present the problem in more detail and model it as a mixed integer programming problem. In Section 5.3 we discuss the state of the art. Section 5.4 presents our application and Cloud models. Section 5.5 details the proposed heuristic which is evaluated in Section 5.7.
5.2 Communication-Aware Placement of Distributed Applications on Multiple Clouds

In this section we characterize the communication-aware placement of distributed application on multiple Clouds problem (CAPDAMP). We present distributed application and Cloud-based infrastructure models and formalize CAPDAMP. For a more extensive discussion about our hypotheses and application and Cloud models, we refer the interested reader to Chapter 3.

We model distributed applications as component-based applications (cf. Section 2.3.2). Each application component has resource requirements and connections between components have communication requirements. We consider that there is a description of virtual machine (VM) types capacities and renting prices. Furthermore, we consider that communication capacities of VMs potentially instanced from these VM types is available. Resource requirements may be number of CPU cores, RAM or disk usage, for example. Our hypothesis is that communication requirements are described to satisfy latency needs. Hence, in this thesis, we consider that communication requirements are described in terms of latency.

Our objective is to map each application component to a VM instance in order to minimize renting costs and satisfy resource and communication constraints. Resource capacities of a VM instance must be larger than or equal to the sum of resource requirements of components it hosts (cf. Section 3.1.3). Similarly, communication requirements between each pair of components must be less than or equal to the connection capacities between VMs hosting them (cf. Section 3.1.3). We suppose that connection requirements and capacities are used to characterize communication latencies and that they can be expressed in a numerical way.

In this chapter we focus on initial placements, i.e., we consider that the application or part of it is not previously deployed. Reconfiguration scenarios are discussed in Chapter 6. Figure 5.1 illustrates an example of a CAPDAMP scenario.

In the next sections we formalize the CAPDAMP (cf. Section 5.2.1) and present two ways of modeling it: as a graph homomorphism problem and as an optimization problem. Both models will be important for the evaluation of our contribution.

---

1It is sufficient that requirements have an ordered representation.
Communication-aware placement of distributed applications on multiple clouds

Component based application

Cloud Providers

Figure 5.1: Communication-aware placement example. A component-based application is represented as a graph where nodes represent components and edges represent connections between components. Colored boxes represent Cloud providers and colored cylinders inside of them are VM types. Transparent cylinders are VM instances and dashed arrows indicate the VM type from which a VM was instanced. The color of a VM type indicates its origin Cloud provider and the black connectors between VM types and Cloud providers indicate connections. Our placement objective is to map application components to VMs while minimizing costs and satisfying resource and communication constraints.

5.2.1 Problem Statement

Let $\mathcal{I}$ be a set of components, $\mathcal{T}$ a set of VM types with $D$ resources (or dimensions) of interest. Let $r_{i,d}$ be the requirements of component $i$ on dimension $d$, $c_{t,d}$ the capacity of VM type $t$ on dimension $d$ and $p_t$ the price of renting a VM of type $t$ per unit of time.

Each VM type $t \in \mathcal{T}$ is hosted in a machine group $s \in \mathcal{S}$ where $\mathcal{S}$ is a set of machine groups, a set of machines indistinguishable from the connection constraint point of view. This means that VM types belonging to the same machine group share the same connection capacities. Machines group can be clusters or Cloud provider sites, for example. Each VM type can be instanced $|\mathcal{I}|$ times (cf. Section 3.1.3). A component must be assigned to exactly one VM but each VM may host several components.

The requirement of a connection between components $i \in \mathcal{I}$ and $j \in \mathcal{I}$ is represented as $x_{i,j}^{\text{comp}}$. Similarly, the capacity of a connection between two machine groups $s \in \mathcal{S}$ and $u \in \mathcal{S}$ is represented as $x_{s,u}^{\text{mg}}$. As we consider that VMs belonging to the same machine group share the same connection properties, the connection capacity between a VM $v \in \mathcal{V}$,
that belongs to machine group $s$, and a VM $n \in \mathcal{V}$, that belongs to machine group $u$, is represented by $x_{v,n}^m$ and, furthermore, $x_{v,n}^m = x_{s,a}^m$.

The objective is to assign all components to VMs in a way that resource and communication requirements of components are satisfied, VMs’ capacities are not exceeded, and renting costs are minimized.

### 5.2.2 CAPDAMP as Graph Homomorphism Problem

Graphs are recurrently used as a representation of application and infrastructure topologies. In manner of fact, the CAPDAMP can be modeled as a generalization of the NP-complete graph homomorphism problem \[54, 53\]. Formally, let $G$ and $H$ be two graphs, $V(G)$ and $V(H)$ be the vertices of $G$ and $H$, and $E(G)$ and $E(H)$ be the edges of $G$ and $H$. A homomorphism from a graph $G$ to a graph $H$ is a mapping $\alpha: V(G) \rightarrow V(H)$ such that:

$$
(x, y) \in E(G) \Rightarrow (\alpha(x), \alpha(y)) \in E(H)
$$

(5.1)

In the context of the CAPDAMP, $G$ would be the application graph, and $H$ a graph describing the topology of the Cloud. A placement would be the function $\alpha$.

CAPDAMP is a generalization of the graph homomorphism problem because in the latter there is no assumption concerning edge weights, vertex weights, or mapping costs.

### 5.2.3 Optimization Problem Formulation

We model the CAPDAMP as an optimization problem formulation. In this section, we present a general modeling of that problem as a mixed integer programming (MIP) problem which will be used as input for a solver in Section 5.7, where we evaluate our contributions.

Let $\mathcal{V} = \{v_{k,t} \mid 1 \leq k \leq |\mathcal{I}|, t \in T\}$ be the set containing all VMs from type $t$. The price of $v$ is $p_v = p_t$ and its initial capacity $c_{v,d} = c_{t,d}$.

Let $m_{i,v} = 1$ if a component $i$ is assigned to a rented VM $v$, and 0 otherwise. Let $a_v = 1$ if $v$ hosts at least one component and 0 on the contrary.

The optimization problem is described in Equation 5.2 and variables and constants are summarized in Table 5.1.

**Minimize**

$$
\sum_{v \in \mathcal{V}} p_v a_v
$$

**s.t.**

$$
\sum_{v \in \mathcal{V}} m_{i,v} = 1 \quad \forall i \in \mathcal{I}
$$

(i)

$$
\sum_{v \in \mathcal{V}} m_{i,v} r_{i,d} \leq c_{v,d} \quad \forall v \in \mathcal{V}, 1 \leq d \leq D
$$

(ii)

$$
\begin{cases}
1 & \text{if } \sum_{i \in \mathcal{I}} m_{i,v} > 0 \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \quad \forall v \in \mathcal{V}
$$

(iii)

$$
m_{i,n,m_j,v}(x_{v,n}^m - x_{i,j}^{\text{comp}}) \geq 0 \quad \forall v, n \in \mathcal{V}, \forall i, j \in \mathcal{I}
$$

(iv)

$$
m_{i,n}, m_{j,v} \in \{0,1\}
$$
In Equation 5.2, (i) guarantees that each component is assigned to at most one VM; (ii) ensures that no instantiated VM has more components than it can host; (iii) guarantees that $a_v = 1$ when there is at least one component assigned to $v$, and (iv) guarantees that network requirements are satisfied.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\mathcal{I}$</td>
<td>Set of components.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathcal{T}$</td>
<td>Set of VM types.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathcal{V}$</td>
<td>Set containing all potential VMs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D$</td>
<td>Number of resources/dimensions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_t$</td>
<td>Price of VM type $t \in \mathcal{T}$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_v$</td>
<td>Price of VM $v \in \mathcal{V}$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_v$</td>
<td>$a_v = 1$ if $v \in \mathcal{V}$ is being used, 0 otherwise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_{k,t}$</td>
<td>$k$-th VM of type $t \in \mathcal{T}$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_{i,v}$</td>
<td>$m_{i,v} = 1$ if component $i \in \mathcal{I}$ is assigned to VM $v \in \mathcal{V}$, 0 otherwise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_{i,d}$</td>
<td>Requirement of component $i \in \mathcal{I}$ on dimension $d$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_{v,d}$</td>
<td>Capacity of VM $v \in \mathcal{V}$ on dimension $d$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x^{\text{comp}}_{i,j}$</td>
<td>Requirement of connection between component $i \in \mathcal{I}$ and $j \in \mathcal{I}$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x^{\text{mg}}_{s,u}$</td>
<td>Capacity of connection between machine group $s \in \mathcal{S}$ and $u \in \mathcal{S}$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x^{\text{vm}}_{v,n}$</td>
<td>Capacity of connection between VM $v \in \mathcal{V}$ and $n \in \mathcal{V}$.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Summary of variables used in this section and in Equation 5.2

5.3 Related Work

We address the CAPDAMP (cf. Section 4.2), which stands for communication-aware placement of distributed applications on multiple Clouds problem. The CAPDAMP is a generalization of the graph homomorphism problem. This problem is NP-complete [54] and, consequently, approaches to this problem must take scalability issues into account.

In the next sections, we discuss state of the art approaches to the CAPDAMP and related communication-aware problems and position 2PCAP in relation to them. We divide this literature into three groups based on their approach and ordered by scalability: exact approaches, meta-heuristic approaches, and heuristic based approaches.

5.3.1 Exact Algorithms

There are many approaches for the CAPDAMP and related problems based on exact algorithms, but in this section we focus mainly on those based on Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) problems and solvers. An important characteristic is the expressiveness of MIP modeling, which allows for the description of problem details that would not be possible or would be more difficult to express using other strategies.

In [102], a Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) is proposed for the placement of distributed applications on the Cloud. The objective is to maximize availability by modeling fault-tolerance measures. Similarly, [58] proposes a MIP to minimize application down-time. Both approaches neither consider renting cost minimizations nor allow for more
than two dimensions of interest. In [68], a very expressive MIP to compute the placement of services on multiple Clouds is presented. Despite allowing for cost optimization, heterogeneous VM types, and resource constraints, it does not allow for an explicit description of communication constraints. Finally, in [60], a hierarchical approach to the process placement in multi-core clusters is presented. However, only the communication problem is considered and both processes and hosting machines are homogeneous, contrary to our work.

In the context of CAPDAMP, despite their ability to calculate optimal solutions, exact algorithms are not scalable. Consequently, they are an attractive approach only when placement scenarios are small.

5.3.2 Meta-heuristics

Meta-heuristics such as genetic algorithms, simulated annealing, and ant colony optimization, are very powerful tools for calculating solutions for some variations of the CAPDAMP thanks to their ability to handle very complex models [70].

In [24] and [117], the authors propose two very similar approaches based on genetic algorithms to calculate the placement of services on the Cloud targeting cost minimization while satisfying CPU, memory, disk and latency constraints. In [55], a simulated annealing based approach to the VM consolidation problem is presented. In the same topic, an ant colony algorithm for a multi-objective VM consolidation problem aiming at minimizing energy consumption and resource waste is described in [40]. In [36] another ant colony based approach for the VM consolidation problem is proposed.

The main issue of using meta-heuristics for communication-aware problems is that, in summary, there is a correlation between the time given to a meta-heuristic to calculate a solution and its quality. Also as they are generic tools, i.e., tools that are not created for specific problems, their solutions are very sensitive to parameter tuning and other configurations. Finally, it is important to highlight that depending on the CAPDAMP characteristics, using meta-heuristics may not be recommended. Specially when search space is rugged and/or plain [105] (it contains too many local optimal solutions and low correlation between them).

5.3.3 Heuristics

The CAPDAMP is NP-complete [54] and heuristics may be good options to quickly compute solutions. In this section we describe heuristics based mainly on graph algorithms and discuss them in regard to CAPDAMP and 2PCAP.

In Section 5.2.1 we discussed that using graphs is a common way of modeling application and infrastructure topologies. We also briefly presented the CAPDAMP as a generalization of a graph homomorphism problem.

In spite of the many existent approaches to problems related to CAPDAMP, to the best of our knowledge, there are no state of the art heuristics that take into consideration all CAPDAMP’s constraints and objectives, such as renting costs minimization, resource and communication constraint satisfaction, or component and VM heterogeneity. Many
approaches ignore part of problem parameters and model the placement problem as a graph partition problem \cite{19} (NP-Hard).

A graph based greedy heuristic for calculating the task mapping on supercomputer clusters is presented in \cite{28}. Also using a greedy heuristic, an approach to place tasks on the Cloud is proposed in \cite{64}. Using a max-clique based approach, \cite{16} and \cite{69} describe algorithms for the consolidation of VM types. A similar problem is addressed in \cite{84}, which adds the challenge of having to place a virtual network aiming at satisfying resource and network constraints. Using a min cut approach, a hierarchical representation of the network and a graph modeling of the application, \cite{75} tackles the traffic-aware virtual machine placement on data centers. A hierarchical approach for the deployment of distributed scientific applications on the Cloud is presented in \cite{34}. In \cite{120}, a graph matching algorithm based on a graph query approach for the service placement on the Cloud is proposed. In \cite{119}, a game theory approach is proposed to the allocation of virtual network for VMs from multiple data centers. Finally, \cite{51} presents a heuristic based on a relaxed MILP to compute a solution for a VM consolidation problem.

The aforementioned articles aim primarily at solving the communication constraint problem letting the packing problem (resource constraint problem) in second place. Graph-based modeling can efficiently describe communication constraints. However describing at the same time resource constraints and renting costs tend to be more difficult. As a result, issues such as VM/machine heterogeneity, renting costs, and multi-dimensionality of resources are not addressed.

The authors of \cite{59} propose an approach for placing services onto the Cloud with the objective of minimizing costs. They employ a hierarchical Cloud topology description similar to ours, they use clustering heuristics to solve the communication problem and bin packing heuristics to the packing problem. However, the bin packing algorithms only consider memory and CPU constraints, the Cloud topology levels are predefined and they consider communication constraints as soft constraints.

5.3.4 Discussion

As the CAPDAMP is NP-hard, using exact algorithms to calculate optimal placements is feasible only for very small problem instances. To overcome this limitation there is a plethora of more scalable approaches based mainly on meta-heuristics and heuristics. Meta-heuristics have their solution qualities correlated to the time given to process a problem. Hence, depending on problem size, using a meta-heuristic may still be unfeasible. Furthermore, as they are generic tools, meta-heuristics tend to be very sensitive to parameter tuning specific for each scenario.

Other heuristics usually aim primarily at solving the graph partitioning (or communication constraint) problem letting the packing (or resource constraint problem) in second place. Graph-based modeling can efficiently describe communication constraints, however, describing at the same time resource constraints and renting costs tends to be more difficult. Thus, issues like VM heterogeneity, renting costs and multi-dimensionality are not addressed at the same time.

In this section, we propose an efficient and scalable heuristic which addresses the aforementioned problems. Using graph clustering and multidimensional bin packing strategies, it manages to calculate good quality solutions very quickly, as evaluated in Section 5.7.
5.4 Modeling the Cloud Infrastructure and Distributed Applications

In Section 4.2, we discussed application and Cloud infrastructure models including ways of representing communication constraints. We explained that, in this thesis, communication requirements and capacities are described in terms of latencies. However, it is still necessary to address the challenge of how to measure or model latencies in a virtualized environment such as the Cloud.

In the next sections we discuss that problem in more detail and introduce an approach of describing communication constraints that will be crucial for the heuristic proposed in Section 5.5.3.

5.4.1 Cloud Network Topology

An important challenge related to modeling communication constraints for the CAP-DAMP is gathering precise information from Cloud provider’s networks. Due, particularly, to virtualization, it is difficult to precisely predict latencies or network bandwidth between machines. This task is even more difficult when machines are hosted in different Cloud providers.

As discussed in Section 2.1, this issue happens because, commonly, Cloud providers do not make available details concerning their internal network infrastructure and, usually, Cloud providers are connected among themselves over Internet and not over any dedicated network. In spite of that, it is possible to have a more coarse-grained latency prediction. In general, network latencies are better between machines hosted in the same Cloud provider than between machines from distinct Cloud providers. The same logic applies for Cloud provider sites (cf. Section 2.1).

Thus, we are interested in a solution that is able to make use of uncertain or less precise information from Cloud infrastructure latencies. Our approach to this issue is to model Cloud based infrastructure as a tree. An example of this modeling is illustrated in Figure 5.2.
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In the Cloud topology tree, leaves are sets of VM types which we call machine groups. Each inner node represents a connection to all machine groups available in the sub-tree having the inner node as root. Finally, the level of each inner node represents the quality of the machine group connection. Notice that we describe quality in terms of latency, hence the better the quality, the smaller the latency.

Given two machine groups $s_1$ and $s_2$, we call maximum connection quality the highest internal node which interconnects $s_1$ and $s_2$. For example, in Figure 5.2 machine groups $m_1$ and $m_2$ are connected at levels 0, 1, and 2. Thus, their maximum connection quality is 2. On the other hand, $m_1$ and $m_3$ (also $m_2$ and $m_3$) are connected only at level 0, and consequently, they have a maximum connection quality of 0.

VM types sharing a same machine group are interconnected with connection quality equals to the level of the leaves. In the example illustrated in Figure 5.2, VM types’ connections inside the same machine group have quality 3. Thus, the closest an internal node is to the leaves, the smallest will be the latency between machine groups connected by it.

5.4.2 Distributed Application Communication Topology

To describe distributed applications we extend the component-based model presented in Chapter 4 by including an approach to modeling communication requirements in addition to the previously discussed resource requirement model.

Distributed applications are modeled using the component-based paradigm and represented as graphs. Components are nodes and connections between components are weighted edges. Weights are connection requirements, defined in terms of connection quality as discussed in Section 5.4.1, matching the Cloud topology.

In the example illustrated in Figure 5.2, components $c_1$ and $c_2$ communicate and require a connection quality of at least 2, while $c_2$ and $c_3$ require at least 1.

5.5 Two Phase Communication-Aware Heuristic

The proposed heuristic named Two Phase Communication-Aware Heuristic (2PCAP) takes advantage of the tree structure of the multi-cloud topology (cf. Section 5.4.1) to calculate solutions for initial placements of distributed applications on multiple Clouds.

2PCAP is a divide-and-conquer algorithm which looks for subsets of machine groups that satisfy connection requirements from subsets of components. Once they are found, placements of component subsets on machine group subsets, called sub-placements, are calculated using fast communication-oblivious multi-dimensional bin packing heuristics (cf. Chapter 4). Finally, the placement of the entire application is obtained by composing sub-placements.

2PCAP has two phases:

(i) First, it recursively decomposes components and machine groups into subsets, creating communication-aware sub-placements. This procedure is repeated until sub-placements that can be calculated by communication-oblivious heuristics are generated (the bottom of the recursion).
(ii) Secondly, the computed sub-placements are recursively compared from the leaves to the root of the tree. Those with the best cost compose the solution for other sub-placements until the final placement is computed.

Figure 5.3 illustrates an execution of 2PCAP and will be used throughout this section. We use tables to represent the heuristic’s decomposition steps. The name of the tables refer to the level of decomposition (in Figure 5.3 they are L0, L1 and L2). Component subsets are represented in the left part of the tables and machine group subsets, in the upper part.

In the next subsections we explain decomposition and composition phases in detail.

5.5.1 Phase 1: Decomposition

The decomposition phase has fundamentally 2 steps: the decomposition of component and machine group subsets and the computing of sub-placements. We discuss this phase in more detail in the next paragraphs.

Component Subset

A component subset is a set of nodes from a connected subgraph from the application graph. Component subsets have the property that every connection between its components has a communication quality requirement superior or equal to $\ell$, where $0 \leq \ell < H$ and $H$ is the height of the multi-cloud tree. $I_\ell$ is the set of all component subsets on level $\ell$.

In the example illustrated in Figures 5.3(b) and 5.3(c), there is only one component subset composed of components $c1$, $c2$ and $c3$, i.e. $I_0 = I_1 = \{c1,c2,c3\}$. In Figure 5.3(d), however, there are two component subsets: one composed of $c1$ and $c2$ and another one composed of $c3$, i.e. $I_2 = \{c1,c2\}, \{c3\}$.

Observe that the union of all component subset elements forms the set of components, i.e. $\cup_{i\in I_\ell} = I$ and $0 \leq \ell < H$.

Machine Group Subset

A machine group subset contains machine groups from sub-trees of the multi-cloud tree topology. All machine groups contained in the same subset are connected with connection quality superior or equal to $\ell$, where $0 \leq \ell < H$ and $H$ is the height of the multi-cloud tree. $S_\ell$ contains all subsets built on level $\ell$.

In Figure 5.3(b), there is only one machine group subset composed of all machine groups, namely $m1,m2,m3$ and $m4$, i.e. $S_0 = \{m1,m2,m3,m4\}$. In Figure 5.3(c) (level 1), there are two machine group subsets, one composed of $m1,m2$ and $m3$ and another composed of $m4$, i.e. $S_1 = \{m1,m2,m3\}, \{m4\}$. Finally, in Figure 5.3(d) (level 2), there are three machine groups, i.e. $S_2 = \{m1,m2\}, \{m3\}, \{m4\}$.

Observe that the union of all machine group subset elements forms the set of machine groups, i.e. $\cup_{i\in S_\ell} = S$ and $0 \leq \ell < H$. 
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Figure 5.3: Placement example. Tables represent heuristics’ decomposition steps. The name of the tables refer to the level of decomposition (L0, L1 and L2). Component subsets are represented in the left part of the tables and machine group subsets, in the upper part.
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Component and Machine Group Decomposition

The process that generates component and machine group subsets is called decomposition. Machine group subsets are decomposed through gathering all inner nodes from the Cloud topology tree at a given level $\ell$. These nodes actually form a forest of subtrees and each set of leaves from each subtree is a valid machine group subset. At level 0, there will always be only one internal node, which happens to be the root of the Cloud topology.

In the example presented in Figure 5.3(b) (level 0), there is only one machine group subset $S_0 = \{m1,m2,m3,m4\}$. The decomposition of this subset on level 1, represented in Figure 5.3(c), has two machine group subsets, i.e. $S_1 = \{m1,m2,m3\}, \{m4\}$, given that there are two subtree roots at that level.

To decompose component subsets, all connections of the original application graph that require a connection quality smaller than a given level $\ell$ are removed. The nodes of each resulting connected sub-graph is a valid component subset. Notice that, at level 0, there will always be only one component subset which is equal to the application.

In the example depicted in Figure 5.3(b) (level 0), there is only one component subset $I_0 = \{c1,c2,c3\}$. Given that in the application there is not a connection quality requirement smaller than one, at level 1 (cf. Figure 5.3(c)), the decomposition result in two subgraphs and consequently, two component subsets, i.e. $I_1 = \{c1,c2,c3\}$.

Sub-placement

A sub-placement is the placement of a subset of components on a subset of machine groups. Similarly to an “usual” placement (cf. Section 5.2) a sub-placement aims at minimizing VM renting costs while satisfying resource and communication constraints established by the application. Sub-placements are calculated during decomposition and are selected during composition (cf. Section 5.5.2) phases.

Let $i_\ell \in I_\ell$ and $s_\ell \in S_\ell$ be the sets of all component and machine group subsets, respectively, constructed on level $\ell$, $0 \leq \ell < H$. The sub-placement of $i_\ell$ on $s_\ell$ can only be calculated if it is a bottom sub-placement.

A sub-placement is a bottom sub-placement if all sub-placements at level $\ell$ can be calculated by communication oblivious heuristics while still satisfying communication quality requirements. Formally, let $x_{i,j}^{comp}$ be the communication requirement between components $i$ and $j$ and let $x_{m,n}^{mg}$ be the communication capacity between machine groups $m$ and $n$. Formally, a bottom sub-placement has the following property:

$$x_{i,j}^{comp} \leq x_{m,n}^{mg}, \forall i,j \in i_\ell, \forall m,n \in s_\ell. \quad (5.3)$$

This means that any pair of VM types from machine groups contained in $s_\ell$ will satisfy the communication requirements from any pair of components contained in $i_\ell$.

In the example illustrated in Figures 5.3(b), 5.3(c), and 5.3(d), each intersection between machine groups and component subsets is a sub-placement. The sub-placement at level 0 (cf. Figure 5.3(b)), is the sub-placement of $\{c1,c2,c3\}$ on $\{m1,m2,m3,m4\}$. One can notice that it is not a bottom sub-placement since the constraint described in Equation 5.3 does not holds. For instance, if $c1$ and $c2$ were placed on $m4$ and $c3$ on
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...m1, the communication constraints between c2 and c3 would not be satisfied. Likewise, sub-placements in Figure 5.3(c) are not bottom sub-placements. If c1 were placed on m1 and c2 and c3 on m3, the connection constraint between c1 and c2 would not be satisfied. Nevertheless, in Figure 5.3(d) (level 2), Equation 5.3 is satisfied by all sub-placement.

Let \( \ell_{\text{max}} \) be the highest connection quality requirement present in the component graph. We can observe that the sub-placement of every \( i_\ell \in \mathcal{I}_\ell \) on \( s_{\ell_{\text{max}}} \in \mathcal{S}_{\ell_{\text{max}}} \) is a valid bottom sub-placement. Decomposing component and machine group subsets at levels superior to \( \ell_{\text{max}} \) would result in an unnecessary fragmentation. As a consequence, there would be less components and VM types available per sub-placement which leads to a reduction of the packing level of sub-placements and, potentially, to higher renting costs. Hence, there is no reason to continue the decomposition process beyond \( \ell_{\text{max}} \).

In the example illustrated in Figure 5.3(a), the highest communication quality requirement is 2. Hence, \( \ell_{\text{max}} = 2 \) and the decomposition stops at level 2 (cf. Figure 5.3(d)).

**Packing Improvement**

2PCAP heuristic does not compute all possible sub-placements during the decomposition phase. For example, in Figure 5.3(d), there are no bottom sub-placements computed using subsets composed of nodes \( \{c_1, c_2, c_3\} \), \( \{c_1, c_3\} \), or \( \{c_2, c_3\} \). Doing so would result in an exponential complexity, and would lead to excessively long execution times for large problems.

To further explore the solution space without increasing too much the algorithm’s time complexity, 2PCAP calculates sub-placements of every generated component subset which is not part of a bottom sub-placement on machine group subsets generated at level \( \ell_{\text{max}} \). This procedure is called packing improvement because, as components subsets are larger, 2PCAP will try to assign more components to a same VM and this improves solution packing. Packing improvement is depicted in the last line of Figure 5.3(d). Sub-placements \( g, h, \) and \( i \) of \( \{c_1, c_2, c_3\} \) were generated at \( \ell = 0 \) (cf. Figure 5.3(b)).

**Summary**

During the decomposition phase, component and machine group subsets are decomposed until bottom sub-placements are generated. This happens at level \( \ell_{\text{max}} \), which is the highest communication quality requirement from the application. At that step, efficient communication-oblivious heuristics calculate each bottom sub-placement.

**5.5.2 Phase 2: Composition**

Once all necessary bottom sub-placements are calculated, 2PCAP starts the process of composition of sub-placements. The objective is to choose, at each composition step, the less expensive solutions among all available sub-placements. Given the set \( \mathcal{I}_{\ell+1} \) containing all component groups decomposed from \( i_\ell \in \mathcal{I}_\ell \) and the set \( \mathcal{S}_{\ell+1} \) decomposed from the machine group \( s_\ell \in \mathcal{S}_\ell \), let \( u_{\ell+1}^{i_\ell} \) be the sub-placement of \( i_\ell \) on \( s_{\ell+1} \). Thus, the solution for the sub-placement of \( i_\ell \) on \( s_\ell \) is one of the following:

Case 1: \( u_{\ell+1}^{i_\ell} \), if \( \mathcal{S}_{\ell+1} = \mathcal{S}_\ell \) and \( \mathcal{I}_{\ell+1} = \mathcal{I}_\ell \).
Case 2: \[ \sum_{s \in S_{t+1}} u_{t+1}^s \] for \( s \in S_{t+1} \), if \( |S_{t+1}| = |S_t| \) and \( |I_{t+1}| > |I_t| \).

Case 3: \[ \sum_{s \in I_{t+1}} \min(u_{t+1}^s, \forall s \in S_{t+1}) \], if \( |S_{t+1}| > |S_t| \).

The decomposed subset of components and machine groups of Case 1 are identical to the original subsets. In this case, \( u_{t}^s = u_{t+1}^s \).

In Case 2, the decomposed subset of machine groups is identical to the original, but this is not true for the decomposed component subset. In this case, 2PCAP composes the \( |I_{t+1}| \) sub-placements on \( s_{t+1} \). This case is illustrated in Figures 5.3(c) and Figures 5.3(d). Sub-placements \( c \) and \( f \) (cf. Figure 5.3(d)) compose the sub-placement \( k \) (cf. Figure 5.3(c)).

In Case 3, when \( |S_{t+1}| > |S_t| \) machine groups are decomposed in more than one subset. Thus, for each decomposed component subset there are \( |S_{t+1}| \) possible sub-placements, from which, only the less expensive one is used in the composition process.

For example, level 1 sub-placement \( j \) illustrated in Figure 5.3(c) is composed of sub-placements \( a, b, d \) and \( e \) calculated at level 2 as depicted in Figure 5.3(d). Level 0 sub-placement \( l \) (cf. Figure 5.3(b)) is composed of sub-placements \( j \) and \( k \) from Figure 5.3(c).

5.5.3 2PCAP Algorithm

A summarized pseudo-code of 2PCAP is presented in Algorithm 7. It receives as parameters a component subset \( cs \), a machine group subset \( mgs \) and a level – whose value is zero in the beginning of execution – and returns a placement of \( cs \) over \( mgs \).

The functions used inside Algorithm 7 are calculate, is_calculated, plac, decompose, compose and size.

- Function calculate takes as arguments a component subset \( cs \) and a machine group subset \( mgs \) and calculates the sub-placement of \( cs \) over \( mgs \). For that, calculate calls the multi-dimensional bin packing-based heuristics proposed in Chapter 4.

- Function is_calculated checks if the sub-placement of a component subset \( cs \) over a machine group subset \( mgs \), both subsets passed as arguments to that function, was previously calculated. This is a very simple optimization which avoids calculating sub-placements more than once.

- Function plac takes as arguments a component subset and a machine group subset and returns a placement previously calculated by calculate.

- Function decompose gets a level and subset of components or machine groups and returns the decomposition of that subset at that level.

- Function compose builds a new sub-placement by combining two sub-placement passed as argument.

- Function size receives an array of component or machine group subsets as argument and returns its size.
Algorithm 7 2PCAP

Input: level, comp_subset, mg_subset
Output: min_cost_plac

1: min_cost_plac ← ∞
2: if is_calculated(comp_subset, mg_subset) then
3:     return plac(comp_subset, mg_subset)
4: else if level = level_max then
5:     calculate(comp_subset, mg_subset)
6:     return plac(comp_subset, mg_subset)
7: else if level < level_max then
8:     comp_decomposition ← decompose(comp_subset, level)
9:     mg_decomposition ← decompose(mg_subset, level)
10: if size(mg_decomposition) = 1 then
11:     plac ← null
12:     for cs in comp_decomposition do
13:         temp_plac ← 2PCAP(level + 1, cs, mg_subset)
14:         plac ← compose(plac + temp_plac)
15:     end for
16:     min_cost_plac ← plac
17: else if size(mg_decomposition) > 1 then
18:     plac ← null
19:     for cs in comp_decomposition do
20:         min_plac ← null
21:         for ms in mg_decomposition do
22:             temp_plac ← 2PCAP(level + 1, cs, ms)
23:             if cost(temp_plac) < min_plac then
24:                 min_plac ← temp_plac
25:             end if
26:         end for
27:         plac ← compose(plac + min_plac)
28:     end for
29:     min_cost_plac ← plac
30: end if
31: for ms in mg_decomposition do
32:     temp_plac ← 2PCAP(level_max, comp_subset, ms)
33:     if cost(temp_plac) < cost(min_cost_plac) then
34:         min_cost_plac ← plac
35:     end if
36: end for
37: end if
38: return min_cost_plac
2PCAP (cf. Algorithm 7) is recursive. It decomposes component and machine group subsets, i.e. break the problem in smaller sub-problems between Lines 7 and 30 until step $\ell_{\text{max}}$. Then, bottom sub-placements are calculated between Lines 4 and 6 and their solutions are used to compose other sub-placement solutions, following the cases discussed in Section 5.5.2. Case 1 is described between lines 2 and 3, Case 2 between lines 10 and 16, and Case 3 between lines 17 and 30. A bottom sub-placement may not have a solution. In this case, 2PCAP marks that bottom sub-placement as invalid and gives it an infinity cost.

The packing improvement procedure (cf. Section 5.5.1) is described between lines 30 and 36 of Algorithm 7.

5.5.4 Discussion

An important point is that we consider that the application graph is connected. We do this without loss of generality because it would suffice to add edges – more precisely bridges – with weight zero connecting disconnected parts of the application graph to build a communication equivalent connected graph.

We also consider that the Cloud topology is a tree, hence, it has only one root. We also do this without loss of generality because it is always possible to add a new level to the Cloud tree by creating a new root, connecting it to the old roots, and incrementing by one all application’s communication requirements.

5.5.5 2PCAP Complexity

The complexity of 2PCAP is dominated by decomposition operations (decompose function) and the computation of sub-placements (calculate function).

Function decompose

Let $\mathcal{I}$ and $\mathcal{S}$ bet the sets of components and machine groups, respectively. The decomposition of component subset $cs$ at level $\ell$ breaks the connected subgraph formed by components of $cs$, by removing edges having weight larger than $\ell$. In the worst case, decompose will have to verify each edge of this subgraph, hence, it will have to check $|\mathcal{I}|.(|\mathcal{I}|−1)$ edges. The complexity of decompose for component subsets is, thus, $O(|\mathcal{I}|^2)$.

The decomposition of a machine group subset $mg$ at level $\ell$ consists of gathering the leaves, i.e. machine groups, from subtrees with roots at level $\ell$. Its complexity is associated to the number of internal or leaf nodes it has to visit. Hence, the maximum number of nodes would be $O(|\mathcal{S}|.(\ell_{\text{max}}))$, the case where the only point of connection between machine groups in the subtree is its root.

The decompose function is called whenever machine group and component decompositions are generated. In the worst case, a component subset could generate at most $|\mathcal{I}|$ component subsets in level $\ell_{\text{max}}$, $|\mathcal{I}|−1$ in level $\ell_{\text{max}}−1$, $|\mathcal{I}|−2$ in level $\ell_{\text{max}}−2$, and so on. Hence, $O(|\mathcal{I}|.\ell_{\text{max}})$ component subsets could be generated. The same logic applies to machine group subset decomposition. In the worst case, a machine group subset would generate $|\mathcal{S}|$ machine group subsets in level $\ell_{\text{max}}$, $|\mathcal{S}|−1$ in level $\ell_{\text{max}}−1$, $|\mathcal{S}|−2$ in
level \( \ell_{\text{max}} - 2 \) and so on. Consequently, \( O(|S|, \ell_{\text{max}}) \) machine group subsets could be generated. Putting together component and machine group subset decomposition, \textit{decompose} would be called \( O(|S|, |I|, \ell_{\text{max}}) = O(|S|, |I|, \ell_{\text{max}}^2) \) times.

The total complexity of function \textit{decompose} is the number of times it is called times its complexity. Hence, it is \( O(|S|, |I|, \ell_{\text{max}}) = O(|I|^2, |S|, \ell_{\text{max}}^2 + |S|^2, |I|, \ell_{\text{max}}^3) \).

Function \textit{calculate}

The \textit{calculate} function computes a sub-placement and is performed only at level \( \ell_{\text{max}} \). To do this, \textit{calculate} makes use of multi-dimensional bin packing based heuristics (discussed in Chapter 4). Those heuristics have a complexity of \( O(c.t. \log t) \), where \( t \) is the number of VM types and \( c \) the number of components. Hence, \textit{calculate} has a complexity of \( O(|I|^2, |S|, |T|. \log |T|) \), where \( T \) is the set containing all VM types from all Cloud providers.

Discussion

Putting together the complexities of functions \textit{decompose} and \textit{calculate} we find that the complexity of 2PCAP is \( O(|I|^2, |S|, \ell_{\text{max}}^2 + |S|^2, |I|, \ell_{\text{max}}^3 + |I|^2, |S|, |T|. \log |T|) \).

5.6 Examples

In this section, we present complete examples of simulation of 2PCAP for two placement scenarios. The main difference between them is application and Cloud topology.

5.6.1 Example #1

In Figure 5.4, we illustrate a complete execution of 2PCAP. It is out of the scope of this section to explain in detail procedures and concepts related to that algorithm. We invite the interested reader to refer to Section 5.5.3.

The algorithm starts its execution at level 0 (Figure 5.4(b)), with one component subset composed of the entire application and a machine group subset composed of the entire Cloud infrastructure. 2PCAP’s objective is to recursively \textit{decompose} component and machine group subset aiming at using them to build sub-placements (cf. Section 5.5.1). Then, it uses the results of these sub-placements to \textit{compose} a final placement (cf. Section 5.5.2). Notice that sub-placement \( x \) is not a \textit{bottom sub-placement} (cf. Section 5.5.1), thus 2PCAP must start the decomposition process of component and machine group subsets at level 1. The result of this procedure is illustrated in Figure 5.4(c).

At level 1 (cf. Figure 5.4(c)), the result of component subset decomposition is the removal of the connection between \( c1 \) and \( c4 \). The resulting component subset has the same components as the subset generated at level 0 (cf. Figure 5.4(b)), thus they are equivalent. With respect to machine group subsets, however, as there are two subtrees which have root at level 1, two machine group subsets are generated. As sub-placements \( u \) and \( v \) are not bottom sub-placements, two calls to component and machine group decomposition at level 2 are performed. The results are illustrated in Figure 5.4(d).
The outcome of component subset decomposition at level 2 (cf. Figure 5.4(d)) is the removal of connections between components \( c_2 \) and \( c_4 \), and \( c_3 \) and \( c_4 \) from the component subset illustrated in Figure 5.4(c). The resulting component subset is equivalent to that generated at level 1. As there are three roots of machine group subtrees at level 2, there will be three machine group subsets. Sub-placements \( r \), \( s \) and \( t \) are not bottom sub-placements, thus three calls to component and machine group decompositions at level 3 are performed. The results are illustrated in Figure 5.4(e).

At level 3 (cf. Figure 5.4(e)), connections between components \( c_1 \) and \( c_3 \), and \( c_1 \) and \( c_4 \) from the component subset illustrated at Figure 5.4(d) are removed generating three different component subsets. As there are four roots of machine group subtrees in the infrastructure at level 3, there will be four machine group subsets. At this level, all sub-placement are bottom sub-placements and thus can be calculated using communication oblivious placement heuristics. Observe that the component subset illustrated in the fourth line of Figure 5.4(e) was generated at level 0 due to the \textit{packing improvement} process described in Section 5.5.1.

At this point, 2PCAP starts the composition phase. In summary, the results of bottom sub-placements are used to compose intermediary sub-placements, following the composition phases described in Section 5.5.2, until level 0 is reached and the final placement is composed.

5.6.2 Example #2

In Figure 5.5, we illustrate the placement of a star topology application. As this example is similar to Example #1 (cf. Section 5.6.1), we do not discuss it step by step. Notice, however, that in Example #2 all cases of composition discussed in Section 5.5.2 are present. Case 1 is illustrated in the compositions of sub-placements \( o \), \( p \), \( q \), and \( r \), Case 2 is illustrated in the composition of sub-placements \( m \) and \( n \), and Case 3 in the composition of sub-placement \( s \).

5.7 Evaluation

It would be interesting to compare the solutions computed by 2PCAP to optimal ones. However, as we previously discussed in Section 5.3, the communication-aware placement of distributed applications on the multiple Clouds problem (CAPDAMP) is NP-Complete. This means that a polynomial time algorithm to solve it is unknown. Consequently, depending on the size of the problem instance it may not be possible to find an optimal solution in practicable time.

Our strategy to circumvent this problem is to divide the evaluation in two steps. First, using \textit{small problem instances} and a MIP solver, we compare 2PCAP solutions to optimal. In a second step, using meta-heuristics and a relaxed version of the CAPDAMP as a baseline algorithm to compute lower bounds, we discuss the performance of 2PCAP on medium and large problem instances. Before discussing the results, we present how the experiments were performed and how input data were generated.
Figure 5.4: Complete Placement Example #1 (cf. Section 5.6.1).
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Figure 5.5: Complete Placement Example #2 (cf. Section 5.6.2).
5.7. EVALUATION

5.7.1 Methodology

In Chapter 3 we have discussed in detail the methodology, notation, and metrics used for evaluating our contributions. Hence, in this section, we summarize concepts previously presented and focus on particularities of proposed heuristics’ evaluation, such as experiment format, problem classes parameters or test platform characteristics.

As discussed in Section 3.3, an **experiment** is the resolution of a set of placement **problem instances** by a set of algorithms within a given **time**. Each problem instance has seven parameters: the number of considered resources or **dimensions**, the number of components, the number of VM types, the number of sites, the height of the Cloud tree, the topology of the component-based application and the multi-cloud tree connection **schema**.

Experiments are organized in three **experiment classes**, namely A, B, and C. Small, and thus easier to solve, problem instances compose Class A; medium-sized problem instances are present in Class B, and, finally, large problems form Class C. Table 5.2 details the range of problem instance parameters that define each class and the total of generated problem instances per class.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># dimensions</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># components</td>
<td>3,5,7,10</td>
<td>10,20,30,40,50</td>
<td>60,80,100,120,140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># vm types</td>
<td>100,250,500,700</td>
<td>500,1000,1500,2000</td>
<td>2500,5000,7500,10000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># sites</td>
<td>25,50,100</td>
<td>100,300,500</td>
<td>500,750,1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># tree height</td>
<td>3,5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application topology</td>
<td>l,s,f,r</td>
<td>l,s,f,r</td>
<td>l,s,f,r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>connection schema</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>d,a,u</td>
<td>d,a,u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># problem instances</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>720</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Parameters of experiment classes. Application topologies are: line (l), star (s), full connected (f), or random (r). Tree connection schemas are: distant(d), agglomerate (a), or uniform (u).

Component requirements and VM capacities are pseudo-random values, picked uniformly from pre-defined intervals (Table 5.3). We consider that VM types are distributed equally among the sites. We generate three different component communication patterns: distant, agglomerated, and uniform. The difference between them is the probability of connecting two or more subtrees. The distant pattern has higher probability to connect subtrees near the root; agglomerated gives higher connection probabilities to subtrees near the leaves and the uniform schema gives the same connection probability $\left(\frac{1}{n}\right)$ to every subtree, where $h_t$ is the height of the Cloud tree.

The four component-based application topologies we consider are line (l), star (s), full connected (f), and random. In the random schema, a pair of components is connected with a probability of 50%. Communication requirements from component connections are pseudo-random integers picked uniformly between 0 and $h_t - 1$.

Renting prices depend on the resource dimensions of each VM. Let $c_{t,d}$ be the ratio $\frac{c_{t,d}}{max_d}$ between the capacity $c_{t,d}$ of dimension $d$ from VM type $t$ and $max_d$ the maximum
Table 5.3: Intervals of dimension data generation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Requirements</th>
<th>Capacities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i)</td>
<td>800 to 3000</td>
<td>1000 to 3500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii)</td>
<td>1 to 16</td>
<td>2 to 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii)</td>
<td>1 to 32</td>
<td>2 to 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iv)</td>
<td>50 to 3500</td>
<td>150 to 4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(v)</td>
<td>5 to 30</td>
<td>10 to 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(vi)</td>
<td>1 to 8</td>
<td>1 to 16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.6: Schemes of part of the generated application topologies. (a) line, (b) star and (c) full connected.

value for dimension \( d \) (cf. Table 5.3). Each dimension is multiplied by a coefficient to create scenarios where some dimensions are more expensive than others. The values of those coefficients were chosen in such a way that \( \alpha, \beta, \gamma, \delta, \epsilon, \zeta \) would roughly reflect prices practiced by real Cloud providers. \( \alpha, \beta, \gamma \) and \( \delta \) could be translated as CPU performance, number of cores, memory and disk, respectively. \( \epsilon \) and \( \zeta \) are randomly chosen.

The price of a VM type \( p_i \) is \( \alpha + \beta + \gamma + \delta + \epsilon + \zeta \), where \( \alpha = c_{t,1}^* \times \text{random}(1,3) \), \( \beta = c_{t,2}^* \times \text{random}(8,20) \), \( \gamma = c_{t,3}^* \times \text{random}(5,8) \), \( \delta = c_{t,4}^* \times \text{random}(10,15) \), if \( c_{t,4}^* \leq 500 \), otherwise \( \delta = c_{t,4}^* \times \text{random}(20,25) \), \( \epsilon = c_{t,5}^* \times \text{random}(5,10) \), and \( \zeta = c_{t,6}^* \times \text{random}(2,5) \).

The 2PCAP algorithm is implemented in Python. Experiments were conducted on Dell PowerEdge R630 2.4GHz (2 CPUs, 8 cores) nodes from the Parasilo and Paravance clusters of the Grid'5000 experimental platform\(^2\).

5.7.2 2PCAP Performance on Small Problems

This section makes use of Class A problems instances (cf. Table 5.2) to calculate a set of optimal points and to compare them to solutions computed by 2PCAP.

We integrated to our test platform the SCIP solver\(^2\), a framework for constraint integer programming and branch-cut-and-price (the formulation is described in Section 5.2.3). We conducted a Class A experiment using SCIP with a timeout of 24 hours. This means that SCIP had 24 hours to solve each problem instance from Class A.

SCIP solver was able to solve only around 48% of Class A problem instances in time, i.e., around 180 problem instances. Figure 5.7 illustrates the cost distance from solutions computed by 2PCAP to the optimal ones as a percentage of the latter for
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Figure 5.7: Cost distances as percentage of optimal between 2PCAP solutions and optimal solutions aggregated by application topology type. Cost distance averages are illustrated by brown triangles.

Figure 5.8: Sum of execution times in seconds from 2PCAP and SCIP solver executions aggregated by application topology. Only the execution time for problem instances successfully solved by SCIP are computed. Notice that 100000 seconds are equivalent to around 28 hours.

Problem instances successfully solved by SCIP. Cost distances are grouped by application topology.

In Figure 5.7 we can see that cost distances vary between 0% and at most 12.3%. The median is always 0% and the average between 2% and 3%.

Figure 5.8 complements this data. It depicts the sum of the execution times in seconds that each approach used to calculate the 48% of Class A problem instances solved by SCIP, grouped by application topology schema. While 2PCAP takes some seconds to solve all problems, the solver’s execution time is in the scale of days. Hence, in spite of being much faster than the solver, 2PCAP manages to produce a solution at most around 12% worse than the optimal and, solutions medians are optimal.
5.7.3 2PCAP Performance on Large Problems

It is impractical to generate optimal solutions for large scenarios. Hence, in this section, we evaluate 2PCAP by comparing it to more scalable baseline algorithms. We do this in three steps: first we compare 2PCAP to Simulated Annealing (S.A.) meta-heuristics, then we compare 2PCAP to heuristics running a relaxed version of the CAPDAMP, and finally we analyze the improvement of 2PCAP solutions by SA.

We implemented a S.A. meta-heuristic (cf. Section 2.4.2) using the Python module Simanneal and computed placements for the medium sized Class B problem instances. Despite giving a timeout of 1 hour per problem instance to SA, the meta-heuristic managed to solve only around 12% of all Class B problem instances. This happens mainly because of the size of CAPDAMP’s search space that has a large amount of invalid solutions and many isolated local optimum solutions.

2PCAP vs. Relaxed CAPDAMP

In Section 5.3 we discussed some heuristics from the state of the art which used relaxed versions of NP-hard problems to quickly compute solutions. In a similar way, we used a relaxed version of CAPDAMP as lower bounds to evaluate 2PCAP. The relaxed version has been obtained by removing all communication constraints from the CAPDAMP, reducing it to a cost aware multi-dimensional bin packing problem. Then, we use a S.A. algorithm initialized with the best solution among those calculated by 2PCAP and other multi dimensional bin packing based heuristics, discussed in Chapter 4, with one hour timeout per problem instance.

Figure 5.9: Cost distances between 2PCAP and relaxed CAPDAMP solutions for problem instances from classes B and C. Cost distance averages are illustrated by brown triangles.

Figure 5.9 illustrates the evolution of cost distances between 2PCAP and SA solutions. From left to right, we describe that metric for problem instances from classes B and C. We observe a similar pattern in every experiment, with cost distances varying between 0% and 35% but with the median always bellow 16.5%. The observed reducing cost distances between the experiences are partly due to the drop of the performance of S.A. as the size of the problem grows, which would require longer execution times to compute better solutions. Nevertheless, it is possible to notice that the cost distances – medians
and averages, particularly – stay within similar intervals, indicating that even on large scenarios, the performance of 2PCAP is consistent.

Replacing S.A.’s Initialization Algorithm

As described in Section 2.4.2, S.A. builds a solution by improving partial solutions in a process that simulates the energy changes involved in cooling a material. In our implementation of S.A., there are two ways of generating a partial solution. It can be generated from a valid “neighbor solution”, i.e. modifying a placement solution by moving a component from a VM to another VM, or it can be generated from scratch.

We observed that during our first tests, S.A. would spend most of its execution time trying to randomly generate valid partial solutions from the scratch due to the amount of invalid configurations in the search space.

Initializing S.A. With Random 2PCAP

To improve S.A. we implemented S.A.1, a modified S.A. that can generate partial solutions from the scratch using a modified version of 2PCAP which selects random subplacements instead of the less expensive ones during composition phase. This allows for generating valid configurations very quickly. S.A.1 and 2PCAP were given one hour per problem instance to solve problems from Classes B and C. Thanks to 2PCAP, S.A.1 managed to generate solutions for 100% of valid problem instances. The results are depicted in Figure 5.10. We observe that in the worst case 2PCAP solutions are around 16% worse than S.A.1, and, in the best case, 2PCAP is around 40% better than S.A.1. Averages vary between around 3.5% and -11.5%, and medians between 4.2% and -11%. Notice that Class B and C experiments follow similar patterns.
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Figure 5.11: Cost distances between 2PCAP and S.A.2, a S.A. implementation that uses 2PCAP to calculate initial solutions. Brown triangles indicate cost distance averages.

**Initializing S.A. With 2PCAP**

In this section, we implemented S.A.2, a modified S.A. that uses 2PCAP to calculate its very first initial solution. Other partial solutions are generated randomly, if needed. This experience give us an insight about how much S.A. can improve a 2PCAP solution.

S.A.2 and 2PCAP were given one hour per problem instance to solve problems from Classes B and C. Figure 5.11 illustrates this metric.

S.A.2 managed to improve 2PCAP solutions by at most 14% and the median is always below 4.5%. This small improvement is a good indicator of 2PCAP’s solution qualities.

**2PCAP Execution Times**

Figure 5.12 depicts execution times from 2PCAP, grouped by application topology, for Classes B and C. Despite having up to one hour to solve each problem, 2PCAP managed to compute solutions in at most around 140 seconds. Notice that there is a gap between execution times from problems with full connected and random application topologies and those with line and star topologies. This happens because of the high graph density of full connected and random topologies schemes. As a result, in the decomposition phase, 2PCAP generates less component subsets, leading to less bottom sub-placements and fewer calls to the bin packing heuristics.

**5.8 Conclusion**

In this chapter we presented an approach to calculate initial placements for component-based applications with the objective of minimizing costs while satisfying resource and communication constraints. This approach is based on a hierarchical model of the Cloud topology which allows the introduction of latency requirements despite the uncertainties inherent to Cloud networks, mainly due to virtualization. This model is used by 2PCAP, an efficient heuristic which, after an extensive evaluation, was shown to be capable of computing good quality solutions very quickly.
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Figure 5.12: Execution times in seconds (per problem instance) aggregated by application topology taken by 2PCAP to compute solutions for problem instances from classes A, B and C. Execution time averages are illustrated by brown triangles.

It is important to notice, however, that 2PCAP is only capable of calculating initial placements. Reconfiguration placement scenarios, i.e. scenarios where parts of a distributed application have been previously deployed, cannot be solved by 2PCAP. This issue is addressed in Chapter 6, where we increment our models and propose a extended reconfiguration-aware version of 2PCAP.
Chapter 6

Communication and Cost-Aware Placement With Reconfiguration

In Chapter 5 we introduced the communication-aware placement of distributed applications on multiple clouds problem (CAPDAMP) and proposed the two phase communication-aware placement heuristic (2PCAP), a heuristic capable of calculating initial placements for the CAPDAMP. In this chapter, we extend our modeling of the CAPDAMP and propose an extension of 2PCAP which is able to calculate initial and reconfiguration placements.

6.1 Introduction

In Chapters 4 and 5, we proposed efficient heuristics able to calculate initial solutions for placement problems. Until now, we considered that there were no parts of a distributed application previously deployed at the moment the placement is computed.

In this chapter, we also consider reconfiguration placement scenarios. A reconfiguration scenario is characterized by the existence of previously deployed application components, and, consequently, instantiated VMs, at the moment a placement is computed. Hence, to achieve the objective of minimizing renting costs, it may be necessary to migrate, previously deployed application components to other VMs. However, moving application components involves costs and, to calculate them, it is necessary to take into account parameters such as connection latencies, amount of data being moved and expected application execution duration, for example.

In the next sections we present the main characteristics and issues related to reconfiguration placement problems and discuss solutions available in the state of the art. Then, we present a heuristic able to compute cost, communication and reconfiguration-aware placements called 2PCAP-REC and we close this chapter with its evaluation.

6.2 Problem Statement

In this section we present our modeling of distributed applications, Cloud based infrastructures, and reconfigurations. We formalize the problem of calculating cost, communication and reconfiguration-aware placements and describe our objectives.
6.2.1 Distributed Application and Cloud Computing Models

The Cloud and distributed application models used in this chapter are the same used in Chapter 5. Hence, in this section, we only summarize those models.

Distributed applications are modeled as component-based applications. Each component has resource requirements (e.g. CPU, memory, etc.) and may establish connection requirements in terms of latency with other components. Cloud infrastructures are modeled as interconnected sets of machine groups which encapsulate VMs. The latter are instanced from VM types and describe resource and connection capacities. The objective is to assign components to VMs aiming at minimizing costs while satisfying resource and communication constraints.

Let \( I \) be a set of components, \( T \) a set of VM types with \( D \) resources (or dimensions) of interest. Let \( r_{i,d} \) be the requirements of component \( i \in I \) on dimension \( d \in D \), \( c_{t,d} \) the capacity of VM type \( t \in T \) on dimension \( d \in D \) and \( p_t \) the price of renting a VM of type \( t \) per unit of time. Let \( x_{i,j}^{\text{comp}} \) be the connection requirement between components \( i \in I \) and \( j \in I \).

Each VM type \( t \) is part of a machine group \( s \in S \), where \( S \) is a set of machine groups, a set of machines indistinguishable from the connection constraint point of view. This means that VMs belonging to the same machine group share the same connection capacities. Examples of machines group are clusters or cloud provider sites. Machine groups are interconnected and their connection capacities are represented as \( x_{s,u}^{\text{mg}} \), where \( s \in S \) and \( u \in S \). The connection capacity between a VM \( v \in V \), that belongs to machine group \( s \), and a VM \( n \in V \), that belongs to machine group \( u \), is represented by \( x_{v,n}^{\text{vm}} \) and, furthermore, \( x_{v,n}^{\text{vm}} = x_{s,u}^{\text{mg}} \).

Let \( V = \{v_{k,t} \mid 1 \leq k \leq |I|, t \in T \} \) be the set containing all VMs that could be rented. Let \( v \in V \) and \( c_{v,d} \) be the capacity of dimension \( d \leq D \) of rented VM \( v \), i.e., \( c_{v,d} = c_{t,d} \) and \( p_v \) is the price paid for renting VM \( v \), i.e., \( p_v = p_t \).

6.2.2 Predicted Duration of Application Execution

We consider that an estimate \( \delta \) of the duration of the execution of the distributed application is given in units of time. We also consider that each Cloud provider shares the same billing time interval of one unit of time. Thus, the cost of renting a VM \( v \in V \) will be \( p_v \cdot \delta \), i.e. its price \( p_v \) multiplied by the predicted duration \( \delta \).

6.2.3 Reconfiguration Specificities

In this chapter, besides initial placement scenarios, we also consider reconfiguration scenarios, that is, it is possible that a set of previously instantiated VMs, which host application components, may exist at the moment the placement is calculated. This impacts on placement costs. In our initial placement scenarios, the only source of costs comes from renting VMs. In reconfiguration scenarios renting costs exists too, however it is also necessary to take into consideration component migration costs, i.e., the costs of moving components from one VM to another. Those costs depend on many parameters such as type of deployed applications, migration technique, and the contract between customers and Cloud providers. For example, a deployed application unavailable to users due to a reconfiguration placement might result in extra fees for application owners. There may
also have extra costs for sending data, originating components or VM images, from a Cloud provider to another.

Let $W \subseteq V$ be a set of previously deployed VMs. Each VM $w \in W$ hosts at least one application component. Let $H \subseteq I$ be the set of application components previously deployed on VMs.

Let $o_{j,w}$ be the mapping between a component $j \in H$ to a VM $w \in W$ on which it was previously deployed. A reconfiguration occurs when $j$ is assigned to another VM $v \in V$. Besides the cost $p_v \delta$ of renting $v$ for the next $\delta$ units of time, there is also the cost of moving $i$ from $w$ to $v$. The latter is described by a migration function $\mu(j, w, v)$.

Function $\mu$, described in Equation 6.1, takes as arguments the component to be moved, the “source” VM and the “destination” VM.

$$
\mu(j, w, v) = \frac{\sum_{d \in D} r_{i,d} x_{w,v}^{\text{vm}}}{\sum_{j \in I} \sum_{d \in D} r_{i,d}} \phi, \text{ for } j \in H, w \in W, v \in V
$$

$$
\phi = \frac{1}{|I|} \frac{\sum_{w \in W} \sum_{v \in V} p_v \delta}{\min(p_v), \forall v \in V}
$$

$\phi$ is a migration cost coefficient. In this work the value of $\phi$ is the average of the sum of all components dimensions divided by the price of the cheapest VM type available among all Cloud providers.

In this thesis, the value calculated by $\mu$ depends on the “size” of a component and the communication qualities between previous and current host VMs. Hence, we penalize large components and low latency connections, i.e. the cost of a migration is proportional to the ratio size and connection quality. We simplify the concept of size by considering it to be the sum of components’ dimensions. Notice that $\mu$ could be easily replaced by other functions to model more specific placement scenarios.

We do not take into consideration explicit costs related to the interruption of service during migrations, however, this could be implicitly incorporated to $\phi$. For example, in the case where each component has different interruption costs and they depend only on component’s characteristics, $\mu$ could be extended to $\mu_i$ where $i \in I$.

### 6.2.4 Placement Objective

Given the sets $I$ of application components, $V$ of VMs, $W$ of rented VMs and $S$ of machine groups, we want to compute a placement of all elements from $I$ on VMs from $V$ and $W$. The objective is to minimize renting and migration costs while satisfying resource and communication constraints defined by the application. We illustrate the reconfiguration placement problem in Figure 6.1.

### 6.2.5 Optimization Problem Formulation

We formalize the placement problem described in the previous sections in Equation 6.2. A summary of the variables used in the problem is available in Table 6.1. This optimization problem formulation will be used as input to a MIP (Mixed Integer Programming) solver in Section 6.5.
Figure 6.1: Reconfiguration placement scenario. At the bottom, we represent Cloud providers as rectangles and VM types as colored cylinders. VM instances are represented as transparent cylinders and dashed arrows indicate the types from which VMs are instanced. On the upper-left part, we illustrate a distributed application as a connected graph where nodes are application components and edges are connections between components. We illustrate the situation where components of the distributed application are already deployed (i.e. components inside VMs on the left part) and others are waiting to be deployed (i.e. components outside VMs). The objective, represented on the right, is to find a placement which minimizes costs originated from renting VMs and migrating components while satisfying resource and communication constraints.
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Table 6.1: Summary of variables used in this section and, more specifically, in Equation 6.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\mathcal{I}$</td>
<td>Set of components.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathcal{T}$</td>
<td>Set of VM types.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathcal{V}$</td>
<td>Set containing all potential VMs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathcal{W}$</td>
<td>Set of previously deployed VMs ($\mathcal{W} \subseteq \mathcal{V}$).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathcal{H}$</td>
<td>Set of previously hosted components ($\mathcal{H} \subseteq \mathcal{I}$).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D$</td>
<td>Number of resources/dimensions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_t$</td>
<td>Price of VM type $t \in \mathcal{T}$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_v$</td>
<td>Price of VM $v \in \mathcal{V}$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_v$</td>
<td>$a_v = 1$ if $v \in \mathcal{V}$ is being used, 0 otherwise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_{k,t}$</td>
<td>$k$-th VM of type $t \in \mathcal{T}$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$o_{i,v}$</td>
<td>$o_{i,v} = 1$ if component $i \in \mathcal{I}$ was previously hosted on $v \in \mathcal{V}$, 0 otherwise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_{i,v}$</td>
<td>$m_{i,v} = 1$ if component $i \in \mathcal{I}$ is assigned to VM $v \in \mathcal{V}$, 0 otherwise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_{i,d}$</td>
<td>Requirement of component $i \in \mathcal{I}$ on dimension $d$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_{v,d}$</td>
<td>Capacity of VM $v \in \mathcal{V}$ on dimension $d$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x^{\text{comp}}_{i,j}$</td>
<td>Requirement of connection between component $i \in \mathcal{I}$ and $j \in \mathcal{I}$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x^{\text{mg}}_{s,u}$</td>
<td>Capacity of connection between machine group $s \in \mathcal{S}$ and $u \in \mathcal{S}$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x^{\text{vm}}_{v,n}$</td>
<td>Capacity of connection between VM $v \in \mathcal{V}$ and $n \in \mathcal{V}$.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
\text{Minimize } \sum_{v \in \mathcal{V}} q_v + \sum_{i \in \mathcal{I}} g_i \\
\text{s.t.} \\
\quad \sum_{v \in \mathcal{V}} m_{i,v} = 1 \quad \forall i \in \mathcal{I} \quad (i) \\
\quad \sum_{i \in \mathcal{I}} m_{i,v} \cdot r_{i,d} \leq c_{v,d} \quad \forall v \in \mathcal{V}, 1 \leq d \leq D \quad (ii) \\
\quad m_{i,n} \cdot m_{j,v} \cdot (x^{\text{mg}}_{n,v} - x^{\text{comp}}_{i,j}) \geq 0 \quad \forall n, v \in \mathcal{V}, \forall i \in \mathcal{I} \quad (iii) \\
\quad g_i = \mu(i, n, v) \cdot m_{i,v} \cdot o_{i,n} \quad \forall n, v \in \mathcal{V} \mid n \neq v, \forall i \in \mathcal{H} \quad (iv) \\
\quad q_v = \begin{cases} \\
\delta \cdot p_v & \text{if } \sum_{i \in \mathcal{I}} m_{i,v} > 0 \\
0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \quad \forall v \in \mathcal{V} \quad (v) \\
\quad m_{i,n} \cdot o_{i,v} \in \{0, 1\} \quad (vi)
\]

In the above equation, (i) guarantees that each component is assigned to at most one VM; (ii) ensures that no instantiated VM has more components than it can host; (iii) guarantees that network requirements are satisfied, (iv) sets migration costs for components that were migrated and (v) calculates renting costs of VMs for duration $\delta$.

6.3 Related Work

Since we already presented an extensive literature concerning communication-aware placement in Chapter 5, in this section, we discuss related work specific to reconfiguration of
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distributed applications.

In this thesis, our tool of choice for reconfiguring applications is component migrations. We migrate components instead of VMs because of the multiple Clouds scenario we are considering. As we discussed in Section 2.2.4, it is rare that different cloud providers share the same hypervisors or VM images format, causing what is called vendor lock-in. We also concentrate on live migrations. They consist of transferring VM or components from a host machine to another causing very short to no interruption of service.

In Section 5.3, we discussed many state of the art communication-aware approaches for the CAPDAMP. In this section we focus on the validation of our choice of migrating components instead of VMs (cf. Section 6.3.1) and the proposed migration model and cost function \( \mu \) (cf. Section 6.3.2).

6.3.1 Migrating Components

There are many ways of encapsulating components across a distributed infrastructure. With the recent growth of popularity of containers (cf. Section 2.2.4), including Docker, OpenVZ and LXC among others, we have been observing a very fertile environment for work on component migration. Those containers, which can be hosted in VMs, can be used to run components and are capable of live migration similarly to VMs.

As examples of live migrations in the context of containers, we can cite two similar container live migration procedures based on logs to register actions performed during a migration. In summary, a duplicate of the container image to be moved is transferred to a new host and actions performed in the source container during the transfer are logged. Once the transfer is completed, the duplicate perform the action on the new host and the source container can be turned off. Similarly, in authors propose a technique based on checkpointing for storing actions performed while transferring a container image.

It is not in our scope to go deeper into the details of live migration of containers, however, as established container implementations such as OpenVZ start to natively allow for live migrations, we observe an indication that our choice of component migration is not just a theoretical option.

6.3.2 Modeling Migration Costs

Live migration costs are usually related to duration of service interruption, which is proportional to active memory on the source VM or container, available CPU at the source/destination host machine, co-location interference and dependent on the specific piece of software being run. However, other parameters, such as software licenses, server maintenance, human resources, etc. may also have an influence on costs. In this section we go through the state of the art on VMs and component live migration models and position our work in respect to them.

We call migration model the set of parameters of a placement problem taken in consideration to compute migration costs.

The migration model used in this chapter (cf. Section 6.2) takes into consideration components being migrated, source VM, destination VM, and resource and communication constraints. Furthermore, the proposed function \( \mu \) (cf. Section 6.3) that compute
migration costs penalizes the transfer of “large” components over bad latency connections.

In [93], an exact algorithm based approach to calculate initial and reconfiguration placements with the objective of minimizing data transfer among VMs is proposed. The amount of data transferred between source and destination physical machine host is the migration cost. A very similar approach which aims at minimizing energy consumption of host machines instead of data is described in [31]. In that case, migrations costs are the difference between the energy consumption of source and destination physical machines. Another approach based on exact algorithms is proposed in [99]. In its very expressive VM migration model, the cost of migrating a VM is the predicted duration of the application execution and additional costs related to the maintenance during the reconfiguration (software licenses, human resources, etc.) which are previously defined by a manager. Authors in [97] let the application designers manually define migration costs for each VM in their approach. Finally, [117] presents a genetic meta-heuristic which is capable of calculating reconfiguration placements with the objective of minimizing renting costs of VMs while satisfying resource constraints. The migration cost is proportional to the memory and storage used by the application host.

We observe that the migration model proposed in Section 6.2 shares most of the characteristics discussed in the literature. The migration cost function we propose is dependent on the amount of resources used by the source hosting machine and on the communication between source and destination hosting machines. Besides of that, our model is flexible enough to be incremented with new parameters, such as host machine specific costs, and the migration function can be easily replaced.

Furthermore, our approach is cost and communication-aware and is based on a fast heuristic. Most of the work discussed in this section is based on exact algorithms or meta-heuristics. Exact algorithms are not scalable and meta-heuristics have their solution qualities proportional to the amount of time given to them to calculate. Hence, if there are narrow time constraints or, if problems are very large, the heuristic we propose may be an specially interesting option.

6.3.3 Discussion

In this section, our objective was to validate our decision of migrating components instead of VMs and our migration model. We presented interesting work which indicated that application components can be run inside of containers and those can be live-migrated in reconfiguration situations. We also compared the migration model proposed in this chapter with other migration models from the literature and observed that our model comprises many of the interesting features and that it could be extended if a more expressive migration model is needed.

6.4 The 2PCAP-REC Heuristic

In this chapter we propose the Two Phase Communication and Reconfiguration Aware Placement Heuristic (2PCAP-REC), an extension of the divide and conquer heuristic 2PCAP presented in Chapter 5.

2PCAP-REC computes not only initial solutions for the CAPDAMP, but it can also
compute solutions for reconfiguration scenarios, i.e. scenarios where part of the distributed application is deployed on VMs at the moment the placement is calculated.

Before presenting this heuristic in details, we need to discuss the application, Cloud and migration models used by 2PCAP-REC.

6.4.1 Application and Cloud Model

As 2PCAP-REC is an extension of 2PCAP, it shares the same application and Cloud models. Consequently, in this section, we briefly recall these models and invite the reader interested in more detail to refer to Sections 5.4 and 5.5.

Cloud Model

We model the Cloud topology as a hierarchy. In this topology (cf. Figure 6.2), leaves are machine groups and inner nodes represent connections between machine groups. The level of a inner node represents the connection quality of the machine groups having that inner node as sub-tree root. The highest internal node which interconnects two machine groups define their maximum connection quality.

The objective of representing the Cloud as a tree is to be able to describe latencies between machine groups even in situations where only uncertain or less precise information is available.

Distributed Application Model

Distributed applications are modeled using the component-based paradigm and are represented as a graph. Components are nodes and connection between components are weighted edges. Connection requirements are described by edge weights. Figure 6.2 illustrates an example of such distributed application.
6.4.2 Reconfiguration Model

To be able to describe reconfiguration scenarios, it is necessary to represent components previously deployed on the Cloud. We added this feature to the application model and also included migration cost functions \( \mu \) and prevision of execution duration \( \delta \) to the input of 2PCAP-REC. A scenario where a new component is added to an application is illustrated in Figure 6.2.

6.4.3 2PCAP-REC – Two Phase Communication and Reconfiguration Aware Placement Heuristic

The Two Phase Communication and Reconfiguration Aware Placement Heuristic (2PCAP-REC) is an extension of the Two Phase Communication Aware Placement Heuristic (2PCAP), described in details in Chapter 5. It also has two phases: a decomposition and composition phases.

The difference between 2PCAP-REC and 2PCAP lies in the decomposition step. 2PCAP-REC must take into consideration possible migrations of components when calculating bottom sub-placements. The rest of the algorithm is essentially the same. Thus, in this section, we summarize the similar parts and focus on the new ones. For the reader interested in a more extensive discussion on decomposition and composition phases, please refer to Section 5.5.

Decomposition

In the decomposition phase, 2PCAP-REC, similarly to 2PCAP, generates, at each level of the Cloud topology, component and machine group subsets that will serve as input to sub-placements. The decomposition is propagated until the bottom sub-placement level \( \ell_{\text{max}} \) is found.

The application graph and the Cloud topology form the initial component and machine group subsets, respectively.

Component subsets are decomposed through the removal of edges weighting less than a given connection quality, or level, \( \ell \), from the graph generated by the elements of a component subset. The nodes of each resulting connected sub-graph is a valid component subset. An example of a component subset decomposition is illustrated in Figure 6.3(e).

Machine groups subsets are decomposed through the gathering of all inner nodes from the Cloud topology tree at a given connection quality, or level, \( \ell \). These nodes form a forest of subtrees and each set of leaves from each subtree is a valid machine group subset. Examples of machine group subset decomposition are illustrated in Figures 6.3(c), 6.3(d), and 6.3(e).

A sub-placement is the placement of a subset of components on a subset of machine groups. Sub-placements are similar to a “complete” placement since they also have the objective of minimizing costs while satisfying resource and communication constraints.

A bottom sub-placement is a sub-placement which can be calculated by communication oblivious heuristics while still satisfying communication requirements. Bottom sub-placements are generated at level \( \ell_{\text{max}} \), which is the highest communication quality requirement present in the application. This situation is illustrated in Figure 6.3(e). Ob-
Figure 6.3: Reconfiguration placement example. We simulated the addition of component \( c_4 \). In (a), we illustrate the Cloud topology and in (b) the distributed application modeled as a component-based application. Previously deployed components have the machine groups of their current hosting VMs identified above them (\( c_1, c_2, \) and \( c_3 \)). Non-deployed components have question marks “?” (c4). Tables (c), (d) and (e) illustrate the decomposition steps. Subtrees of machine groups are illustrated on their top and subgraphs on their left side (cf. Section 5.5). As we do not detail host VMs in this example, we slightly modified the input of \( \mu \) to \( \mu(i,s,u)|i \in \mathcal{H} \) and \( s,u \in \mathcal{S} \). \( a', b', c', d', e' \) and \( f' \) are the costs of placing the respective component subsets on machine group subsets.
serve that it is not necessary to continue generating sub-placements up to level 3 since there are no communication requirements above 2.

Computing Bottom Sub-Placements

The last step of decomposition phase consists of calculating bottom sub-placements. The way it is done by 2PCAP-REC is different from 2PCAP because the former must take into account potential component migrations.

First, 2PCAP-REC calculates bottom sub-placements using communication oblivious heuristics similarly to 2PCAP. Then, it checks if there are any previously deployed components that were assigned to VMs different from their source VMs. If that is the case, the cost of migrating those component is calculated by a migration function $\mu(i, n, v) = \sum_{d \in D} r_{i,d} \phi$ (cf. Section 6.2). Finally, the cost of each bottom sub-placement will be the cost of renting the VMs added to the cost of eventually migrating application components. Figure 6.3(e) illustrates the computation of bottom sub-placements a,b,c,d,e and f.

The packing improvement (Section 5.5.1) is also applied to 2PCAP-REC. It consists of creating bottom sub-placements of intermediary component subsets (i.e. generated at levels smaller than $\ell_{\text{max}}$) on machine groups subsets of level $\ell_{\text{max}}$. This is illustrated in Figure 6.3(e). Observe that, in the last line of table L2, the component subset $\{c1,c2,c3,c4\}$ was generated at level 0 (cf. Figure 6.3(c)).

Composition

The composition phase of 2PCAP-REC is identical to 2PCAP’s (cf. Section 5.5.2).

After calculating all bottom sub-placements, the objective is to choose, at each step between levels $\ell_{\text{max}}$ and 0, the less expensive solutions from related sub-placements and compose them up to the final placement. This process is illustrated in Figure 6.3(d), whose sub-placements are chosen based on sub-placements calculated at level 2 (cf. Figure 6.3(e)) and in Figure 6.3(c) whose sub-placements are based on those calculated at level 1 (cf. Figure 6.3(d)).

6.4.4 2PCAP-REC Algorithm

2PCAP and 2PCAP-REC algorithms are mostly the same. As 2PCAP-REC supports component migrations, it also receives a duration $\delta$ and a migration function $\mu$ as input. Those two parameters are used to calculate potential migration costs stemming from bottom sub-placements. The function responsible for this task is the function `calculate` which is called in Line 3 from Algorithm 6 and illustrated in Algorithm 8.

In function `calculate` (cf. Algorithm 8), after storing a copy of a potential previous placement in variable `prev_plac` (cf. Line 2), a sub-placement is calculated using communication oblivious heuristics and the result stored in variable `sub_plac` (cf. Line 2), which is, then, compared to `prev_plac` in order to identify any component migrations (cf. Lines 2 to 9). If this is the case, the migration cost (cf. Section 7) is added to the cost of the sub-placement (cf. Line 11) and the computed sub-placement is returned.
Algorithm 8 calculate

Input: comp_subset, mg_subset, δ, µ
Output: sub_placement

1: prev_plac ← get_prev_plac(comp_subset)
2: sub_placement ← com_oblivious_heuristics(comp_subset, mg_subset)
3: mig_cost ← 0
4: for (comp₁, vm₁) in sub_placement do
5:     for (comp₂, vm₂) in prev_plac do
6:         if comp₁ == comp₂ AND vm₁ ≠ vm₂ then
7:             mig_cost ← mig_cost + µ(comp₁, vm₁, vm₂)
8:         end if
9:     end for
10: end for
11: set_plac_cost(sub_placement, cost(sub_placement) + mig_cost)
12: return sub_placement

6.4.5 2PCAP-REC Complexity

The complexity of 2PCAP-REC is mostly the same as 2PCAP (cf. Section 5.5.4). Consequently, it is also dominated by operations of composition (compose function), decomposition (decompose function) and the computation of sub-placements (calculate function). 2PCAP’s and 2PCAP-REC’s functions compose and decompose are essentially the same. However, 2PCAP-REC’s function calculate has the overhead of verifying if component migrations took place.

At level ℓ_max (bottom sub-placement level), there are two types of component subsets: those generated by decomposition at level ℓ_max and those which were decomposed at intermediary levels – a strategy to generate better packed solutions (Algorithm snippet between Lines 30 and 36).

There is an added complexity of verifying if component migrations were performed during bottom sub-placements computing. In the worst case, all components of the application would be previously deployed and there will be as many machine group subsets as machine groups. Thus, in this case, the complexity would be \( O(|\mathcal{I}|^2.|\mathcal{S}|) \).

When it comes to calculating the added complexity related to component subsets decomposed at intermediate levels, it is necessary to consider that, in the worst case all connection requirements would be ℓ_max and, thus, every intermediate decomposition would result in the original application. Hence, the added complexity would be \( O(|\mathcal{I}|^2.|\mathcal{S}|.|\ell_{max} - 1|) \).

Thus, the total complexity overhead of calculating eventual component migrations is \( O(|\mathcal{I}|^2.|\mathcal{S}|.|\ell_{max}) \) and the total complexity of function calculate will be \( O(|\mathcal{I}|^2.|\mathcal{S}|.|\mathcal{T}|.|\log |\mathcal{T}|) + O(|\mathcal{I}|^2.|\mathcal{S}|.|\ell_{max}) \). As \(|\mathcal{T}| > |\mathcal{S}|\) and it is expected that \( \ell_{max} < |\mathcal{T}| \), the complexity of calculate will still be \( O(|\mathcal{I}|^2.|\mathcal{S}|.|\mathcal{T}|.|\log |\mathcal{T}|) \).
Algorithm 9 2PCAP-REC (Differences to Algorithm 7 are highlighted)

Input: level, comp_subset, mg_subset, δ, µ
Output: min_cost_plac

1: min_cost_plac ← ∞
2: if is_calculated(comp_subset, mg_subset) then
3:     return plac(comp_subset, mg_subset)
4: else if level = level_max then
5:     calculate(comp_subset, mg_subset, δ, µ)
6:     return plac(comp_subset, mg_subset)
7: else if level < level_max then
8:     comp_decomposition ← decompose(comp_subset, level)
9:     mg_decomposition ← decompose(mg_subset, level)
10: if size(mg_decomposition) = 1 then
11:     plac ← null
12:     for cs in comp_decomposition do
13:         temp_plac ← 2PCAP-REC(level + 1, cs, mg_subset, δ, µ)
14:         plac ← compose(plac + temp_plac)
15:     end for
16:     min_cost_plac ← plac
17: else if size(mg_decomposition) > 1 then
18:     plac ← null
19:     for cs in comp_decomposition do
20:         min_plac ← null
21:         for ms in mg_decomposition do
22:             temp_plac ← 2PCAP-REC(level + 1, cs, ms, δ, µ)
23:             if cost(temp_plac) < min_plac then
24:                 min_plac ← temp_plac
25:             end if
26:         end for
27:         plac ← compose(plac + min_plac)
28:     end for
29: end if
30: for ms in mg_decomposition do
31:     temp_plac ← 2PCAP-REC(level_max, comp_subset, ms)
32:     if cost(temp_plac) < cost(min_cost_plac) then
33:         min_cost_plac ← plac
34:     end if
35: end for
36: end if
37: return min_cost_plac
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6.5 Evaluation

In this section we evaluate the performance of 2PCAP-REC. We do this through simulation and by comparing the proposed heuristic to other baseline algorithms based on state of the art approaches.

6.5.1 Methodology

In Chapter 3 we have discussed in detail the methodology, notation, and metrics used for evaluating our contributions. In this section, we summarize the concepts previously presented and focus on particularities of proposed heuristics’ evaluation, such as experiment format, problem classes parameters or test platform characteristics.

As discussed in Section 3.3, the evaluation of 2PCAP-REC is based on experiments. An experiment is the resolution of a set of placement problems by a set of algorithms within a given time. In this chapter, we perform three experiments. Each one will have a distinct set of problems which we call problem class.

A problem class assembles problems that share similar characteristics allowing us to analyze different aspects of the evaluated algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Class A</th>
<th>Class B</th>
<th>Class C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>number of dimensions</td>
<td>2,4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>initial number of components</td>
<td>2,3,4,5</td>
<td>10,20,30,40</td>
<td>50,75,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>initial number of VMs</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000,5000,10000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of sites</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multi-cloud topology height</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application topology</td>
<td>line, random</td>
<td>line, random</td>
<td>line, random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>predicted duration</td>
<td>2, 5, 8</td>
<td>5, 10, 500</td>
<td>2, 5, 10, 500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>migration cost function</td>
<td>f1, f2</td>
<td>f1, f2</td>
<td>f1, f2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>added/removed components</td>
<td>-1, 1, 2</td>
<td>-50%,-25%, +50%, +100%</td>
<td>-50%, +50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>added/removed VMs</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0, +50%</td>
<td>0, +50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total problems</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>576</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: Problem classes and their parameters.

We propose three classes, A, B, and C (cf. Table 6.2). Fundamentally, smaller and consequently easier to solve Class A problems are used to compare 2PCAP-REC to a MIP solver and the medium to large problems from Classes B and C are used to compare 2PCAP-REC to a Simulated Annealing (S.A.) meta-heuristic implementation. The metrics used to analyze the results of experiments are cost distances and the difference between execution times (cf. Section 3.3).

Problem classes’ parameters are mostly the same used in Section 5.7 except for the last four parameters in Table 6.2: predicted duration, migration cost function, added/removed components and added VM types. Predicted duration refers to an estimate of the application execution duration in units of time; migration cost function refers to the function used to generate migration costs; added/removed components refers to the number of components added or removed in the reconfiguration scenario and added VM types refers
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to the number of VM types added to the reconfiguration scenario. The two migration
c functions \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \) use the same base migration cost function \( \mu \) (cf. Equation 6.1), however
\( f_1 \) considers that component migrations are free if they involve VMs from the same
machine group and \( f_2 \) does not. We do this to simulate cost models practiced by many
Cloud providers such as Amazon [4] and Azure [78] which do not charge data transfers
inside the same Cloud provider site.

Essentially, a placement problem is composed of a set of possibly interconnected com-
ponents and a set of VM types organized in interconnected Cloud sites. The parameters
that guide the generation of those problems are defined by each problem class. The
procedure of placement problem parameter generation is the same used in Section 5.7.

Component and VM type dimensions are generated by picking pseudo-random values
from intervals pre-defined in Table 6.3. The price \( p_t \) of a VM type is dependent on its
first four capacities and is generated as follows:

\[
p_t = \alpha + \beta + \gamma + \delta \text{ where} \\
\alpha = c_{t,1}^* \times \text{random}(1,3) \\
\beta = c_{t,2}^* \times \text{random}(8,20) \\
\gamma = c_{t,3}^* \times \text{random}(5,8) \\
\delta = \begin{cases} 
  c_{t,4}^* \times \text{random}(10,15) & \text{if } c_{t,4}^* \leq 500 \\
  c_{t,4}^* \times \text{random}(20,25) & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases} \\
\]

\[
c_{t,d}^* = \frac{c_{t,d}}{\text{max}_d} \text{ and } \text{max}_d \text{ is the upper bound of } d \text{'s data generation interval.} 
\]

The simulation of a reconfiguration situation has three steps. First the necessary
data is generated following the experiment’s problem class parameters and intervals of
dimension data. At this step an initial placement problem is generated and 2PCAP
computes a solution to that problem. Then, a certain number of components or VMs is
added to that placement or removed from it (this amount is also defined by the problem
classes). This constitutes the reconfiguration placement problem and it will be calculated
by 2PCAP-REC and baseline algorithms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Requirements</th>
<th>Capacities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i)</td>
<td>800 to 3000</td>
<td>1000 to 3500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii)</td>
<td>1 to 16</td>
<td>2 to 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii)</td>
<td>1 to 32</td>
<td>2 to 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iv)</td>
<td>50 to 3500</td>
<td>150 to 4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(v)</td>
<td>5 to 30</td>
<td>10 to 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(vi)</td>
<td>1 to 8</td>
<td>1 to 16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3: Intervals of dimension data generation. 

The 2PCAP-REC algorithm and the program necessary to automate its evaluation
is implemented in Python. We used the SCIP suite [2] in conjunction with IBM’s
CPLEX [56] to generate optimal solutions and Python’s simulated annealing framework
Simaneeal [91]. Experiments were conducted on Dell PowerEdge R430 (Intel(R) Xeon(R)
6.5.2 Small Problems (Class A Experiment)

Class A problems were designed to be used as input to a MIP solver which would allow for the generation of optimal points that would be compared to 2PCAP-REC solutions. After generating the problems, we used the SCIP optimization suite [2] in conjunction with the MIP solver IBM CPLEX [56] to solve them. The optimization problem formulation is described in Equation 6.2 and was programmed using ZIMPL [2], a high level language which translates a mathematical model to a format that CPLEX understands. Each individual problem had 12 hours to calculate a solution. During this time, SCIP and CPLEX were able to generate around 6% of Class A problems (around 13 problem instances).

This is an indicator of the difficulty of the problem and forced us to find other strategies to evaluate the performance of 2PCAP-REC.

6.5.3 Medium and Larger Problems (Class B and C Experiments)

In this section, we evaluate the performance of 2PCAP-REC in the larger scenarios described by Class B and C problems. To do that, we use as baseline algorithm an implementation of a simulated annealing meta-heuristic (S.A.), which is more scalable than the solver used in Section 6.5.2.

We discuss results related to two experiments, one using Class B problems (Class B Experiment) and another using Class C problems (Class C Experiment) as input. Both have a one hour timeout and use three S.A. variants as baseline algorithm.

Essentially, S.A. variants differ with regard to the way their partial solutions (cf. Section 2.4.2) are generated. In summary, the first variant, S.A.1 generates partial solutions pseudo-randomly; the second one, called S.A.2, generates solutions calculated by a modified 2PCAP-REC which, in the composition step, instead of choosing the less expensive subplacements, choses them randomly; and the third one, named S.A.3, uses a solution computed by 2PCAP-REC.

2PCAP-REC vs. S.A.1

As described in Section 2.4.2 S.A. builds a solution by improving partial solutions in a process that simulates the energy changes involved in cooling a material. In our implementation of S.A., there are two ways of generating a partial solution. It can be generated from a valid “neighbor solution”, which consists of moving a component from VM in a valid placement to another VM, or it can be generated from scratch, i.e. an entire new placement is generated randomly.

We observed that during our first tests, S.A. would spend most of its execution time trying to randomly generate valid partial solutions from scratch due to the amount of invalid configurations in the search space.

Figure 6.4: Cost distances between solutions from 2PCAP-REC and S.A.1 aggregated by number of application components. Results for Class B and Class C experiments are on the left and right sides, respectively. Triangles indicates the average of distances.

S.A.1 implements a different way of generating solutions from scratch. Instead of trying to generate valid placements randomly across multiple Cloud provider sites, it tries to place all components on same Cloud provider site. Observe that in this case all communication requirements would be satisfied. However, as this approach might miss many possible configurations, algorithm optimality is affected. If there is no site that could host the entire application, the original random procedure discussed in the beginning is performed.

The cost distances between 2PCAP-REC and S.A.1 are plotted in Figure 6.4. We aggregate all solutions by number of added or removed components. In general, most of distances are negative indicating that 2PCAP-REC managed to calculate better solutions than S.A.1. The median varies between -40% and -47% and the average between -35% and -45% for Class B experiment. For the Class C experiment, medians and averages are between -48% and -47%.

In Figure 6.4, S.A.1 has a better performance when the reconfiguration scenario involves the removal of components from the initial placement. This happens mainly because, by removing components, the search space becomes smaller and, thus S.A.1 will be able to explore a larger part of it.

2PCAP-REC vs. S.A.2

To improve that approach and introduce more of Cloud provider site heterogeneity to partial solutions, we implemented S.A.2, which can generate partial solutions from the scratch using a modified version of 2PCAP which selects random sub-placements instead of the less expensive ones during composition phase. This allows for generating valid configurations very quickly. The cost distances between 2PCAP-REC and S.A.2 for a Class B experiment aggregated by number of added or removed components is represented in Figure 6.5. We observe smaller and more balanced cost distances than those represented in Figure 6.4, specially in terms of medians and averages. Notice, however, that the last quartiles of situations where components are removed are worse than situations where components are added.
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Figure 6.5: Cost distances between solutions aggregated by number of application components from 2PCAP-REC and S.A.2, a variant of S.A. that uses a randomized version of 2PCAP-REC to calculate partial solutions. Results for Class B and Class C experiments are on the left and right sides, respectively. Triangles indicates the average of distances.

We managed to improve the performance of S.A., however, 2PCAP-REC is still better in most of cases.

2PCAP-REC vs. S.A.3

The way initial configurations are calculated directly affects S.A. performance. Figure 6.6 illustrates the cost distance between 2PCAP-REC and S.A.3, a variation of S.A.1 in which initial solutions are calculated using 2PCAP-REC itself. This analysis helps us to understand by how much a solution calculated by 2PCAP-REC could be improved in one hour. It is possible to observe that there is an improvement specially in the last quartile of situations where components are removed during reconfiguration. In those cases it can reach an improvement of around 41%, however, the median and average are 0% and at most 3%, respectively. This reflects the difficulty to improve solutions calculated by 2PCAP-REC in large-scale scenarios.

2PCAP-REC vs. 2PCAP

The predicted duration of execution (δ) is an important reconfiguration problem parameter because it characterizes the amortization of migration costs. This amortization is determined by the ratio \(\frac{\text{migration cost}}{\delta}\) and indicates the overhead per time unit caused by migration costs. For example, a $10 migration will cost $10 per time unit if \(\delta = 1\); $1 per time unit if \(\delta = 10\); or $0.1 per time unit if \(\delta = 100\).

If \(\delta\) is large enough to make migration costs become insignificant, the costs of reconfiguration placements and initial placements converge. To analyze that, we compare the performance of 2PCAP and 2PCAP-REC on Class B and C experiments with varying \(\delta\).

The results aggregated by predicted duration are depicted in Figure 6.7. As expected, cost distances reduce as the predicted duration grows indicating the aforementioned convergence. Notice that it is possible that a reconfiguration placement is cheaper than a reconfiguration placement calculated as an initial placement. This happens because pre-
Figure 6.6: Cost distances between solutions from 2PCAP-REC and S.A.3, a version of S.A. meta-heuristic initialized by 2PCAP-REC aggregated by number of application components. In this analysis, the distances represent the improvement calculated by S.A. to a placement computed by 2PCAP-REC. Results for Class B and Class C experiments are on the left and right, respectively. Triangles indicate the average of distances.

Previously deployed components and migration costs may allow for a different exploration of the search space that would not be considered by 2PCAP. This phenomena can be observed in Figure 6.7 where predicted duration is 500 for Class C experiment.

Figure 6.7: Cost distances aggregated by predicted duration of execution between solutions from 2PCAP-REC and 2PCAP (the reconfiguration placement problem is considered an initial placement problem in this case). Results for Class B and Class C experiments are on the left and right sides, respectively. Triangles indicates the average of distances.

**Execution Times**

S.A. variants were given one hour per problem to calculate a solution. Likewise, 2PCAP-REC was given the same timeout, however, as we can see in Figures 6.8 it has never taken more than 8 seconds per problem from Class B experiment and 80 seconds for Class C experiment problems. Notice that 2PCAP-REC’s execution times follow the
Figure 6.8: 2PCAP-REC execution times for Class B and Class C experiments (left and right sides, respectively). Triangles indicates the average of distances.

The same pattern as 2PCAP’s (cf. Section 5.7).

6.5.4 Discussion

In this section we evaluated the performance of 2PCAP-REC. This was accomplished through the comparison of reconfiguration placements calculated by 2PCAP-REC, S.A. meta-heuristic implementations and a MIP solver. We generated three different problem classes aiming at having a better understanding about the limitations of 2PCAP-REC. We observed that, in spite of having very reduced execution times, 2PCAP-REC managed to compute, most of the time, better placements than state of the art approaches or, at least, comparable to them. This is an indication that 2PCAP-REC is an interesting option when reconfiguration problems are large and when there are tight time constraints.

6.6 Conclusion

In this chapter we presented 2PCAP-REC, a communication and reconfiguration-aware heuristic. Being an extension of 2PCAP (cf. Chapter 5), 2PCAP-REC inherits the ability of calculating solutions for large-scale CAPDAMP problems and, furthermore, it is able to calculate solutions for reconfiguration scenarios.

We discussed a detailed related work specially focused on validating the component migration model presented in Section 6.2 and we evaluated 2PCAP-REC taking into consideration the main approaches of the state of the art. We observed in the experiments that 2PCAP-REC is an interesting option to be considered in large-scale scenarios or in situations where time constraints are tight or in both cases. In addition, 2PCAP-REC is also a good tool to quickly generate good quality initial solutions for meta-heuristics and other iterative algorithms.
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Conclusion and Perspectives

In this thesis we studied the problem of calculating initial and reconfiguration placements of distributed applications on multiple Cloud based infrastructures. We were interested in situations where the placement objective was to minimize renting costs while satisfying resource and communication constraints. This problem is difficult to solve and automate due to scalability issues resulting from the large amount of different Cloud providers and virtual machine (VM) types that we consider in the problem. There are many interesting approaches in the literature, however, despite their important contributions, their solutions do not scale well (such as exact algorithms), or may take too much time to calculate a good quality solution (such as meta-heuristics), or oversimplify placement scenarios (such as many heuristics).

In this context, we split that problem in three parts and propose heuristic-based approaches for each part incrementally. Each heuristic was extensively evaluated and compared to state of the art approaches.

The combination of proposed heuristics and their evaluation are the main contributions of this thesis. We summarize it as follows:

- **Cost + Resource Constraints**: In a first moment we considered only cost and resource constraints of distributed applications and Cloud infrastructure. Communication constraints were let aside. In this way, we modeled the placement problem as a generalization of a multi dimensional bin packing problem (or vector packing problem) and proposed efficient heuristics based on First Fit Decreasing heuristics which can compute initial placements.

- **Cost + Communication and Resource Constraints**: In a second moment, the objective was to improve the previously proposed communication-oblivious heuristics by adding communication constraints to the modeling. To do so, we used a hierarchical approach to model Cloud topologies and a graph based approach to model distributed applications. We proposed 2PCAP, a heuristic that uses these models to calculate communication-aware initial placements of distributed applications on multiple Clouds. The vector packing based heuristics previously proposed are part of 2PCAP.

- **Cost + Communication and Resource Constraints + Reconfiguration**: The last part of the split placement problem concerns reconfiguration scenarios.
We added ways of expressing migration costs and components which are already deployed to application and Cloud models. Then, we proposed 2PCAP-REC, an extension of 2PCAP, that can deal with reconfiguration scenarios, i.e., situations where part of a distributed application has previously been deployed at the moment a placement is calculated.

- **Evaluation:** Those three heuristics were evaluated separately against state of the art approaches in a very similar way. Placement problems with different sizes and characteristics were generated and solved by the considered heuristic(s) and baseline algorithms. The latter were, in summary, variations of mixed integer programming solvers and simulated annealing meta-heuristics, which are a good sample of state of the art approaches. The results pointed that the proposed heuristics were capable of calculating good quality solutions much faster than state of the art approaches, specially in large-scale placement scenarios.

In conclusion, the heuristics proposed in this thesis are valuable tools to quickly calculate placements for large-scale scenarios or cases where there are tight time constraints. Furthermore, they are still an interesting option as fast placement solution generators to be used to initialize algorithms, including branch-and-cut heuristics and meta-heuristics, or as good quality baseline algorithms.

### 7.1 Perspectives

The contributions of this thesis could be extended in many different ways. In this section, we discuss some research directions that could lead to interesting results.

#### 7.1.1 Different Use Case Perspectives

**Fog and Edge Computing**

Today, a large part of Cloud computing community has its attention turned to the Fog and Edge computing. In summary, the objective of those platforms is to reduce the latency between the source of data or requests and service providers. This means that requests do not have to cross a country to reach a service hosted in a remote data center, but could be processed by servers (or any other connected computing device), responsible for attending a local area. Those servers could be hosted in data centers, inside cellphone transmission stations or even in personal use devices such as personal computers or cellphones. An example of utilization would be a mobile application delegating the heavy processing of some data to a near server and just getting its results. Another one would be a local infrastructure able to receive and process data from many near sensors, and to send them commands based on data analysis.

The challenge of how to place application components and replicas of application components over those Edge virtual servers in a given region is a very interesting placement problem. This scenario has a lot in common with those visited in Chapter 6, namely hosting infrastructure heterogeneity, resource, time and communication constraints, and problem scale. Hence, we think that 2PCAP-REC could be successfully adapted to that
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context. It would benefit from improvements related to the modeling of resource and communication constraints and also some way of measuring resilience of virtual servers. In our opinion the core of both placement problems, on multiple Clouds or on the Edge, are very similar.

**Virtual Machine Consolidation**

Typically the virtual machine (VM) consolidation problem is characterized by calculating mappings between sets of VMs and sets of physical machines in a cluster. The objective is usually minimizing metrics, such as energy consumption or bandwidth usage. Observe that it may be necessary to reorganize VMs previously running on physical machines to allocate new VMs, thus VM migration may occur during the process.

2PCAP-REC could be adapted to this scenario. Firstly, because data centers can very commonly be modeled hierarchically. Furthermore the objective function of minimizing renting costs could be easily replaced by another one, such as energetic consumption minimization. Finally, it is possible to replace the current component migration model to a VM migration model.

**7.1.2 Improvement of Application and Constraint Model Perspectives**

In Chapter 3 we listed the hypotheses that we used to model the placement problems discussed throughout this thesis and to design our heuristics. In this section we propose removing or changing some of these hypotheses in order to bring more aspects from real world placement scenarios to the considered problems. The challenge is to improve application and infrastructure models while keeping a good performance of the proposed heuristics.

**Performance Constraints**

In our application and infrastructure models, we do not consider any interference effects resulting from components sharing a same VM. Currently it is not possible to describe performance metrics neither any relation between allocated resources and component performance. Consequently, it is not possible to describe performance requirements or capacities. Once a resource-performance correlation is established, we believe that 2PCAP-REC and the proposed application and Cloud models could be adapted or extended to take into account performance constraints.

**Data Transfer Constraints**

The proposed application and infrastructure models do not explicitly take into account data transfers between components. To adapt 2PCAP-REC to this scenario, it would be necessary to change the meaning of communication constraints. In the current model, we consider that these constraints are described in terms of latency. Considering that data transfer requirements are described in terms of throughput, it would be necessary to introduce the notion of communication bandwidth and correlate it to latency. Also, it would be necessary to explicitly introduce a “data transfer” dimension to components.
At this point whenever a new component is deployed to a VM, communication capacities of connections of the hosting VM to other VMs would be impacted. Finally, the way 2PCAP-REC’s decomposition phase is implemented would have to be updated since the structure of component subsets would affect VM communication capacities.

**Controlled SLA Violation**

Throughout this thesis we considered that resource and communication constraints are hard constraints. It could be interesting extending 2PCAP-REC to allow violations of some constraints in exchange of smaller renting costs, for example. It could be a user-defined parameter establishing allowed levels of degradation or minimal cost improvements.

### 7.1.3 Multi-objective Optimization

The objective of the heuristics presented in this thesis were minimizing renting and migration (where apply) costs while satisfying resource and communication (where apply) constraints. A very interesting research direction would be adding other optimization objectives to the problem, transforming it in a multi-objective optimization problem. For example, besides minimizing renting costs it could be interesting to also minimize resource utilization. The heuristics and application and infrastructure models proposed in this thesis could be a starting point for a solution.
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